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HOW DO WE COME TO BE
WHERE WE ARE?

much time do you think it requires to accomplish a goal in a blind, deaf
and mute society? Just note that all a president has to do is take his
family, and often just the family dog, to wag his (both) tail and waddle
(Please see U.S. Program For General & Complete Disarmament, p.7)

We arrive at where we ARE through all of the experiences
attended and unattended along the way to HERE.
As more and greater talk is afoot about closing bases in
the U.S. and mass-destruction weapons being at point of all
encounters, it must seem quite curious to you that you have so
few troops in the U.S. while you have massive numbers
abroad in all the hot spots readied for takeover.
In a sophisticated world where the planners have laid
forth major reversal of all ideology by year 2000, how
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The News Desk
1/10/98

DR. AL OVERHOLT

OREGONIANS LAUD STATE
IN SHUNNING
SOCIAL SECURITY IN
FAVOR OF IRAs
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
1/5/98: [quoting]
MEMBERS of Congress who still think its
politically risky to touch Social Security should go
westto Oregon.
A grass-roots Social Security reform movement
i s u n d e r w a y, a n d i t b e g i n s i n a s t a t e w h e r e
Rockefeller Republicanwhich is to say
liberalis still regarded as a term of praise. In
May 1997, the Oregon Legislature overwhelmingly
passed a resolution calling on Congress to give the
state a waiver that would let it opt out of the
Social Security system and provide individual
retirement savings accounts to its residents. Not
just to public employeesas was done in a few
Texas counties in the early 1980sbut to every
worker in the state.
Following the vote, the usually liberal Portland
Oregonian newspaper gave the resolution a
cautious thumbs-up: In its current incarnation,
Social Security is headed toward insolvency, and
its clear that Congress must do something soon
and if reform happens, Oregonby declaring its
willingness to forge ahead on its ownwould be
right to claim some of the credit.
The idea for the Social Security opt-out was
spearheaded by Oregon state Sen. Gene Derfler, RSalem, a 73-year-old retired small-business man
who is a Social Security recipient himself.
Explaining his enthusiasm for the idea, Derfler
said: If you ask any young person if they expect
to collect Social Security when they retire, most
will say, No. It is not a fair situation. The
federal government is not going to address the
problemthey have their head in the sand. The
answer will have to come from the states, as it did
on welfare reform. We would like to have the
opportunity to implement a state plan.

*
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Randall Pozdena, a former Federal Reserve
economist working for the Portland-based Cascade
Policy Institute, has calculated several plausible
scenarios for how a privatized system would work
in Oregon. Pozdena favors placing each workers
payroll taxes into an Oregon Private Retirement
Account, which would funnel the money into
stocks, bonds and other private investments likely
to yield a higher return over time than the current
Social Security system.
The idea of letting states opt out is forcing
p u b l i c o ff i c i a l s t o t h i n k h a r d a b o u t h o w t h e
process of privatizing Social Security would work.
Many of the problems that face individual states
also would face the country if it privatizes Social
S e c u r i t y. T h e s e i n c l u d e w h a t t o d o a b o u t
midcareer workerswho would have to make the
transition from the government-run pension system
to private savingsas well as how to pay for the
benefits of existing Social Security recipients and
those workers about to retire.
But the problems are not insurmountable. In
Oregon, for example, Pozdena calculates that
current Social Security benefits can be paid for by
maintaining the employers share of the payroll tax
for the next 23 years. Meanwhile, those enrolled in
the new, privatized system could look forward to
substantially higher retirement benefits than Social
Security will offer.
Even assuming an extremely conservative 3
percent rate of return on their investments (the
stock markets historical average, including the
years of the Great Depression, is 7 percent),
individuals in the private system would enjoy
benefits 10 percent more generous than those
offered by Social Security. With a 5 percent rate
of return (not far above the safest government
securities available today), they would enjoy 50
percent more income than Social Security offers.
A number of issues still need to be resolved
before a state opt-out plan can be considered
realistic. For instance, what safeguards and
restrictions on retirement savings investment will
be necessary to prevent fraudulent or imprudent
investment? And what happens to workers who
move into or out of Oregon? Workers leaving the
state might face the prospect of losing some of
their retirement savings unless Oregon persuades
Social Security to allow workers who leave the
state to remain enrolled in Oregons plan.
Hypothetical problems aside, the opt-out
strategy remains a good way for states to put
pressure on Washington to fix Social Security.
Following Oregons lead, several other states are
thinking of passing their own opt-out resolutions.
Of course, real change wont come easily.
E v e n i n O r e g o n , t h e s t a t e s c o n g r e s s i o n a l
delegationwhile generally supportive of the optouthas declined to introduce the legislation
needed to allow Oregon to complete the task.
What these lawmakers fail to graspindeed,
what most of official Washington fails to graspis
that the politics of Social Security reform are
changing: If it used to be politically dangerous to
talk about making changes to Social Security, the
day is fast approaching when the danger will be in
keeping the program as it is. [End quoting]
My take on this is: The politicians dont fail to
grasp the changes. What is happening is they have
to figure a way to keep the money coming in and
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quit paying so much out. They use these funds for
their other devious purposes and dont intend to
lose them.
NAZI HUNTER NAMED
HITLER COLLABORATOR
Simon Wiesenthal
gained international fame as a
Holocaust victim and
post-war Nazi hunter.
A new trial is casting doubt
upon Wiesenthals integrity.
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 12/22/97: [quoting]
Austrian Chancellor Bruno Kreisky charged
famed Nazi-hunter Simon Wiesenthal with being
a Nazi agent in WWII. Kreisky is scheduled to
testify about Wiesenthals tainted past in a slander
suit brought by Wiesenthal.
I can understand that he [Wiesenthal] wanted
to save his life under the Nazis, but he has no
moral authority to point his finger at others,
Kreisky said at a news conference. My opinion
was, and is, that he was an agent.
Kreisky made his accusation after Wiesenthal
charged that Friedrich Peter, head of the right-wing
F r e e d o m P a r t y, h a d b e e n i n a n S S u n i t t h a t
committed executions in occupied Russia during
the war.
Wi e s e n t h a l e s t a b l i s h e d h i s C e n t e r f o r
Holocaust Studies in Los Angeles in 1977 as a
holocaust survivor. He has made an intentional
career of promoting guilt for the victimization of
Jews in WWII.
The Murderers Among Us, The Simon
Wiesenthal Memoirs, edited by Joseph Wechsberg,
says Wiesenthal, a known member of the Polish
resistance underground, was allowed to hide two
illegal pistols in the desk of Oberinspektor Adolf
Kohlrautz, his immediate German superior at the
Ostbahn Repair Works.
Wiesenthal also had relative freedom and was
permitted to walk all over the yards and had his
own office in the yards, according to the book.
That is not the picture presented of holocaust
victims by the Simon Wiesenthal Center for
Holocaust Studies. [End quoting]
T h e t r u t h i s c o m i n g o u t a n d i t w o n t b e
pl easant f or t hese El i t e t hugs who have been
enslaving the world.
60,000 PISTOL-PACKING
FEDERAL BUREAUCRATS SHOW
WHY PEOPLE FEAR THE
GOVERNMENT
From the INTERNET, 1/98: [quoting]
A new report revealing that almost 60,000
federal employees now carry weapons has
prompted the Libertarian Party to come out in
favor of gun controlfor the federal government.
According to a study by the General
Accounting Office (GAO), an astounding 60,000
government employees in 45 different agencies now
carry guns as a routine part of their job.
An d i t s n o t j u s t l a w e n f o r c e me n t a g e n t s :
Poultry inspectors, park rangers, and disaster aid
workers are all allowed to carry weaponsin
addition to special agents from the Small Business
Administration, NASA, the Department of
Education, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and
even the Department of Veterans Affairs, noted
Steve Dasbach, national chairman of the
Libertarian Party.
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Federal employees have gone nutsgun
nuts, he said. Its time to impose a waiting
period on the federal government, while the
American people conduct a background check on
these armed and potentially dangerous
bureaucrats.
According to the GAO investigation, the
number of federal employees with guns is growing
rapidlyup by 20% in the last 10 years. In fact,
2,436 armed personnel were added to the federal
governments payroll last year alone.
Even worse, federal employees are getting more
powerful weapons. According to the GAO, the
Energy Department now has access to machine
guns, and other agencies can summon tanks and
military helicopters. In addition, the Western
Journalism Center discovered that the National
Park Service and the Department of Human
Services now have SWAT teams.
Machine guns? Tanks? SWAT teams? Whats
going on?
Dasbach said he has a theory: Congress has
passed over 3, 000 cr i mi nal l aws, and f eder al
agencies have churned out hundreds of thousands
of regulations that carry criminal penalties. The
result is that ordinary Americans run a constant
risk of violating laws theyve never even heard of
as federal agents scramble to enforce those laws at
the point of a gun. [End quoting]
Is there any question among thinking people
why almost no government official will be safe
without a gun in the very near future when a few
mo r e p e o p l e wa k e u p t o wh o s d o i n g wh a t t o
whom?
CONTACT does NOT advocate violence for
any reason. We only report it like we see it. Nonviolence is Gods waythe word, not the sword!
WATER IS DANGEROUS
Excerpted from THE JUBILEE, Nov./Dec.
1997: [quoting]
Congratulations to Nathan Zohner, 14, of Idaho
Falls for a science project that demonstrates the
politicalization of science. His display was about
the dangers of dihydrogen monoxide. He pointed
out that dihydrogen monoxidea major component
of acid raincan kill you when accidentally
inhaled, and causes severe burns in gaseous form.
He then asked who would support a ban on this
substance. 86% said yes, 12% were unsure, and
one person pointed out that dihydrogen monoxide
is H 20, or water. [End quoting]
What better example could we have that
ignorance is not bliss? The New World Order
depends on this dumbing down of America to
lead the sheeple to the slaughter.
STUDY:
USELESS DRUGS
WERE GIVEN TO BOSNIA
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 12/18/97:
[quoting]
At least half of the drugs donated during the
war in Bosnia-Herzegovina were unusable, and
there is evidence the relief effort may have been
used to dump outdated supplies, according to a
s t u d y i n t o d a y s N e w E n g l a n d J o u r n a l o f
Medicine.
The cost of disposing of an estimated 17,000
tons of the useless medical supplies now falls on
the World Health Organization, which plans to
build incinerator plants for that purpose, the
studys authors concluded.
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They also said the companies that donated the
medicines have probably received tax deductions
f o r t h e i r w o r t h l e s s c o n t r i b u t i o n D r. P a t r i c k
Berckmans and other researchers from the
European Association for Health and Development
in Brussels and the European Institute of
Oncology in Milan used a variety of sources to
track supplies that entered Bosnia-Herzegovina
between 1992 and the middle of 1996.
They found that out of the 27,800 to 34,800
tons of drugs and medical materials donated
between 13,900 and 20,900 tons were useless or
unusable.
Drugs whose shelf life expired by the time they
arrived, drugs with unreadable labels, medicines
spoiled during transportation or storage were
commonly sent to the war-torn region. [End
quoting]
Isnt this what we could expect from the Elite
drug companies? After all, its their Elite brothers
who promote the wars, so why would they donate
freegoodmedicines to prevent deaths?
Remember they have a plan to kill off billions of
people. This way they make money off bad drugs
and still kill off the people. They also get the
contracts to destroy their waste drugs. They win
every possible wayfor just a short time longer.
HELPING HEARING
From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, Jan.
1998: [quoting]
Geoffrey ball has had impaired hearing since
birth. And for many years, he has been dissatisfied
with conventional hearing aids that use the ear
canal and eardrum as amplifiers. They can cause
irritating feedback noise, distort sound, and be
uncomfortable. So Ball invented an alternative
while at Stanford University: a device that attaches
to one of the tiny bones of the inner ear.
As a patient, Ive been waiting so long for
something like this, says Ball, who recently had
t h e d e v i c e , c a l l e d t h e Vi b r a n t S o u n d b r i d g e ,
implanted in his ear as part of a U.S. clinical trial.
While U.S. trials proceed, Vibrant Soundbridges
could be on the market in Europe later this year,
according to Symphonix Devices of San Jose,
California, which is developing the technology.
The key innovation in the Vibrant Soundbridge
is Balls Floating Mass Transducer, which is about
half the size of a grain of rice.
During a surgical procedure, the transducer
is attached to the incus bone (nicknamed the anvil

because of its shape) with adhesive. A magnet and
coil in the transducer work together to oscillate the
tiny bone, creating vibrations that stimulate the
auditory nerve, which carries signals to the brain.
An external device, hidden by hair behind the ear,
processes incoming sound; it controls the speed
and degree to which the bone is oscillated, to

ear pict

A new hearing aid attaches to a bone in
the inner ear. It oscillates the bone,
stimulating a nerve that controls the
perception of sound.

create different pitches and levels of sound. 
Mariette DiChristina [End quoting]
It sounds (pun intended) like its a marvelous
invention that will benefit hundreds of thousands of
peopleif allowed to proceed into the
marketplace.
WAR ON RIGHTS
From THE NEW AMERICAN, 10/27/97,
1998: [quoting]
The decades-long war on drugs has been, in
practice, a war on individual rightsand Levine is
convinced that such has been the purpose of the
enterprise from the beginning. We havent had
the type of upheaval my CIA friend predicted, but
there has been a long process of undermining our
freedom and institutionalizing criminal behavior by
our government, Levine observes.
If were going to fight a war on drugs, its
going to have to be carried out at the local level,
by locally accountable people working with the
cooperation of the community, Levine concludes.
 T h e f e d s  a n d , r e m e m b e r, I w a s o n e f o r 2 5

Red Lentils & Adzuki Beans
Two of the tastiest, most storable foods are now
available in bulk, 50 lbs. per bag. Prepare and cook them
just like pinto beans. Wonderful soup extender and both
make super salad/sandwich sprouts.
Adzuki Beans
Red Lentils

50-lb. bag
50-lb. bag

*$50.
*$30.

Order From New GaiaCall 800-639-4242
* Plus UPS delivery charge
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yearsare following a different agenda. There are
some very good, courageous federal agents whose
efforts are being wasted, just as mine were, by a
political Elite that has no interest in winning this
war. [End quoting]
This shouldnt be surprising to CONTACT
readers. If any surprise it should be from the fact
this became publicized.

with babies with the mandatory use of needles on
the newborn. They can give contaminated shots to
selected ones they dont want to live and help their
depopulation plans.
Remember how 2000 years ago the Elite tried
to get rid of all babies 2 years old and under?
They always keep reusing the same template to
enslave and depopulate.

RUNNER BILLS
TO INCLUDE HIV

WHERE IS THE EAGLE? GONE.

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
12/30/97: [quoting]
Assemblyman George Runner says he will
introduce legislation calling for mandatory HIV
testing of all newborns under a two-year Baby
AIDS pilot project in Los Angeles County.
Modeled on the New York law that requires
HIV testing for all newborns, the bill requires that
test results be kept confidential between parents
and physicians.
This is a bill of compassion for babies, said
Runner, R-Lancaster. We need to do everything
we can to build up their immune system.
While test results will be confidential,
statistical information on how many infants test
positive would be compiled by the state in an effort
to better understand how to reduce the rate of HIV
infection among infants, Runner says.
While HIV testing is voluntary, Runner says
the state requires mandatory testing of infants for
far less common diseases, such as phenylketonuria
and galactoseiniaboth genetic disorders that can
lead to mental retardation, and which together were
detected in 428 infants from 1980 through 1996.
HIV infection is the sixth-leading cause of
death among children ages 1 to 4 in the United
States,
according
to
R u n n e r s
s t a ff .
Approximately 1,300 to 2,000 children are born
with HIV annually in the United States, officials say.
Money for the testsestimated at $2 million to
$3 million annuallywould come from the $60
million the federal government gives California
every year for medical and support services for
low-income HIV-positive patients. [End quoting]
The Elite are making it much easier to do away

From UNKNOWN, 1997: [quoting]
The Great Chief in Washington sends word that
he wishes to buy our land. How can you buy or
sell the skythe warmth of the land. The idea is
strange to us. Yet we do not own the freshness of
the air or the sparkle of the water. How can you
buy them from us? Every part of this Earth is
sacred to my people.
We know that White man does not understand
our ways. One portion of the land is the same to
him as the next, for he is a stranger who comes in
the night and takes from the land whatever he
needs. The Earth is not his brother but his enemy,
and when he has conquered it he moves on. He
leaves his fathers graves, and his childrens
birthright is forgotten.
There is no quiet place in the White mans
cities. No place to hear the leaves of spring or the
rustle of insect wings. But perhaps because I am
savage and do not understandthe clatter only
seems to insult the ears. And what is there to life
if a man cannot hear the lovely cry of the
whippoorwill or the arguments of the frog around
the pond at night.
The Whites too, shall passperhaps sooner
than other tribes. Continue to contaminate your
bed and you will one night suffocate in your own
waste. When the buffalo are all slaughtered, the
wild horses all tamed, the secret corners of the
forest heavy with the scent of many men, and the
view of the ripe hills blotted by talking wires.
Where is the thicket? Gone. Where is the eagle?
Gone. And what is it to say goodbye to the swift
and the hunt, the end of living and the beginning of
survival? [End quoting]
Our Native brothers have a lot to teach us if we
would only listen.
TCAP STORAGE DEVICE
F r o m t h e I N T E R N E T, < h t t p : / /
www.accpc.com/tcapstore.htm> 1/7/98:
[quoting]
American
Computer
Company
announced that it has, after five months
e ff o r t , s u c c e s s f u l l y a s s e m b l e d a
transcapacitor based storage disk drive
with the assistance of Tata Industrial
Semiconductors, a Taiwan-based silicon
foundry.
Described as a Poker Chip Sized
solid state disk drive, the new
semiconductor could be seen in service by
the end of 1999 or early in the year 2000.
The device can store over 90 billion
characters of information, the capacity of
15 Digital Video Disks, or 112 ordinary
CD-ROMs, or printed material which could
fill 90 ten-story buildings [emphasis mine].
Its power consumption is described as
negligible, and the speed of access is
said to be limited by the computer it is
connected to, reading a full 1 million bytes
of information could take as little as 10
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nanoseconds.
The development team, underneath Phillip
Huang, has visualized PCs with no RAM memory
needed in a future implementation which might mate
one or more of the INTEL Pentium II Processor(s)
with the 90b8 device, along with an embedded
Windows NT operating system. Estimated price for
the Hard Drive version of the 090b8: $895.

Fig 1: 90-Gigabyte Solid-State Hard
Drive Based on the new ACC Transfer
Capacitor in an INTEL Slot-1 Cartridge
Chip Carrier [The Slot 1 Cartridge Chip
Carrier housing the prototype, is a
licensed, patented product of INTEL
Corporation.]

When reached for comment, a spokesperson
stated: The best part of this design is, it has NO
MOVING PARTS TO WEAR OUT, and is 1000
times faster than even the FASTEST Mainframe
Hard Drives ever made by IBM. It can store up to
about 20 or more hours of continuous high
definition television video on a single cartridge,
making it ideal for future set top boxes used in
future film rental systems, that can store 6 to 10
complete first-run films for viewing, retrieved by
Cable TV modem on a Pay Per Retrieval
Multiple View basis. It will be able to record an
endless amount of Television, News, and Internet
Data. It is designed to be removable so that it
can be taken out and stored (it has its own off-line
battery). It is extremely versatile, because it is so
compact, a typical system could incorporate
multiple slots and owners could own multiple
090b8s. Over time, we expect its price to the end
consumer will drop. It will likely change the entire
i n d u s t r y : P C s w i l l b e a b l e t o o u t p e r f o r m
Mainframes by an order of magnitude, and
supercomputers using thousands of this new
device, will truly be able to store information in
ways that have never been done before.
We intend to sell the device upon introduction
next year, as a component Computer assembly
houses can simply buy and add to their PCs, and
consumers can buy and upgrade existing machines
with. We may just NOT sell it to the top 10 PC
Companies who monopolize our industry. Its
success hinges upon how reliable our ability to
produce such a technology is, one so far ahead of
todays memory technologies that it is more than
720 times the capacity of IBMs recent storage
announcement, and perhaps a hundred years ahead.
Compared to what the Army allegedly discovered
50 years ago, our rendering is probably rather
primitive. Humanity must be, on the intelligence
scale, the equivalent of a low grade moron
wherever this devices design came from. In a
report read to me yesterday, we have been told that
IBM is extremely jumpy about all this, and local
confidential inquiries in the Westchester County,
New York area around IBMs New Orchard Road,
Armonk headquarters seems to indicate that while
most IBMers agree with what we are doing 100%,
IBM Corporate Relations continues to try to find
ways to upset our applecart, pardon my pun.
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The Transfer Capacitor BASED
90 Gigabyte Storage Drive
(photo depiction of wafer
without leads or housing)

scale 1:1

PAT E N Ts P E N D I N G . A L L R I G H T S
RESERVED WORLDWIDE. American Computer
Company. [End quoting]
Its hard to comprehend that the information
stored on this pokerchip chip, if printed on
paper, would require 90 ten-story buildings for
storage.
Far greater amazing devices are waiting for
Gods people after this planet gets through its
tribulation times.
SUBJECT: INTERNET, FCC
From the INTERNET, 12/21/97: [quoting]
I am writing you this to inform you of a very
important matter currently under review by the
FCC. Your local telephone company has filed a
proposal with the FCC to impose per-minute
charges for your Internet service. They contend
that your usage has or will hinder the operation of
the telephone network.
It is my belief that Internet usage will diminish
if users were required to pay additional per-minute
charges. The FCC has created an e-mail box for
your comments, responses must be received by
February 13, 1997. Send your comments to
<isp@fcc.qov> and tell them what you think.
Every phone company is in on this one, and
they are trying to sneak it in just under the wire for
litigation. Let everyone you know read this one.
Get the e-mail address to everyone you can think
of. [End quoting]
Why would the phone companies try to cut out
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b u s i n e s s ? On l y b e c a u s e t h e p o we r o f a l l t h e Weaver and Weavers friend Kevin Harris that he
people having instant communication all over the had been aiming at Harris when he fired the shot
world is hampering their controlseverely.
that killed Weaver s wife. Horiuchi said he had
aimed at Harris as he ran back into the cabin.
TERRORISM SEMINAR
At a Dec. 17 hearing, Harden found that
SPONSORED BY FEMA
Horiuchi unlawfully killed Vicki Weaver without
malice, but he held off ruling on whether the FBI
F r o m T H E S E E K E R S , b y M a r y sniper would be bound over for trial.
S n e l l , P. O . B o x 6 7 0 8 , Te x a r k a n a , T X
Harden made no comments on the reason for
75505-670, Nov./Dec. 97: [quoting]
his decision in Wednesdays order.
Late AugustA three-day Terrorism
Woodbury also filed state murder and assault
seminar. Sponsored by FEMA. Attendees: charges against Harris in Degans slaying and the
Local police and sheriff departments, ATF, wounding of another federal agent, but Harden
FBI, U.S. Marshals, and Texas DPS, about d i s m i s s e d t h e c h a rg e s O c t . 2 b e c a u s e H a r r i s
6 5 i n a l l . F E M A s h o w e d a c a r a v a n o f already had been cleared of murder and other
vehicles and gear. Local patriots profiled for charges in the 1993 federal trial.
future attention. Plans were made on how
Harden said the state charges violated an Idaho
to deal with local patriots when the balloon law that bars prosecution of someone who already
goes up. Gun confiscation was discussed. has faced prosecution in another state, territory or
It appeared they were getting ready for a country. [End quoting]
round-up.
1998 YEAR OF DESTINY?
The main speakers are self-appointed experts
f r om t he ADL and t he Sout her n Pover t y Law
From Flashpoint (12-97) and others: [quoting]
Center whose agenda is the establishment of the
1998 t he Year of Dest i ny. I f you ar e i nt o
New World Order. It is this unbiased opinions
[sic] in which these terrorism seminars are held. numbers then this is a 6 year! 666 perhaps. 666
T h e p o l i c e a r e s o i n f l u e n c e d t h a t t h e y a r e i n times 3 is 1998.
America will be 222 [one-ninth of 1998] years
lockstep with the NWO. They happily enforce
the guidelines of the totalitarian State and think o l d ( c o u n t i n g f r o m 1 7 7 6 ) a d d i n g u p 6 ( t h e
they are patriots for doing so. Rest assured gun incarnate evil). Clinton, the 42nd president will be
confiscation will happen and if you resist you will 4 2 ( a g a i n b o t h a d d u p t o 6 ) . T h i s p r e s e n t s a
b e a r r e s t e d a s a n e n e m y o f t h e N W O . [ E n d n a t i o n s b i r t h d a y w h o s e n u m b e r i s s i x , t h e
president also gives us two sixes (666).
quoting]
The U.N. will celebrate its 51st birthday (6).
JUDGE: FBI SHARPSHOOTER
1998 will be Clintons 6th year since election and
MUST FACE TRIAL IN RUBY
six years since the Waco Massacre.
RIDGE CASE
Microsoft, Motorola and McDonnell-Douglas
(and others) will complete their launch of 66
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL (AP), satellites in space, setting up a worldwide system
1/8/98: [quoting]
of techno-spying and invasion of personal privacy
B O N N E R S F E R RY, I d a h o  A j u d g e t h a t o n l y Ge o rg e Or we l l s B i g B r o t h e r c o u l d
Wednesday ordered an FBI sharpshooter to stand appreciate.
trail on a state manslaughter charge for the death
1998 the triple-witching year of Destiny. [End
of white separatist Randy Weaver s wife in the quoting]
1992 siege at Ruby Ridge.
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
The U.S. Justice Department decided in 1994
SPOTTED OVER COSTA RICA
against prosecuting Lon Horiuchi and upheld the
decision last year after a long review. But in
From the INTERNET, 12/27/97: [quoting]
Au g u s t , B o u n d a r y C o u n t y Pr o s e c u t o r De n i s e
The Costa Rican mass media reported on
Wo o d b u r y f i l e d a c h a rg e o f i n v o l u n t a r y
Thursday that unidentified flying objects were
manslaughter.
Magistrate Judge Quentin Harden decided there spotted the day before in the countrys air space
was probable cause to bring Horiuchi to trial on over Golfito district, which is 330 kilometres to the
the state charge. Harden scheduled a Feb. 13 south of San Jose. However, TV cameramen were
unable to film them as they did on Monday,
arraignment.
On December 22 cameramen from two local
A federal judge is scheduled to hear arguments
Monday from Horiuchis lawyers in Boise that the television channels filmed at least a dozen flying
saucers in the sky south of the Costa Rican
case should be transferred to federal court.
Harden ruled after reviewing briefs that the capital. Before the eyes of hundreds of people,
defense and prosecution recently submitted on they made zigzag maneuvers for several minutes.
whether Horiuchi was negligent, reckless or Flight controllers of the International Juan
Santamaria Airport counted approximately fifty
careless in firing shots.
Horiuchis lawyers have argued that the state thousand traces of their movements. Some car
failed to meet its burden of proof that Horiuchi drivers stopped to watch the phenomenon.
According to Ufologist Carlos Vilchez, most
was grossly negligent, or that standards of care
remarkable is the fact that these UFOs appeared in
had been violated.
Horiuchi was among dozens of federal agents daytime, that they were seen by hundreds of people
who surrounded Weaver s cabin. Weaver was a n d w e r e f i l m e d b y T V c a m e r a m e n . H e a l s o
being sought on an illegal-weapons charge. His expressed the view that an influx of UFOs into the
14-year-old son, Sam, and deputy U.S. Marshal air space of this Central American country could
William Degan of Boston also were killed in a be expected within the next two months.
About ten saucers were watched by hundreds
gunfight at the outset of the 11-day siege.
If convicted of involuntary manslaughter, of people over San Jose exactly one month ago.
They flew over the city for several minutes. They
Horiuchi could get 10 years in prison.
Horiuchi testified in 1993 during a trial for were also filmed by TV cameramen.
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Scientists have not found any explanations for
A POEM
Where is separation of state and religion in
this phenomenon. [End quoting]
this instance??
From a FAX, courtesy of N. McLaughlin, 97:
I predict more and more people all over the
DESERT STORM TROOPS TO
[quoting]
world will be exposed to flying saucers and other
HAND BACK MEDALS
types of spaceships.
BE A MAN, MY SON!
GRASSROOTS ACTION IS
F r o m T H E I N D E P E N D E N T O F J A PA N :
IMPERATIVE
If you can keep your head when all about you
[quoting]
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
British veterans of Operation Desert Storm
From NATURAL ACTIVISTS, JAN/FEB 98: are to make the ultimate gesture of their sense of If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
[quoting]
But make allowance for their doubting too:
betrayal at government inaction over Gulf War
The ADA and state dental boards continue to harass Syndrome. Next month, dozens will go to the
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
mercury-free dentists, thereby preventing legitimate Ministry of Defence to hand back the medals
Or, being lied aboutdont deal in lies,
dialogue about the potentially profound health they won serving Queen and country. Ian Burrell
Or being hateddont give way to hating,
consequences of mercury and restricting the publics reports.
And yet dont look too good, nor talk too wise;
access to information and treatment.
They were intended as symbols of heroism.
For more information about this issue and how Silver medals, bearing the airmans eagle, the
If you can dream
to get involved, call Citizens For Health at (800) sailors anchor and the soldiers SA80 rifle, were
and not make dreams your master;
357-2211. [End quoting]
issued to those who returned home victorious from If you can thinkand not make thoughts your aim,
Why, oh why is education of the public in a war in the desert. The sandy stripe on the ribbon
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
private dental office (not coerced) considered a was a reference to the difficult terrain in which the
And treat those two impostors just the same:
cr i me wor t hy of sei zi ng a l i cense t hat t ook a 51,000 holders of the new Gulf War medal had If you can bear to hear the truth youve spoken
minimum of 6 years of tough college courses to risked their lives.
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
obtain. Isnt this telling you the Elite are trying
But just as thousands of the returning troops Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
t o p r e v e n t y o u f r o m l e a r n i n g s o m e t h i n g t h a t have fallen ill or died since the war, so the medals And stoop and build em up with worn-out tools:
might be very beneficial to you??
themselves have lost their lustre; the badges of
W h e r e i s f r e e d o m o f s p e e c h ? U n d e r t h e s e pride have become objects of loathing for many
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
c i r c u m s t a n c e s m o s t p o l i t i c i a n s s h o u l d b e sick veterans.
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
impeached for misleading and lying to us. Arent
And lose, and start again at your beginnings,
Next month, in the most dramatic display of
those the implications above? However, we have their anger since the end of the conflict, scores of
And never breathe a word about your loss;
absolute proof that politicians are lying to and veterans will converge on the Ministry of Defence If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
harming people, but they dont have proof that in Whitehall to return their medals.
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
amalgam doesnt harm people!!
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
The mass protest is believed to be
unprecedented in the history of the armed forces Except the Will which says to them: Hold on!
CHRISTIAN AMERICA?
and will underline the sense of abandonment felt by
many of those who have become ill since serving in If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
ANTON LAVEY DIES
Or walk with Kingsnor lose the common touch,
the war.
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
Their sense of isolation has been enhanced by
F r o m T H E J U B I L E E , N o v. / D e c . 1 9 9 7 : their belief that the Government has abandoned
If all men count with you, but none too much:
[quoting]
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
Labours pre-election promises that they would be
Anton Sandor LaVey, founder of the Church of fairly treated.
With sixty seconds worth of distance run,
Satan, died on Halloween morning of a pulmonary
Yours is the Earth and everything thats in it,
Mr. Rusling, of Hull, is now sick, and feels the
edema at 67. He lived in San Francisco where he Government has failed him. Such is my distress
Andwhat is moreyoull be a Man, my son!
founded the Church of Satan. LaVey claimed that and sadness at the way the veterans have been
Rudyard Kipling [End quoting]
his brand of Satanism was more about freethinking treated that if it takes this gesture to make them sit
A POEM
than it was about the worship of evil. Anton up and think then we will throw the medals back at
LaVey is not a freethinker anymore. He knows the them.
From THE SEEKERS, by Mary Snell,
truth now. [End quoting]
Last Tuesday night Dr. John Reid, the Armed
F o r c e s M i n i s t e r, s a i d h e a n d t h e M i n i s t r y o f Nov./Dec. 1997: [quoting]
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF RELIGION D e f e n c e h a d p u t u n p r e c e d e n t e d e ff o r t i n t o
DONT QUIT
i n v e s t i g a t i n g G u l f Wa r i l l n e s s e s a n d t h e
F r o m T H E J U B I L E E , N o v. / D e c . 1 9 9 7 : Government had doubled the resources allocated to
When things go wrong, as they sometimes will,
[quoting]
the problem. [End quoting]
A bill before the House (HR1685Wolf, RFinally these soldiers and many people are When the road youre trudging seems all uphill,
When funds are low and the debts are high,
CA) creates an Office of Religious Monitoring beginning to awaken to what war has always been
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh,
(ORM) which is based on specifications from the a b o u t  t h e u s i n g o f t h e l o w e r c l a s s e s a n d
When care is pressing you down a bit
U N C h a r t e r o n H u m a n R i g h t s . I t t r a i n s uninformed to fight for the rich to gain more riches
Rest if you must, but dont quit.
g o v e r n m e n t e m p l o y e e s t o e v a l u a t e d i ff e r e n t and maintain their power, and to hell with the
religions. [End quoting]
ones who do their killings and rapings for them.
Life is odd with its twists and turns,
As every one of us sometimes learns,
And many a person turns about
When they might have won had they stuck it out.
Dont give up though the pace seems slow
You may succeed with another blow.
Often the struggler has given up
When he might have captured the victors cup;
And he learned too late when the night came down,
How close he was to the golden crown.
Success is failure turned inside out
So stick to the fight when youre hardest hit
Its when things seem worst you must not quit.
Author unknown
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U.S. Program For General
& Complete Disarmament
[Continued from Front Page]
FREEDOM FROM WAR
about with tears and sympathy while he sets
those ducks up for the kill and one more
THE UNITED STATES
Christmas away from the home fires of family
PROGRAM FOR
cementing. In other words, a politician with bad
GENERAL AND COMPLETE
morals replaces Mother, that wondrous birthDISARMAMENT
giver of the rocking cradle.
IN A PEACEFUL WORLD
Often I like to shock you sleeping giants by
offering something so old as to boggle your
INTRODUCTION
perceptions which somehow the whole of the
nation and the world
The revolutionary
has
delightfully
d
e
v
elopment
of
overlooked as even
The
revolutionary
modern
weapons
existing. Or, the topic
development
of
mode r n within a world
is so vague and
w
e
a
p
o
n
s
w
i
t
h
i
n
a
world divided by serious
unnoted that you
believe that things are
divided by serious ideological ideological differences
just being developed
d i ff e r e n c e s h a s p r o d u c e d a has produced a crisis
in human history. In
and renewed before
crisis in human history.
In order to overcome the
your eyes at the timing
of the clock on any
order to overcome the danger danger of nuclear war
confronting
announcement day.
of
nuclear
war
now now
mankind, the United
Now
remember
c o n f r o n t i n g m a n k i n d , t h e States has introduced
SOMETHI NG VERY
United States has introduced at a t t h e S i x t e e n t h
IMPORTANT: as I
write and you read,
Sixteenth
G e n e r a l General Assembly of
the
the United Nations a
THIS INFORMATION
Assembly
of
the
U n i t e d Program for General
IS
FOR
PUBLIC
Nations
a
Program
for and
Complete
CONSUMPTION right
out of your Bureau of
General
and
Complete Disarmament in a
Peaceful World. [H:
Public
Affairs,
Disarmament in a Peaceful That one sentence
Department of State
World. [H: That one sentence s h o u l d c u r d l e wh a t
Publication #7277,
Disarmament Series 5;
should curdle what blood you b l o o d y o u m i g h t
have remaining to
and do note: SERIES
m
i
g
h
t
h
a
v
e
r
e
m
a
i
n
i
n
g
t
o
circulate.]
5 was released in 1961.
circulate.]
This new program
At that time you
provides for the
could get this for sale
progressive reduction
by the Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, of the war-making capabilities of nations and the
Washington 25, D.C. And note how handy for simultaneous strengthening of international
acquiringnot even a zip-code. There is, institutions to settle disputes and maintain the
however, a code number for the document itself peace. It sets forth a series of comprehensive
that is so small in print as to have to get out a measures which can and should be taken in order
reading magnifier to read it. It reads: U.S. to bring about a world in which there will be
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1961, freedom from war and security for all states. It
is based on three principles deemed essential to
0609147.
ANOTHER IMPORTANT OBSERVATION: the achievement of practical progress in the
T H E P A M P H L E T C O M E S I N T H E F L A G / disarmament field:
TURBAN COLORS OF THE U.N. AND
FIRST, THERE MUST BE
ISRAEL; BLUE AND WHITE WITH THE
IMMEDIATE
COVER BEARING THE EAGLE AND THE
DISARMAMENT ACTION:
ILLUMINATI SYMBOLIC WORDS: IT IS
DONE OR IN UNITY COMPLETED (OR
A strenuous and uninterrupted effort must be
ACCOMPLISHED).
I would ask each of you to consider this question made toward the goal of general and complete
as you read: Where was I sleeping all this while? disarmament; at the same time, it is important
that specific measures be put into effect as soon
as possible.
[QUOTING:]

SECOND,
ALL DISARMAMENT
OBLIGATIONS MUST BE
SUBJECT TO EFFECTIVE
INTERNATIONAL CONTROLS:
The control organization must have the
manpower, facilities, and effectiveness to assure
that limitations or reductions take place as
agreed. It must also be able to certify to all
states that retained forces and armaments do not
exceed those permitted at any stage of the
disarmament process.
THIRD, ADEQUATE
PEACE-KEEPING MACHINERY
MUST BE ESTABLISHED:
There is an inseparable relationship between
the scaling down of national armaments on the
one hand and the building up of international
peace-keeping machinery and institutions on the
other. Nations are unlikely to shed their means
of self-protection in the absence of alternative
ways to safeguard their legitimate interests.
This can only be achieved through the
progressive strengthening of international
institutions under the United Nations and by
creating a United Nations Peace Force to enforce
the peace as the disarmament process
proceeds.
* * *
There follows a summary of the principal
provisions of the United States Program for
General and Complete Disarmament in a
Peaceful World. The full text of the program
is contained in an appendix to this pamphlet.
FREEDOM

FROM

WAR

THE UNITED STATES
PROGRAM FOR
GENERAL AND COMPLETE
DISARMAMENT IN
A PEACEFUL WORLD
SUMMARY:
DISARMAMENT GOAL
AND OBJECTIVES
The over-all goal of the United States is a
free, secure, and peaceful world of independent
states adhering to common standards of justice
and international conduct and subjecting the use
of force to the rule of law; a world which
achieved general and complete disarmament
under effective international control; and a world
in which adjustment to change takes place in
accordance with the principles of the United
Nations.
In order to make possible the achievement of
that goal, the program sets forth the following
specific objectives toward which nations should
direct their efforts:
* The disbanding of all national armed
forces and the prohibition of their
reestablishment in any form whatsoever other
than those required to preserve internal order and
for contributions to a United Nations Peace
Force;
* The elimination from national arsenals of
all armaments, including all weapons of mass
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destruction and the means for their delivery,
other than those required for a United Nations
Peace Force and for maintaining internal
order;
* The institution of effective means for the
enforcement of international agreements, for the
settlement of disputes, and for the maintenance
of peace in accordance with the principles of the
United Nations;
* The establishment and effective operation
of an International Disarmament Organization
within the framework of the United Nations to
insure compliance in all times with all
disarmament obligations.
[H: Are any of you yet in shock? Are you
saying Well, this is just what the U.S. is
trying to accomplish in Iraq? Oh, and what
of all that stash of anthrax in Indiana, just rediscovered, that is sufficient to wipe out the
entire world? And where did Iraq get their
complained-of anthrax and other weapons
stashes? Right directly from the good old
U.S.A. There are dozens of ways to totally
wipe out the entire world population just
waiting in at least a dozen different countries
around your globe. Serious? Well, that
depends on how short you want your stay on
this planet to be.]

DISARMAMENT

TASK OF NEGOTIATING STATES
The negotiating states are called upon to
develop the program into a detailed plan for
general and complete disarmament and to
continue their efforts without interruption until
the whole program has been achieved. To this
end, they are to seek the widest possible area of
agreement at the earliest possible date. At the
same time, and without prejudice to progress on
the disarmament program, they are to seek
agreement on those immediate measures that
would contribute to the common security of
nations and that could facilitate and form part
of the total program.
GOVERNING

PRINCIPLES

The program sets forth a series of general
principles to guide the negotiating states in their
work. These make clear that:
* As states relinquish their arms, the United
Nations must be progressively strengthened in
order to improve its capacity to assure
international security and the peaceful settlement
of disputes;
* Disarmament must proceed as rapidly as
possible, until it is completed, in stages
containing balanced, phased, and safeguarded
measures;
* Each measure and stage should be carried
out in an agreed period of time, with transition
from one stage to the next to take place as soon
as all measures in the preceding stage have been
carried out and verified and as soon as necessary
arrangements for verification of the next stage
have been made;
* Inspection and verification must establish
both that nations carry out scheduled limitations
on reductions and that they do not retain armed
forces and armaments in excess of those
permitted at any stage of the disarmament
process; and
* Disarmament must take place in a manner
that will not affect adversely the security of any
state.

STAGES

The program provides for progressive
disarmament steps to take place in three stages
and for the simultaneous strengthening of
international institutions.
FIRST

STAGE

The first stage contains measures which
would significantly reduce the capabilities of
nations to wage aggressive war. Implementation
of this stage would mean that:
* The nuclear threat would be reduced:
All states would have adhered to a treaty
effectively prohibiting the testing of nuclear
weapons.
The production of fissionable materials for
use in weapons would be stopped and quantities
of such materials from past production would be
converted to non-weapons uses.
States owning nuclear weapons would not
relinquish control of such weapons to any nation
not owning them and would not transmit to any
such nation information or material necessary for
their manufacture.
States not owning nuclear weapons would not
manufacture them or attempt to obtain control of
such weapons belonging to other states.
A Commission of Experts would be
established to report on the feasibility and means
for the verified reduction and eventual
elimination of nuclear weapons stockpiles.
[H: My goodness, has ANYTHING worked?
I am reminded of Lenin (Communist Jew) of
the Soviets: We shall take the United States
without firing a shot. They (the U.S.) will
even supply the rope with which to hang
themselves. Seems that one worked!]
* Strategic delivery vehicles would be
reduced
Strategic nuclear weapons delivery vehicles
of specified categories and weapons designed to
counter such vehicles would be reduced to agreed
levels by equitable and balanced steps; their
production would be discontinued or limited;
their testing would be limited or halted.
* Arms and armed forces would be reduced:
The armed forces of the United States and
the Soviet Union would be limited to 2.1 million
men each (with appropriate levels not exceeding
that amount for other militarily significant
states); levels of armaments would be
correspondingly reduced and their production
would be limited.
An Experts Commission would be established
to examine and report on the feasibility and
means of accomplishing verifiable reduction and
eventual elimination of all chemical, biological
and radiological weapons.
* Peaceful use of outer space would be
promoted:
The placing in orbit or stationing in outer
space of weapons capable of producing mass
destruction would be prohibited.
States would give advance notification of
space vehicle and missile launchings.
* U.N. peace-keeping powers would be
strengthened:
Measures would be taken to develop and
strengthen United Nations arrangements for
arbitration, for the development of international
law, and for the establishment in Stage II of a
permanent U.N. Peace Force.
[H: Note that you are being told, here, how
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it will be an enslaved environment which is
already structured with the Elite rulers not
following ANY restriction but reducing your
ability to defend selves to zero. And when the
time is right all weapons will be removed from
the population and if you want to fightfine,
do as they do in other primitive countries
toss rocks at each otherbut no one shall toss
anything at the Beast Elite. Count on it!]
* An International Disarmament Organization
would be established for effective verification of
the disarmament program:
Its function would be expanded progressively
as disarmament proceeds.
It would certify to all states that agreed
reductions have taken place and that retained
forces and armaments do not exceed permitted
levels.
It would determine the transition from one
stage to the next.
* States would be committed to other
measures to reduce international tension and to
protect against the chance of war by accident,
miscalculation, or surprise attack:
States would be committed to refrain from
the threat or use of any type of armed force
contrary to the principles of the U.N. Charter
and to refrain from indirect aggression and
subversion against any country.
A U.N. PEACE OBSERVATION group
would be available to investigate any situation
which might constitute a threat to or breach of
the peace.
States would be committed to give advance
notice of major military movements which might
cause alarm; observation posts would be
established to report on concentrations and
movements of military forces.
SECOND

STAGE

The second stage contains a series of
measures which would bring within sight a world
in which there would be freedom from war.
Implementation of all measures in the second
stage would mean:
* Further substantial reductions in the
armed forces, armaments, and military
establishments of states, including strategic
nuclear weapons delivery vehicles and countering
weapons;
* Further development of methods for the
peaceful settlement of disputes under the United
Nations;
* Establishment of a permanent international
peace force within the United Nations.
* Depending on the findings of an Experts
Commission, a halt in the production of
chemical, bacteriological, and radiological
weapons and a reduction of existing stocks or
their conversion to peaceful uses;
* On the basis of findings of an Experts
Commission, a reduction of stocks of nuclear
weapons;
* The dismantling or the conversion to
peaceful uses of certain military bases and
facilities wherever located; and [H: Wow, and
what about the legality of letting China have
your Long Beach, California harbor base and
points inland? Come now, readersthey have
stayed to the very letter of this LAW while
you slept on like old Rip Van Winkle.]
* The strengthening and enlargement of the
International Disarmament Organization to enable
it to verify the steps taken in Stage II and to

determine the transition to Stage III.
THIRD

STAGE

During the third stage of the program, the
states of the world, building on the experience
and confidence gained in successfully
implementing the measures of the first two
stages, would take final steps toward the goal of
a world in which:
* States would retain only those forces, nonnuclear armaments, and establishments required
for the purpose of maintaining internal order;
they would also support and provide agreed
manpower for a U.N. Peace Force.
* The U.N. Peace Force, equipped with
agreed types and quantities of armaments, would
be fully functioning.
* The manufacture of armaments would be
prohibited except for those of agreed types and
quantities to be used by the U.N. Peace Force
and those required to maintain internal order.
All other armaments would be destroyed or
converted to peaceful purposes.
* The peace-keeping capabilities of the
United Nations would be sufficiently strong and
the obligations of all states under such
arrangements sufficiently far reaching as to
assure peace and the just settlement of
differences in a disarmed world.
[H: Can you yet see what took place in
Iraq? If not, I will refresh your memories.
Mr. George Bush of CIA, United Nations, and
then Vice President and Presidential KING, did
make wondrous arrangements with the peoples
of the Middle East, such as Saddam Hussein,
even to supplying, through the U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, arms and other terrible things to
outfit military bandits throughout the world.
In the process the coalition was so close that
Saddam and George HAD JOINT BANK
ACCOUNTS in such as BCCI and BNL to the
tune of some $250 million dollars.
The point, of course, was to draw such as
Saddam into the net, betray him, and then take
all he has and reduce the people of the
country to total inability to survive. Your
world actually holds on through what may
appear to you to be the obstinate rejection of
the Arabs for both the Israelis and the Kings
plan laid forth in New York for their total
annihilation. Too much to swallow? Well, go
f a c e Ea s t a n d s e e wh a t e n t e r s y o u r b r a i n ,
children of the LIES.]
APPENDIX
A
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DECLARATION ON
DISARMAMENT

THE UNITED STATES
PROGRAM FOR
GENERAL AND COMPLETE
DISARMAMENT
IN A PEACEFUL WORLD.
The Nations of the world,
Conscious of the crisis in human history
produced by the revolutionary development of
modern weapons within a world divided by
serious ideological differences;
Determined to save present and succeeding
generations from the scourge of war and the
dangers and burdens of the arms race and to
create conditions in which all peoples can strive

freely and peacefully to fulfill their basic
aspirations;
Declare their goal to be: A free, secure, and
peaceful world of independent states adhering to
common standards of justice and international
conduct and subjecting the use of force to the
rule of law; a world where adjustment to change
takes place in accordance with the principles of
the United Nations; a world where there shall be
a permanent state of general and complete
disarmament under effective international control
and where the resources of nations shall be
devoted to mans material, cultural, and spiritual
advance;
Set forth as the objectives of a program of
general and complete disarmament in a peaceful
world:
(a) The disbanding of all national armed
forces and the prohibition of their
reestablishment in any form whatsoever other
than those required to preserve internal order and
for contributions to a United Nations Peace
Force;
(b) The elimination from national arsenals
of all armaments, including all weapons of mass
destruction and the means for their delivery,
other than those required for a United Nations
Peace Force and for maintaining internal order;
(c) The establishment and effective operation
of an International Orgaization within the
framework of the United Nations to ensure
compliance at all times with all disarmament
obligations;
(d) The institution of effective means for the
enforcement of international agreements, for the
settlement of disputes, and for the maintenance
of peace in accordance with the principles of the
United Nations.
Call on the negotiation states:
(a) To develop the outline program set forth
below into an agreed plan for general and
complete disarmament and to continue their
efforts without interruption until the whole
program has been achieved;
(b) To this end to seek to attain the widest
possible area of agreement at the earliest
possible date;
(c) Also to seekwithout prejudice to
progress on the disarmament programagreement
on those immediate measures that would
contribute to the common security of nations and
that could facilitate and form a part of that
program.
Affirm that disarmament negotiations should
be guided by the following principles:
(a) Disarmament shall take place as rapidly
as possible until it is completed in stages
containing balanced, phased and safeguarded
measures, with each measure and stage to be
carried out in an agreed period of time.
(b) Compliance with all disarmament
obligations shall be effectively verified from their
entry into force. Verification arrangements shall
be instituted progressively and in such a manner
as to verify not only that agreed limitations or
reductions take place but also that retained
armed forces and armaments do not exceed
agreed levels at any stage.
(c) Disarmament shall take place in a
manner that will not affect adversely the security
of any state, whether or not a party to an
international agreement or treaty.
(d) As states relinquish their arms, the

United Nations shall be progressively
strengthened in order to improve its capacity to
assure international security and the peaceful
settlement of differences as well as to facilitate
the development of international cooperation in
common tasks for the benefit of mankind.
(e)
Transition from one stage of
disarmament to the next shall take place as soon
as all the measures in the preceding stage have
been carried out and effective verification is
continuing and as soon as the arrangements that
have been agreed to be necessary for the next
stage have been instituted.
Agree upon the following outline program for
achieving general and complete disarmament:
STAGE

I

A. To Establish an International Disarmament
Organization:
(a)
An International Disarmament
Organization (IDO) shall be established within
the framework of the United Nations upon entry
into force of the agreement. Its functions shall
be expanded progressively as required for the
effective verification of the disarmament
program.
(b) The IDO shall have: (1) a General
Conference of all the parties; (2) a Commission
consisting of representatives of all the major
powers as permanent members and certain other
states on a rotating basis; and (3) an
Administrator who will administer the
Organization subject to the direction of the
Commission and who will have the authority,
staff, and finances adequate to assure effective
impartial implementation of the functions of the
Organization.
(c) The IDO shall: (1) ensure compliance
with the obligations undertaken by verifying the
execution of measures agreed upon; (2) assist the
states in developing the details of agreed further
verification and disarmament measures; (3)
provide for the establishment of such bodies as
may be necessary for working out the details of
further measures provided for in the program and
for such other expert study groups as may be
required to give continuous study to the
problems of disarmament; (4) receive reports on
the progress of disarmament and verification
arrangements and determine the transition from
one stage to the next.
B.

To Reduce Armed Forces and Armaments:
(a) Force levels shall be limited to 2.1
million each for the U.S. and U.S.S.R. and to
appropriate levels not exceeding 2.1 million each
for all other militarily significant states.
Reductions to the agreed levels will proceed by
equitable, proportionate, and verified steps.
(b) Levels of armaments of prescribed types
shall be reduced by equitable and balanced steps.
The reductions shall be accomplished by
transfers of armaments to depots supervised by
the IDO. When, at specified periods during the
Stage I reduction process, the states party to the
agreement have agreed that the armaments and
armed forces are at prescribed levels, the
armaments in depots shall be destroyed or
converted to peaceful uses.
(c) The production of agreed types of
armaments shall be limited.
(d) A Chemical, Biological, Radiological
(CBR) Experts Commission shall be established
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within the IDO for the purpose of examining and
reporting on the feasibility and means for
accomplishing the verifiable reduction and
eventual elimination of CBR weapons stockpiles
and the halting of their production.

of space vehicles and missiles, together with the destroyed or converted to peaceful uses.
track of the vehicle.
(c) There shall be further agreed restrictions
on the production of armaments.
F. To Reduce the Risks of War by Accident,
(d) Agreed military bases and facilities
Miscalculation, and Surprise Attack:
wherever they are located shall be dismantled or
(a) States shall give advance notification to converted to peaceful uses.
the participating states and to the IDO of major
(e) Depending upon the findings of the
military movements and maneuvers, on a scale as Experts Commission on CBR weapons, the
m a y b e a g r e e d , w h i c h m i g h t g i v e r i s e t o production of CBR weapons shall be halted,
misinterpretation or cause alarm and induce existing stocks progressively reduced, and the
countermeasures. The notification shall include resulting excess quantities destroyed or converted
the geographic areas to be used and the nature, to peaceful uses.
scale and time span of the event.
(b) There shall be established observation C. To Further Reduce the Nuclear Threat:
posts at such locations as major ports, railway
Stocks of nuclear weapons shall be
centers, motor highways, and air bases to report progressively reduced to the minimum levels
on concentrations and movements of military which can be agreed upon as a result of the
forces.
findings of the Nuclear Experts Commission; the
(c) There shall also be established such resulting excess of fissionable material shall be
additional inspection arrangements to reduce the transferred to peaceful purposes.
danger of surprise attack as may be agreed.
(d) An international commission shall be D . T o F u r t h e r R e d u c e S t r a t e g i c N u c l e a r
established immediately with the IDO to examine Weapons Delivery Vehicles:
Further reductions in the stocks of strategic
and make recommendations on the possibility of
further measures to reduce the risks of nuclear nuclear weapons delivery vehicles and agreed
war by accident, miscalculation, or failure of types of weapons designed to counter such
vehicles shall be carried out in accordance with
communication.
the procedure outlined in Stage I.
G. To Keep the Peace:
(a) States shall reaffirm their obligations E. To Keep the Peace:
under the U.N. Charter to refrain from the threat
During Stage II, states shall develop further
or use of any type of armed forceincluding t he peace- keepi ng pr ocesses of t he Uni t ed
nuclear, conventional, or CBRcontrary to the Nations, to the end that the United Nations can
effectively in Stage II deter or suppress any
principles of the U.N. Charter.
(b) States shall agree to refrain from threat or use of force in violation of the
indirect aggression and subversion against any purposes and principles of the United Nations:
(a) States shall agree upon strengthening the
country.
(c) States shall use all appropriate processes structure, authority, and operation of the United
for the peaceful settlement of disputes and shall Nations so as to assure that the United Nations
s e e k w i t h i n t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s f u r t h e r will be able effectively to protect states against
arrangements for the peaceful settlement of threats to or breaches of the peace.
(b)
The U.N. Peace Force shall be
international disputes and for the codification
and progressive development of international law. established and progressively strengthened.
(c) States shall also agree upon further
(d) States shall develop arrangements in
Stage I for the establishment in Stage II of a improvements and developments in rules of
international conduct and in processes for
U.N Peace Force.
(e) A U.N. peace observation group shall be peaceful settlement of disputes and differences.
staffed with a standing cadre of observers who
STAGE III
could be despatched to investigate any situation
which might constitute a threat to or breach of
[H: READ IT AND WEEP!]
the peace.
By the time Stage II has been completed, the
STAGE II
confidence produced through a verified

C. To Contain and Reduce the Nuclear Threat:
(a) States that have not acceded to a treaty
effectively prohibiting the testing of nuclear
weapons shall do so.
(b) The production of fissionable materials
for use in weapons shall be stopped.
(c) Upon the cessation of production of
fissionable materials for use in weapons, agreed
initial quantities of fissionable materials from
past production shall be transferred to nonweapons purposes.
(d) Any fissionable materials transferred
between countries for peaceful uses of nuclear
energy shall be subject to appropriate safeguards
to be developed in agreement with the IAEA.
(e) States owning nuclear weapons shall not
relinquish control of such weapons to any nation
not owning them and shall not transmit to any
such nation information or material necessary for
their manufacture. [H: Note how easily this
one is negated: All that is necessary is to
SELL t hose nucl ear weapons and t hen t he
next nation owns them!] States not owning
weapons shall not manufacture such weapons,
attempt to obtain control of such weapons
belonging to other states, or seek to receive
information or materials necessary for their
manufacture. [H: READ WHAT THE WORDS
SAY AND UNDERSTAND THE CAREFUL
CONSIDERATION
OF
SENTENCE
STRUCTURES.]
(f)
A Nuclear Experts Commission
consisting of representatives of the nuclear states
shall be established within the IDO for the
purpose of examining and reporting on the
feasibility and means for accomplishing the
verified reduction and eventual elimination of
nuclear weapons stockpiles.
D. To Reduce Strategic Nuclear Weapons
Delivery Vehicles:
(a) Strategic nuclear weapons delivery
vehicles in specified categories and agreed types
of weapons designed to counter such vehicles
shall be reduced to agreed levels by equitable
and balanced steps. The reduction shall be
accomplished in each step by transfers to depots
supervised by the IDO of vehicles that are in
excess of levels agreed upon for each step. At
specified periods during the Stage I reduction
process, the vehicles that have been placed under
supervision of the IDO shall be destroyed or
converted to peaceful uses.
(b) Production of agreed categories of
strategic nuclear weapons delivery vehicles and
agreed types of weapons designed to counter
such vehicles shall be discontinued or limited.
(c) Testing of agreed categories of strategic
nuclear weapons delivery vehicles and agreed
types of weapons designed to counter such
vehicles shall be limited or halted.
E. To Promote the Peaceful Use of Outer
Space:
(a) The placing into orbit or stationing in
outer space of weapons capable of producing
mass destruction shall be prohibited.
(b) States shall give advance notification to
participating states and to the IDO of launchings

A.

International Disarmament Organization:
The Powers and responsibilities of the
IDO shall be progressively enlarged in order
t o gi ve i t t he capabi l i t i es t o ver i f y t he
measures undertaken in Stage II.
B. To Further Reduce Armed Forces and
Armaments:
(a) Levels of forces for the U.S.,
U.S.S.R., and other militarily significant
states shall be further reduced by substantial
amounts to agreed levels in equitable and
balanced steps.
(b) Levels of armaments of prescribed
types shall be further reduced by equitable
and balanced steps. The reduction shall be
accomplished by transfers of armaments to
depots supervised by the IDO. When, at
specified periods during the Stage II reduction
process, the parties have agreed that the Our anthropologists best guess is that it is some
armaments and armed forces are at prescribed kind of regularly recurring seasonal tribal ritual.
levels, the armaments in depots shall be
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disarmament program, the acceptance of rules of interveners totally removed the information from N A M E O F G O D w h i l e y o u p r o c l a i m
humanitarian, human rights, and totally march
p e a c e f u l i n t e r n a t i o n a l b e h a v i o r , a n d t h e the manuscript prior to printing.
development of strengthened international peaceThree volumes of Phoenix Journals were t o t h e d r u m - b e a t o f t h e A d v e r s a r y p a r
keeping processes within the framework of the totally banned for resale and confiscated at excellence!
Many of you who claimed to be with us
U.N. should have reached a point where the foreign borders, namely CANADA as the one we
but even stopped reading the writingswoe unto
states of the world can move forward to State could watch.
When we offered it again the whole series of you for you are now faced with THIS writing
III.
In Stage III progressive controlled
d i s a r m a m e n t a n d c o n t i n u o u s l y d e v e l o p i n g books which MIGHT contain this information and having to realize we would NOT be offering
principles and procedures of international law and commentswere confiscated and Dharma it unless the impasse is at hand and the world
would proceed to a point where no state dragged off to Federal Court on charges of swings on a silk thread already frayed.
When you take up your prayers this night to
would
have the military power to plagiarism. Out of hundreds of pages of
challenge the progressively strengthened U.N. information the claim covered some few pages of ask for your favorite ice cream, girlfriend,
boyfriend, money or whatever
Peace
Force
and
all
you wantwhy dont you
international disputes would
In Stage III progressive controlled disarmament and
spend just a moment asking
be
settled
according to
for God to forgive your
the agreed principles of
continuously developing principles and procedures of international
ignorance and refusal to see
international conduct.
law would proceed to a point where no state would have the
and
hear.
Try
on
The progressive steps to be
military power to challenge the progressively strengthened U.N.
responsibility for self and
taken during the final phase of
those you have neglected
the disarmament program
Peace Force and all international disputes would be settled
in your
search
for
would be directed toward the
according to the agreed principles of international conduct.
self-gratification
and
attainment of a world in which:
gamesmanship. Things such
(a) States would retain
only those forces, non-nuclear armaments, and a topic on Light. Four books of that series as adultery, friends, are no more acceptable
establishments required for the purpose of are forever banned, and just to make sure there TODAY than in the thousands of years God has
maintaining internal order; they would also is no information of value to you-the-people told you NOT TO DO IT. Now, your children
support and provide agreed manpower for a U.N. a b o u t y o u r u p c o m i n g e n s l a v e m e n t a n d shall pay the price of your sins and your
annihilation, nine volumes were pulled and ignorance. Moreover, most of you will cop-out
Peace Force.
(b) The U.N. Peace Force, equipped with placed under regulation and simply taken and on them even before the hit fits the shan, and
already have, because something else or someone
agreed types and quantities of armaments, would burned.
I think it will become clear to you who else makes you feel better. Well, each
be fully functioning.
(c) The manufacture of armaments would be couldnt understand the risk Green was taking of makes his/her own choices, but the innocents
prohibited except for those of agreed types and lying under oath, and finally even coming up r e m a i n t h e b e g g a r s i n a w o r l d w i t h o u t
quantities to be used by the U.N. Peace Force w i t h t h e  d e s t r o y i n g  o f c o u r t - c o n t r o l l e d conscience.
Why let the neighbor, the club-member, the
and those required to maintain internal order. All property. This information was not to get to the
other armaments would be destroyed or converted public even though the material is a fully psychiatrist, whoever, tell you otherwise, FOR
Congressionally-sanctioned document of the U.S. YOU KNOW BETTER! YOU ALSO KNOW
to peaceful purposes.
THAT THOSE INDISCREET ACTIVITIES
(d) The peace-keeping capabilities of the State Department.
WILL NOW COME TO EAT YOU
United Nations would be sufficiently strong and
ALIVE. You lie to selves and therefore it is
WHY DO WE DARE
the obligations of all states under such
obvious you are already BECOME people of the
PRINT IT AGAIN, NOW?
arrangements sufficiently far-reaching as to
LIE.
assure peace and the just settlement of
Take my hand, little one, perhaps we are all
Because your puppet-masters want you to
differences in a disarmed world.
realize you are captured and Pac-Man has about just Strangers in Paradise and we tire from the
digested whatever remains of your carcasses. swimming upstream in this wild and uncontrolled
[END OF QUOTING]
The further hopes are that you-the-people will river-flow of pollution and disaster. Perhaps it
NOW, PAY ATTENTION
now do something really stupid like bomb out is just El Nino and we will awaken to find it
the government with your totally limited and all better? No, we will notfor if it is ever
T O M A K E S U R E Y O U D O N O T worthless Patriot groups with no idea of what in betterWE MUST MAKE IT BETTER and this
MISUNDERSTAND THIS WRITING I WILL the world is actually happening or already has morning we have no strength or heart left to do
more than just look atmaybe tomorrow? Will
REPEAT THE TITLE AND DIRECTIVE:
happened.
FREEDOM FROM WAR: THE UNITED
What do I suggest you do? No thank you there be a tomorrow? So be it.
To my team: STAY ON TOP OF OUR
STATES PROGRAM FOR GENERAL AND on that one, readers, for I have no input to what
CONTACTS AND OUR WORK; IT WILL BE
COMPLETE
DISARMAMENT
IN
A you are going to do!
PEACEFUL WORLD.
We are going to keep our agreements with DIFFICULT TO GET THROUGH TO OTHER
WE ARE
THI S DOC UMENT C OMES DI R EC TLY the Big Bad Wolves and try to recover from ten P L A C E S V E R Y S O O N N O W .
FROM THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT years of incredible bombardment against my M E E T I N G O U R O B L I G A T I O N S A N D
OF STATE.
secretary and our team. I remind all of you that A G R E E M E N T S S O T H A T S O M E T H I N G S
T H E U N I T E D S T A T E S I N T R O D U C E D we have at or around 200 volumes, the last 90 W I L L L E S S E N I N P R E S S U R E S , B U T
T H I S D O C U M E N T T O T H E G E N E R A L or so not allowed printing or publishing. But, OTHERS WILL INCREASE AND BE OF A
ASSEMBLY OF THE UNITED NATIONS.
we will get around to that as time flows on past. DIFFERENT KIND OF INPUT. YES, WE ARE
THE
OBJECTIVE
HAS
B E E N We are NOT in the business of battle field or UP TO THE CHALLENGES OF BOTH OR
ACHIEVED, EVEN IF YOU DONT SEE IT! court, lyings and cheatings. So, we will do what EITHER.
Dharma, get out of this place or go to bed
YOU, AS A WORLD, ARE BALANCED we can, offer information when it wont cost the
ON THE BRINK OF TOTAL DEVASTATION very life of my typist, and hope our remnant will or BOTH. We have just sent you back to the
AND CONFRONTATION THROUGH W A R include YOU. Only you know whether or not dark ages as to your health. We will
you have served in such a way as to enhance, make it, friend, so let us not push the river.
OF MASSIVE SCALE.
or destroy, through your silly assumptions, Salu.
I must also REMIND YOU: This is only
gossip and self-interests, your chances to be
BUT WHY DIDNT
ONE TINY, TINY BIT OF THE PLAN NOW
included in that goodly company.
YOU TELL US?
But you were fooled? Of course, what CLOSING IN SUCCESS. I GUESS, YES, YOU
I DID. This is where the wickets really get else would you expect of the PRINCE OF COULD SAY THAT YOU ARE DEAD, AND
sticky, little friends.
D E C E I T A N D F O O L E R Y a n d S A T A N  S MUCH LIKE NEWLY DEPARTED SPIRITS IN
THE ASTRAL WORLDYOU DONT EVEN
We printed THIS DOCUMENT nearly 8 CREW?
years agoat least TWICE. Once, the clever
Worst of all, you do these things in THE KNOW IT.
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near to our goal, and that this goal will be very
soon attained. [H: Past century here refers to
your prior century of the 1800s.]
3. GOLD always has been and always will be
the irresistible power. Handled by expert hands it
will always be the most useful lever for those who
possess it, and the object of envy for those who do
not. With gold we can buy the most rebellious
consciences, can fix the rate of all values, the current
price of all products, can subsidize all State loans, and
thereafter hold the states at our mercy.
4. Already the principal banks, the exchanges
of the entire world, the credits of all the
1/8/98 #1 HATONN
the other of the major players you have Anti-Christ g o v e r n m e n t s , A R E I N O U R H A N D S . ( T h i s
behavior through ignorance and deceit.
statement was issued on October 21, 1920).
I want to present, again, my own short copy of
You who are offered the way within the shelter of
5. The other great power is THE PRESS. By
the Protocols of the Elders of Zion and see where the bubble of Truth and understanding are seemingly repeating without cessation certain ideas, the press
y o u a r e . P l e a s e r e f e r t o K o r t o n  s w r i t i n g i n so unfortunate. No, you are blessed beyond all walking succeeds in the end in having them accepted as
reference to military control by the United Nations people. The pain you will experience, however, will be actualities. The Theatre renders us analogous
[ S e e p . 2 0 ] f o r t h e r e i s a l o t o f r e m i n d e r of sorrow and inability to do anything about the GREAT services. Everywhere the Press and the Theatre
information being offered
confrontations for you obey our orders. [H: Note that media of radio
through this paper for
shall not need be and television have become part of the media
Will these wretched grabbers
your consideration on
involved but will, Theatre. Any arguments as to who controls
just walk in and take over? NO,
points covered through
further, be unable to these?]
there is too much of the world
the past decade. We
change things once
6.
By the ceaseless praise of the
have nei t her f unds nor
underway. We must D E M O C R A T I C R U L E w e s h a l l d i v i d e t h e
outside of their newly acclaimed
staff to offer it all again
simply focus on Christians into political parties, we shall destroy
homeland
(THE
UNITED
and you wouldnt read
building where we can, the unity of their nations, we shall sow discord
STATES OF AMERICA AND
that much if it could be
surviving where we everywhere. Reduced to impotence, they will bow
PARTS NORTH AND SOUTH) ,
done. We just want you,
can, and serving when before the LAW OF OUR BANK, always united,
THAT WILL NOT TOLERATE
actually, to know who
our sequence arrives. and always devoted to our Cause(s).
gotcha so soundly.
Yes, it will come.
7. We shall force the Christians into wars by
THIS
WORLD
TAKEOVER
Will these wretched
T
h
i
s
l
i
t
t
l
e
l
i
s
t
exploiting
their pride and their stupidity. They
WITHOUT
DEVASTATING
grabbers just walk in and
n e x t o f f e r e d : Y o u will massacre each other, and clear the ground for
CONFRONTATION. They, too,
take over? NO, there is
must realize that at us to put our own people into.
will act as the Anti-Christ as there
too much of the world
this date you will be
8. The possessi on of t he l and has al ways
outside of their newly
again shocked to find brought influence and power. In the name of social
will be no mercy, no compassion,
acclaimed homeland
t h a t t h e C r e m i e u x Justice and Equality we shall parcel out the great
and Satans own methods will be
(THE UNITED STATES
M a n i f e s t o a n d t h e estates; we shall give the fragments to the peasants
utilized until every drop of blood
OF AMERICA AND
e p i s t l e f r o m t h e who covet them with all their powers, and who will
which can be extracted, has been
PARTS NORTH AND
P r i n c e o f t h e J e w s soon be in debt to us by the expense of cultivating
extracted.
SOUTH), THAT WILL
are almost identical. them. Our capital will make us their masters. We
NOT TOLERATE THIS
T h e s e w e r e f r o m in our turn shall become the great proprietors, and
WORLD TAKEOVER
1 4 8 9 A . D . B y t h e the possession of the land will assure the power to
WITHOUT
D E V A S T A T I N G way, these were all published by the Rothschilds us.
CONFRONTATION. They, too, will act as the and made a part of the recognition of same and
9. Let us try to replace the circulation of gold
A n t i - C h r i s t a s t h e r e w i l l b e n o m e r c y , n o integrated into Russian documents in 1920. All of with paper money; our chests will absorb the gold,
compassion, and Satans own methods will be these emerged FROM, and are identical in context and we shall regulate the value of the paper which
utilized until every drop of blood which can be t o , t h e P R O T O C O L S O F T H E E L D E R S O F will make us masters of all the positions.
extracted, has been extracted.
ZION.
10.
We
The Earth WILL BE CLEANSED, friends.
I think you will again
count
among
us
Our full intention is TO STAY
The Great Purification is UNDER WAY.
like to refresh your
p
l
e
n
t
y
of
OUT OF THE CONFLICTS. When
orators capable
Our full intention is TO STAY OUT OF THE thoughts regarding these
the
powers-that-be
meet
the
CONFLICTS. When the powers-that-be meet the P r o t o c o l s f o r t h e y a r e ,
of
feigning
agreements MADE long ago, we will
agreements MADE long ago, we will move to a a f t e r
all,
the
enthusiasm and
move to a reporting position but
reporting position but move right OUT of the firing INSTRUCTIONS for the
of persuading
line. We will go right on structuring a better Plot now called Plan 2000
mobs. We shall
move right OUT of the firing line.
way as we can do so in logical practices. God for the New World Order.
spread
them
We will go right on structuring a
among
the
will attend HIS people and Satan will attend his. It I am asking that we just
better way as we can do so in
simply is the way it is and you who THINK selves copy from the Protocols
people
to
logical practices. God will attend
to be GODS and who still rally at the gun or the the following listexactly
a n n o u n c e
knifeyou are incorrect in your approach and as worded and listed:
changes which
HIS people and Satan will attend his.
assumption. GOD commands through CREATING
should secure
[QUOTING:]
AND CREATION. All war and death by murder
the happiness of
the human race. By gold and by flattery we shall
are NOT OF GOD.
1. Every hundred years, We, the Sages of gain the proletariat which will charge itself with
You have simply reached the time of the
prophets MANIFESTO and active PROTOCOLS Israel, have been accustomed to meet in Sanhedrin a n n i h i l a t i n g C h r i s t i a n c a p i t a l i s m . W e s h a l l
for capture of the world, or its destruction, no in order to examine our progress towards the promise workmen salaries of which they have
more or less. GOD will not bless one side above d o m i n a t i o n o f t h e w o r l d w h i c h J e h o v a h h a s never dared to dream, but we shall also raise the
another and He will provide possibilities to BOTH. promised us, and our conquests over the enemy price of necessities so that our profits will be
Some will hear and see the evidence of God as Christianity. [H: Christian! What more do you greater still.
11. In this manner we shall prepare
change approaches; most will not. Most individual need?]
2. This year, united over the tomb of our R e v o l u t i o n s w h i c h t h e C h r i s t i a n s w i l l m a k e
characters in this unfolding play have long ago
ceased to function as a Godly HUman species. On reverend Simeon-ben-Ihuda, we can state with themselves and of which we shall reap the fruit.
the one side you have deliberate ANTI-CHRIST, and on pride that the past century has brought us very
12. By our mockeries and our attacks upon
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them we shall make their priests ridiculous, then
odious, and their religion as ridiculous and as
odious as their clergy. Then we shall be masters of
their souls, for our pious attachment to our own
religion, to our own worship, will prove the
superiority of our religion and the superiority of
our souls.
13. We have already established our own men
in all important positions. We must endeavor to
provide the Goyim with lawyers and doctors; the
lawyers are au curant with all interests; doctors,
once in the house, become confessors and directors
of consciences.
14. But above all let us monopolize Education.
By this means we spread ideas that are useful to
us, and shape the childrens brains as suits us.
15. If one of our people should unhappily fall
into the hands of justice amongst the Christians,
we must rush to help him; find as many witnesses
as he needs to save him from his judges, until we
become judges ourselves.
16. The monarchs of the Christian world,
swollen with ambition and vanity, surround
themselves with luxury and with numerous armies.
We shall furnish them with all the money their
folly demands, and so shall keep them in leash.
17. Let us take care not to hinder the marriage
of our men with Christian girls, for through them
we shall get our foot into the most closely locked
circles. If our daughters marry Goyim they will be
no less useful, for the children of a Jewish mother are
ours. Let us foster the idea of free love, that we may
destroy among Christian women attachment to the
principles and practices of their religion.
18. For ages past the sons of Israel, despised
and persecuted, have been working to open up a
path to power. They are hitting the mark. They
control the economic life of the accursed
Christians; their influence preponderates over
politics and over manners.
19. At the wished for hour, fixed in advance,
we shall let loose the Revolution, which by ruining all
classes of Christianity, will definitely enslave the
Christians to Us. Thus will be accomplished the promise
of God made to his people.
[END OF QUOTING]
I just wish to interject something in reference
to Christians that may well have eluded your
notice as you argue over doctrines, etc. YOU have
a major tendency to refer to Jesus, christ, and
christian as being interchangeable. NO, they are
NOT. Jesus was a man. Christ is a state of being
of soul intent. Christian is now relegated to the
trash-heap of tampered words and seems to allude
to Jesus as the accepted CHRIST. Any religion
WHICH follows any of the true laws of God
Creator and The Creation, no matter what
PROPHET PRESENTED THESE CHRIST
CONCEPTS, are included within the getcha Plan
2000. So, when you see  Christian in these
PROTOCOLS, please do not be fooled for they
really MEAN Goyim (anyone who is not a
Jew).
THE WORD JEW DID NOT
APPEAR IN ACTUAL USE UNTIL OVER 1000
YEARS AFTER THE EXPERIENCE OF
JESUS.
Possibly the biggest lie of all in this false new
dictionary of TERMS is Semitic. Most people
who call themselves Jews ARE NOT Semitic in
origin [descendants of Shem]. In fact, Semitism
[S h e m i t i s m ) h a s N O T H I N G t o d o w i t h J e w s ,
Jewish organizations or Judaism.
Oh well!
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Beware Latest Push
For Vaccinations
1/8/98 #1

HATONN

VACCINATIONS AND
INOCULATIONS
A distant friend has petitioned for input
regarding vaccination of his children for Hepatitis.
NO. No, this is the next wave of introduction of
immune-system-destroying viruses and mutation
cells. This is THE WAY HIV was introduced
world wide and this is the next wave. Once the
immune system is wiped-out for any reason, then
any of the new tools of chemicals or biological
microbes will getcha. No Treatment against
given microbes is NOT A FACTUAL
STATEMENT. The point is that immune systems
are factually dead and therefore there is no longer
RESPONSE to treatment. The introduction of
ability to kill immune systems in widespread
pandemic is through mass INOCULATIONS and
vaccinations. I suggest that to these inquiring
partners you make sure all information regarding
this subject from Horowitz be forwarded
immediately. And BEWARE the changing of
words on you so that you are fooled by language.
Can I example this? Yes, and to the specific
party who inquires: You use the term church as
an appendage or prefix to your Doctrine label. So,
accepted and controlled meaning of church is a
building or organization in which people meet,
usually Christians, regularly, to sing, pray and
worship. But what is actual truth?
The TRUE MEANING: The English word
Church, the Scottish word Kirk and the
German word Kirche all originate FROM THE
GREEK WORD [and we have no ability to do
other than pen and ink in the true word] but
phonetically in English alphabet, KURIOKOS
which
means
PERTAINING TO THE
LORD.
The Judeo-Christian [a
total impossibility of
opposing terms] uses this
word to carry with it an
enigma that defies all
logic. The English Bible
translators substituted the
world
church
(KURIOKOS) for the
Greek word ECCLESIA.
I will take up these
twisted meanings again as
we have a free space to do
so. We have written on
this at great length prior to
now and I don t want t o
overkill the topic by
distraction. But, that the

MISTRANSLATION (for Church) appears
NOWHERE in your bibles, is evident. Kuriokos
is NOT ecclesia. And, the Christ is said to
build an ECCLESIAnot a church. Go right on
though in the appropriate use of Church as
affixed to The CHURCH of Satan for it FITS
PERFECTLY. Even Satan as a word has no
meaning as its true definition. If you are ignorant
of these FACTS OF TRUTH, how can you expect
to ever find your way?
People can be and are ARE controlled if their
thoughts are controlled. Since words are thoughts
in physical form, they can become manipulative
tools for controlling thoughts and thereby change
the way people think about anything. Then, if you
move into warped use of these now confused terms,
it is easy to present NEW EMOTIONALLYC HAR GED TER MS t o i n s u r e t h a t y o u STAY
totally confused and ignorant.
This is a worthy subject but I think you will
see where this very point is covered in the
Protocols.
How can I be sure I am correct? Easy: In the
New Testament, ecclesia, signifying convocation
is the only single word used (translated) for
church. It was the name given to the
governmental assembly of the citizens of
Athens, duly convoked (called together) by proper
officers, and possessing all political power,
including even juridical functions. Encyclopedia
Britannica, Ninth Edition (1889)
There are several Greeks in our loop, Terry
being our most colorful and Gyeorgos being our
old friend from past interchangesbut, both are a
bit annoyed that some writers seem to know more
than they themselves on points such as THIS. Ah
indeed, are not OLD memories the most endearing
and charming of the debates?
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KENNEDYS BEWARE!

Sonny Bono Assassinated
For Integrity In Office
1/8/98 #1

HATONN

ASSASSINATIONS TIME
IS AT HAND
THERE ARE NO COINCIDENCES!
But Congressman Bono wasnt in office long
enough to be a threat to anybody; he was just a
jolly good elf making a bit of honesty in the
Congress. WRONG!
While there is Asian interest these days, it is
mandatory for the most-favored-nation status to be
invoked in such nations as Vietnam. Several
people stood in the way of such realization and one
was outstanding: Bono!
You have to realize that the world in those
areas is basically run by CIA and US Special
Forces. There were thousands of mercenaries who
fought against the Vietcong while on the payroll of
that CIA and Special Forces. These people face
certain death when returned to Vietnam. So, with
the help and leadership of Bono, Damato and
Helms and groups in America, the U.S. State Dept
was forced to reconsider their status and they were
gr ant ed di pl omat i c i mmuni t y, l i t er al l y at t he
midnight hour. This all, of course, had to do with
the return of Hong Kong to the Chinese regime.
By the way, this is all tied to the Asian input of
great and massive funds contributions to the
Democratic National Committee of the United
States of America, and Bill Clinton as tail-wagger
of that organization.
Let me assure you that Michael Kennedy did
NOT run his hot water bottle into a tree without
major aid and assistance and neither did Sonny Bono
run himself into a tree in such a perfect manner as to
commit suicide while singing, I got you, Babe.
AND, WHAT ABOUT BABE?
Come now, beautiful sleepyheads, what
happened to Diana, Princess of Wales? Babe
Bono was scheduled to make a bundle for Harrods
Department Store in London at the annual bash
which makes billions of dollars for who? al Fayed,
daddy to Dodi.
Cher had to be cancelled to attend a funeral of
her Twin Flame in Palm Springs.
But, you continue to retort, that is stupid to
make such silly connections. Oh, YOU were
there, babe?
There is desperation on the part of the ruling
party to maintain and suddenly there is no good
way to protect selvesBuddy just isnt mean or
big enough. But this groovy, inseparable relationship
which is totally out of all proportion to a man getting
a puppy, is equally IMPORTANT. That dog is
wired, and whether it will be protection for said
Clinton, or his death shadow, remains to be seen.
It is pointed out by Joe L. Jordan that the Bono
plot came right out of the Clint Eastwood movie

The Eiger Sanction.
It is reported that Bono had TWO
INDENTATIONS ON THE BACK OF HIS
SKULL WHICH PRESENTED BLUNT
TRAUMA. It is shown that Bono was ALREADY
dead before he hit a tree.
This cute wipe-out was accomplished by the
FBI Division 5, a super, supersecret division.
Why Bono? In addition to being opposed to
anything helping Hanoi, he was calling for
congressional investigation OF TWA 800 AND
THE OKC BOMBING.
HE WAS JUST
CAUSING TOO MANY PROBLEMS AS
QUICKLY AS THOSE IN POWER COULD
COME UP WITH OUTRAGEOUS LIES TO
COVER THOSE TOUCHY INCIDENTS.
It is also said that others have been warned
about skiing and canoeing if they wish to stay
alive. That means, ladies and gentlemen, keep
investigations out of such things as those above
and possible shootings of people like Ron Brown.
Do I concur with all of these conclusions? Yes
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and no, for the culprits with the strong-arms are
not who it is considered that they are. Are these
accident victims being taken out deliberately?
Certainly, yes. To protect Clinton? NO!
I think you are lost, then, as to the Kennedy
death? Well, good buddies, Ted Kennedy and
those other football players in the family are
dangerous to the cause and are slowing up the
final take-over plans of the Elite masters.
I will suggest to you that the terrified
Kennedys will make a great show of back-off to
allow for grieving and other appropriate excuses
for covering the realization that there is likely to be
a full wipeout of the clan. This is the New
World Order in full-blown cloak-and-dagger style.
Thought it couldnt happen in America? Go
read the Disarmament plan AGAIN, please. [See
Front Page story.]
While you are at it, STUDY the Manifesto
(PROTOCOLS) of Zion, AND WEEP. Those
same protocols and manifestos are the same
everywhere you look, from the Nazis to the
Soviets. They are usually referred to in Russia as
the Communist Manifesto. [See p. 14]
Can Satan take the world? Sure! He already
has. Remember that the world is a manifest place
with manifest people offered free-will expression.
This is not a place where God forces anything off
onto you-the-people. But God doesnt just allow
destructionHE ALWAYS SENDS MESSENGERS
WITH TRUTH AND A WAY TO RECOVER AND
SURVIVEIF YOU WANT TO KNOW THE
TRUTH AND CHECK OUT THE WAY.
It continues to appear that the REMNANT
shall be quite small and the atrocities will continue
to be very large.

Beware Signs Of Times
1/8/98 #1

HATONN

I have a thought to share prior to going into the
topic but it is too good to not provoke some
thinking on your part prior to closing off this
particular writing.
Japan plans $230 billion bailout fund. Thus
reads the topic headline in front of us. There is a
$30 TRILLION problem in Japan and all values
are falling in great leaps and boundsso from
WHERE do you suppose sums of $230 billion-plus
are going to come from?
By the way, the whole of the Japanese lands
are shaking to the point of liquefaction of the
understructure of the islands themselves. This is
interesting and worthy of our separate focus, so let
us just move on.
To you who are waiting for me to tell you it is
OK now to travel, for you have already forgotten
the reasons you either did or didnt change plans:
No thank you. Ask the geologists. You can no
longer even see separations of quake activitities
along the fault lines along the coastal areas of
California. The areas of Oakland and San
Francisco are a large blob with hardly anything
actually being reported as the records are so far
behind as to shock you more than the quakes. The
area around Mammoth Lakes is not only shaking
so much as to present the same diagram
presentation, BUT THE INCREASE IN
VOLCANIC ACTIVITY SHOULD BE SCARING
THE DAYLIGHTS OUT OF ANY OBSERVER.

But the skiing goes on and who knows, perhaps a
few more trees will eat a few more prominent
people before this season is finished.
To you who have not made any pl ans f or
anythinghang in there because we would not
want to startle you into anything reasonable,
logical or wise. I remind you to NOT plan to
come to our little acre for we are shutting down
almost all of our activities as quickly as we can
do so. We threw a help us party and, for the
paper, people helped, but that will be used in mere
weeks and other resources are not visible. There
are now no longer jobs available even in the
t o wn s h i p a s ma n y b u s i n e s s e s , e v e n t h e l o n g
established cafes, are having to close. The
outlook darkens daily while there is a great
fulfilling promise of more layoffs, into the many
thousands, hitting the industries around this area.
But what of t he r emnant ? What of t he
remnant? If you are among the remnant, then I
suggest you take realization rather than Ascension
as your attention focus. The remnant will
continue to do what remnants always dosurvive
in the very most useful way possible. Is there time to
achieve any measure of change? Of course, for when
the Wolf is finished eating, there will be nothing save
time left to you. And by the way, that kind of time
will be perceived as far more slow in passing than in
these days of opportunity.
Please, dear ones, do not forget that GOD IS
PERFECTION and therefore HIS PLAN WILL
ALSO BE PERFECTION. Salu.
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If No Darkness, Then
No Need For Light
1/9/98

HATONN

AS A CHILD
The advice that takes within the child is not
relevant to those who prove Gods love over and
over again while being more childish than a child.
A child will play games to learn and find, seek and
find, ask and, hopefully, grow. An adult who
feigns childishness is a foolish buffoon using the
tyranny of I cant to gain control over an
environment, a spouse, a relative, a friend, or
simply over anything that crosses their selfish
pathway.
Gods meaning of child is perfection,
innocence of ill-intent, even to control, curiosity in
order to challenge and learn, and to REFLECT
love.
So, what of the parent in relationship to the
child? Always it must be as a true friend:
unbending in strength, character, and guardianship
with guidance. Then, as the child grows older, you
must back off, give wings and allow, and yet never
lose the strength born of love, caring, and ability to
release (either for better or worse). YOU AS A
PARENT AT ANY AGE CANNOT DO FOR
ANOTHER, EVEN YOUR OWN CHILD.
As a little child you can move them from
dangers for that is your protective role, but as they
grow into independent persons within themselves,
good, bad or indifferentTHEY MUST ACT FOR
SELVES.
As parents, especially in the days come upon
you of the vying for souls and the available
destructive things abounding, you must take your
realization from this knowing: YOU CANNOT DO
FOR THAT OTHER, NO MATTER HOW
MUCH YOU WOULD LIKE TO EXCHANGE
THE BURDENS. If you try to take that which is
anothers experience, consequences of ill-actions,
you will only further weaken the other, and self.
Just as I must wait for YOU to reach out and
accept, receive, CREATE and follow throughso
too must YOU make those same demands upon
selves in your relationships and within your own
weaknesses. You do not do these things to punish
or judge, you use discipline to grow and learn.
What would I do with her? Protect her from
the gossip, first of all, and then walk a mile in her
shoes until you can realize her plight and what has
attacked her for years nowdark energies wishing
to stop our work and render Mom and Dad useless
in some measure, even if it be small.
I allowed you to KNOW that in years past by
SHOWING you that those energies accompany any
mind-altering addictive substance. You can drive
out the demons, but only when the person housing
them is ready to lose their friendship and support
network. I am not an exorcist for no one can
exorcise anothers demons. Demons can certainly,
yes, be quite general in nature, but are fully

adapted to individual mutation. You do not, for
instance, confront Her soul, for the demons are on
guard to push, shove, test, and break her. BUT
SHE MUST ATTEND THE BASTARDS FROM
HELL WHICH BRING HELL UPON EARTH TO
HER. This is not easy for general digestion for
you and other readers hop onto these things like
superglue to excuse your own actions and you
either judge, excuse selves, or send the child, in
reality, forth to be eaten alive by the dragon.
In the early circumstance, and each new
encounter is a new circumstance, I certainly DO
have input and suggestions. We have now
confronted the attempts to push beyond the limits
in order to hold the dragon close without cleaning
up the life as a whole.
Fine.
The
RESPONSIBILITY rests solely upon the
experiencersbut there are ways of allowing the
child to grow and find self-worth and
responsibility.
My next TEST would be to allow the pair, in
this instance, the responsibility of judging status
EACH AND EVERY MORNING. If there has
been a drinkthen no appearance at the
workplaceperiod. If the child is clean, then
work that day but no regular hours upon which to
base the drinking vs. the getting caught. You are
not here to monitor or discipline, guard or protect
the ones refusing to grow.
If the testing and pushing becomes greater in
the trying to not get caughtjust quietly send
the person home. You would do this if a person
showed up with pneumoniaa less deadly disease.
You have an opportunity to control YOUR
environment.
You do not tend the premises as if you would
be hiding or locking away poison from a little
babe. You cause responsible acceptance of the
problem FROM THE PARTY IN POINT,
WHOEVER THAT MIGHT BE. But you KNOW
you have a problem here with this oneso, you
dont give opportunity. If you are going to be
goneso too will the party in point. Trust is
EARNED, not simply dumped on a person. If a
man is starving, he is going to eat the minute you
are not there to constrain him. You have to,
however, replace punishment with something called
good self-esteem in order to allow redemption of
the individualthis goes beyond that ever-present
misused forgiveness bit. A demand failure
experience is destined to be the GAME
INVOLVED with every addict for it reverses the
adult to the shrewd and devilish child every time
there is a weakening of restraint. The affected
party must replace the driving need for failure and
self punishment with self-esteem building blocks
that fit those holes in the heart. And oh my yes,
the devil gets cunning and convinces the being
involved that there is no strength big enough to
overcome. Well, GOD is plenty big for the
occasion but will never intervene until askedby
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the party in point. GOD may well save a life from
the accident to FILL YOUR PRAYERS, but the
final confrontation with the demon will have to be
one on oneothers can only support and attend
that sending forth of that demon.
Now, parents, in this program or any other,
what is your role? Well, if you cant bring forth
beauty and healing within your own wallswhere
and who should attend the matter? If others do not
like what you dolet them go their way for THIS
place in point is YOUR HOME, YOUR CHILD,
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.
You could not choose for Charles what he
should do for Scott, Rick for Zita, Sandy for her
babe, Kathy for her experiencebut YOU ARE
SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR OWN
BAG OF RESPONSIBILITY. You need help in a
job; she desperately needs help with her life, and
both can be enhanced and well-served with wisdom
and discipline. And moreover, none of them, nor
do youfollow my instructions, so what new
have we here? An opportunity to make a thing
work in positive growth for all involved. Have not
ALL OF YOUR RELATIONS paid enough for
your errors?
I would suggest that you have a time-sheet so
that hours are kept and it need not present as other
than a way to keep records. Let the child see the
value of the work and the need for assistancein
other words, let those few hours of focus begin to
replace that driving need to be out of it in order
to be in it.
Why do any of YOU drink or take pills, even
aspirin? It is to ease the pain of some perceived
pain. Alcohol has a terrible means of making you
feel big, smart, strong, and unrestrained. It
becomes the celebration, the failure, the pain agent
of choice once the body learns to manipulate.
Suppose you have a tooth abscess with constant
painbut you cant even take an aspirin? Would
YOU handle the pain or would you head for the
bourbon if there be some? Come on, you head for
the wine when there is nothing save celebration of
some kind. SEE SELF FIRST AND ONLY THEN
CAN YOU SEE ANOTHER!
Now we come to the hard part, MOTHER.
What will YOU do in this instance for if there be a
slippage, YOU will eat the crow-meat for each is
so fearful of being the one who screws up. Cant
you take your individual responsibility and assume
your place in such matters? If the child cannot
work in the office where others come and go, even
when there is NO TASK, put her in the room with
you for she will not disturb our work with her
silent bookkeeping.
There are myriads of solutions to this
inconveniencebut there is SURE LOSS, virtually
forever, if we do nothing save turn away. You will
find it is far more easy to simply meet the
challenge for I am meeting my own commitments
to this period of development and evolvement in
exchange for services rendered.
The game of getcha, gotcha, tattle and
caughtcha must stop immediately for these
games are far more childish than are the lapses in
actions and attitudes of the sick person.
E.J.: I want this writing cleaned up to protect
all guilty partiesfor I find NO INNOCENT
PARTIES IN THIS GAME, and allow it to go
forth for if we cant clean up our OWN, we have
nothing to offer a remnant, anywhere, anytime.
This approach dumps the responsibility upon
the ONE avoiding responsibility while they are
destroying more and more deeply all vestiges of
survival. We have opportunity here to prove
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valueand that other party needs that opportunity need of judgements. (???) How many times have I y o u r e a c h b e y o n d t h e t h i n g s y o u W A N T a n d
while the pain is great and relief can be greater yet. had to endure the stench of alcohol on YOUR realize the self-being left nakedare you proud in
As you are going you are further punishing the breath?
service or do you actually feel embarrassed and a
punished child.
bit ashamed for WOULD GOD LEAVE YOU IN
ROADS, RED AND BLACK
YOU cant have this or that? Well, let me
DESOLATION AND DESPERATION? Then
remind you that it is not YOUR choiceto please
WHY do you leave others in that state of being?
Little Crow might offer some insight, more
the multitudes or any other one or two. It is MY
Do NOT think these tests are FOR
c o m m i t m e n t a n d I a m w e a r y o f y o u p e o p l e clearly expressed to you than to himself, as is most ANOTHERTHEY ARE FOR YOU!
p r o n o u n c e d
assuming otherwise.
When a person is truly crying out for help and
wisdom.
I wonder how many
you turn away, you have just turned AWAY
 O n t h e R e d FROM GOD. The turning is easy, the responsible
times you stop to think
Listen up, readers, this is FOR
R o a d , w e s e e k t o staying of the course is easy, as well, with much
how weary I might get of
YOU: HOW MANY OF MY
f i n d b a l a n c e .  I more beautiful results.
your
delays,
BABIES
ARE
YOU GOING
would remind you
postponements,
Now, get this off this machine and get about
that on ANY road our Fathers business. I suggest you each just
slippages, wine-supping,
TO
CAUSE TO COMMIT
t h e s e a r c h i s f o r reach out and touch someone who is perishing in
and failures to DO
SUICIDE TO MEET YOUR
b a l a n c e , b u t t h e the midst of the seas of Hell. You must come to
YOUR JOB? Shall I
EXPECTATIONS AND NEED?
s e a r c h i s m o s t see and KNOW. I dont give a damn about what
simply turn you out and
HOW MANY ARE YOU GOING
o f t e n d o w n t h e others think. I do care about WHAT I THINK
away to not grace my
TO DUMP OR KILL OR LEAVE
wrong roads which OF MEAND YOU.
presence except in your
lead to more nonpure
and
healed
Does God dream up these hurdles to be
MAIMED BECAUSE YOU WILL
balance.
performance? My job is
crossed?
Of course, all things manifest are the
NOT TAKE RESPONSIBILITY,
I look at my THOUGHT AND CREATION OF GOD for
to nurture, love, and
AND TURN AWAY?
HARD?
Oral Tradition and YOUR experience. When you STOP allowing
seek the best within you
OH,
YOU
BET!
it says the Red failure into your own beingyou will stop
IN RESPONSIBILITY,
Road and the Black presenting for others to overcome.
and YOU ARE WORTH
EVERY MOMENT OF
Road. The Black
The time is at hand, kids, and you cant
MY TIME AND LABOR FOR YOU ARE NOT Road is the road of materialism and its easy to postpone longer the cleaning of your own closets
H E A V Y , B R O T H E R S , Y O U A R E M Y V E R Y walk, its easy to get onto. Life in itself is easy. and heart. The more quickly we get on with the
BEING.
The Red Road is the spiritual road and its a road housecleaning, the more quickly we get on with the
Now, what will you do? I suggest you think that is difficult because it is a road that says you fun part of this journey.
about this a LOT before the week-end comes and redistribute, you redistribute your wealth. You see
But I did what I could and what I thought
goes and deeper failures are established. Isnt it the sacredness of your creation and the sacredness best! Bull Shit: NO YOU DID NOT! You have
time you brought JOY back within your own hearts of all things. You respect all people, you respect done what is a cop-out to please others who have
and stop the pounding on the flaws of another all things within life as you know it and life as you no business inputting their own failures to perform
while pretending perfection of your own outer dont know it. The Red Road, the spiritual road, onto your pathway to ease their own realizations or
show-and-tell? Why do you allow every Tom, the spiritual path.
actions, inactions or emotional positions.
Dick and Harry their faults but you will not reach
Being on the Red Road takes all your life. It
To go visit a suffering person is indeed a
out a hand to help a broken angel?
isnt something that you need to be Indian to do. p u b l i c d i s p l a y o f s e r v i c e b u t t o t a k e u p t h e
Kathy needs office HELP and she needs our Being on a spiritual path takes ALL YOUR LIFE. healing assistance to THAT SICK BEING is not
H E L P . C a n  t w e a c c o m p l i s h b o t h w i t h o n e It isnt something you do
acceptable? Come
positive measure which answers bookkeeping Friday, Saturday, Sunday
W h e n w e r e a l i z e t h e j o u r n e y o f now, all the visiting
problems as well?
or
Thursday;
i t  s life, we must always KNOW what the a n d p r e t e n d i n g i n
There needs be no big confrontation for the something you do every p r o b l e m s w e r e , t h e m i s i n f o r m a t i o n the world will not
confrontation is well understood; just give the rules breath you take. Being a n d t h e w a y i t i s d i s c o v e r e d a n d h e a l o n e s h r e d o f
and let the persons decide whether or not they can on the Red Road means
that sickness in the
ACTIONS TAKEN TO REFLECT
take it or break it for themselves. This is called every time you breathe,
other. If you are
THE NEW INSIGHTS AND TRUTH n o t
responsibility without ability to dump it back youre praying....
going
to
SO, THE NEXT CHANGE
onto your shoulders who allowed it in the first
We can pay lip IN ACTIONS.
the
IS
UP
TO
YOU
I N circumstances and
place. I AM LOSING TWO SOULSwhat are service to our spirituality, J U M P
YOU
M I G H T spend of self to help
YOU losing? What is the REAL purpose of this but unless we enforce it W H A T E V E R
j o u r n e y a n d m i s s i o n ? S p e l t a ? N O ! I n d i a n through our actions and P E R C E I V E T O B E Y O U R O W N i n t h e H E A L I N G ,
nations? No. YOUR soul is my mission and I behavior, we simply pay B A S K E T
OF
TRICKS
AND you might as well
shall not quit, nor faint, nor bend until YOU pass lip service.
EXAMINATIONS.
W E - T H E - not waste the time
the testing. So be it.
L i s t e n u p , r e a d e r s , TEACHERS WILL NEVER STROKE of travel or run the
An hour a day, two hours, may be all you can this is FOR YOU: HOW
risks of the journey
YOU FOR YOUR ERRORSONLY
get at upstartbut you work ever unbending to the MANY OF MY BABIES
to and from.
days where a full day replaces the weaknesses. A R E Y O U G O I N G T O YOUR ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENTS.
A bad morning?
Those choices are SOLELY UP TO THE ADULT
IN THAT CHILD. You give money, self, interest,
and effort into those who have no part of your
being. Can you not give unto ME that which I
offer freely and openly unto YOU? Does this ruin
your macho image of selfto bend for a bleeding
child? Oh, you judge and pronounce and yet in the
doing you only present your own need to present
appearances to OTHERS. This is NOT my
mission, to allow you such power or force. And
yes, you can become angry and wash your hands
but, like Pilote, it will not bring peace or rest for I
shall not allow you to turn away and simply fail
YOUR examinations of intent and TRUTH. Nor
do I easily turn away and watch you cut your own
line of assistance to spite your noses. Perhaps if
you kept your noses to self you wouldnt be so in

CAUSE TO COMMIT
SUICIDE TO MEET YOUR EXPECTATIONS
AND NEED? HOW MANY ARE YOU GOING
TO DUMP OR KILL OR LEAVE MAIMED
BECAUSE
YOU
WILL
NOT
TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY, AND TURN AWAY?
HARD? OH, YOU BET!
When you pass these tests for the most
IMPORTANT mission in the Universe this day
you shall have all the abundance and peace you
can hold. Dont pass them and another shall be
chosen and ye shall be passed. Few remain at the
portal to GODS ship.
Many of you turn from your families because
they just dont see it; well, how hard did you
REALLY try? Well, better, what REAL EFFORT
did you make while you had opportunity? When

I hope so. I also
pray for and hope you make it a good day for that
is up to YOU. But, until we straighten out our
minds from the fuzzy acceptance of training along
the worst roadways, we need not turn to our other
assumed great and wondrous expectations. ALL
THINGS ARE SACREDNOT JUST YOUR
OBSERVATIONS, ACTIONS OR OPINIONS.
Are YOU quite angry now? Then I suggest
you stop, look and LISTEN because anger at
facing ones own possible faults is one of the
hurdles over which we leaders must jump.
When we realize the journey of life, we must
always KNOW what the problems were, the
misinformation and the way it is discovered and
ACTIONS TAKEN TO REFLECT THE NEW
I NSI GHTS AND TRUTH I N ACTI ONS. SO,
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THE NEXT JUMP IS UP TO YOU IN
WHATEVER YOU MIGHT PERCEIVE TO BE
YOUR OWN BASKET OF TRICKS AND
EXAMINATIONS. WE-THE-TEACHERS WILL
NEVER STROKE YOU FOR YOUR ERRORS
ONLY YOUR ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENTS.
Do I pick on you here in my presence? Yes.
You are the ones who set the play and if you refuse
my direction and that of our Master Brotherhood to
suit your own ego needs, you err. Sananda will be
far more harsh than will I, so go LISTEN and stop
depending on someone else, like me, to scold and
confront. Rick must, for instance, present a far
more visible image of PERFECTION than any of
the rest of you. Charles is next because he is the
most available and visible traveler and presentation
of you-the-crew. If you do not act in each and
every instance as if you are on display before the
worldyou are not fulfilling your responsibility.
Oh wham, wham, whack, whack? That acceptance
is strictly up to you. I bear no whips or leashes,
and if YOU are not strong enough to take the
responsibility in any given circumstance, then so
be itfor perhaps that other who calls the plays
will keep you grounded as well as self. YOU act
on what you KNOW IS RIGHT AND ALL ELSE
WILL TAKE ITS PLACE, AND THE
OBSERVERS CAN GO TO YOU KNOW
WHERE! TO EACH HIS OWN.
When are you going to start handling
alternatives to actions in any given
circumstance? Are you just going to cast out your
perceived and adjudged people? Wow, and how
can God then depend on YOU TO SERVE HIS
NEEDS?
Suppose I did not work out an alternative for
your misperceptions and incorrect actions and
selfish diddlings? Ponder it, for until you can
come up with positive alternatives to casting out
my children, you will not graduate into my service
for it is INTENT upon which you judge self in the
pure presence of TRUTH AND JUSTICE.
It is too late for Zita; it well may be too late
for Scott; but it is not too late for her for, as with
God, ALWAYS the time is perfect to act in
wisdom and Godly intent.
Why dont I pick on somebody else? Because
YOU are my prize, my self, my heart and MY
SOUL. And, I DO pick on everybody else! (!!!!!)
Do you actually think I have not bashed her, Scott
and Zita? Oh boy, you have a lot of growing to
do, dont you? Well, Im up to the task; how about
YOU?
Ah, Dharma says, Well, I guess Ill try once
more... How many times will you try, in your
cop-out? Once, twice, a million times, a zillion
times? Get off your ass and fix this thing for
SELF, and the rest shall find its balance or take
itself awaypurely simple in concept and action.
Dont fool yourselves, chelas, I AM RIGHT
AND I AM CORRECTKNOW IT, or we arent
going another footstep on this mission.
I asked for her to be brought back within
serviceI did not ask you to turn her out again. I
am meeting my obligations at the time of this big
thrust but you are going to also meet yours and
that will NOT be on the basis of committee rule.
Now that I believe we understand one another a
bit better than earlier this day, Salu. Smile, for
you got caught, again, on candid camera!
May we each walk in beauty and righteousness
so that what is reflected is impossible to be other
than beauty and righteousness. If there were no
darkness, there would be no need for LIGHT.
Think about it.
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AMERICA FLAUNTS POWER ON
EVE OF DESTRUCTION
State Department Warns
Americans Abroad:
Watch Your Backs
From THE FREE AMERICAN, January
1998, <http://www.TheWinds.org/index.html>:
[quoting]
The U.S. State Department issued a warning
on November 19th to all Americans on foreign
soil. In light of events unfolding throughout the
world, U.S. citizens traveling or residing abroad
are advised to exercise greater than usual
caution, the announcement said. We cannot
discount the possibility of random acts of antiAmerican violence, such as drive-by shootings,
kidnapings or bombings. U.S. diplomatic posts
worldwide are taking appropriate security
precautions.
It is not uncommon for the State Department
to issue warnings and advisories to Americans
planning travel to or residing in certain foreign
countries, but an announcement of a global scope
is quite unusual, if not an original. Such a
warning should cause all Americans to stop and
reflect on the true causes of the evident rise in
the worlds hostility toward Americans. Why
should the citizens of a generous, good and free
nation have to fear for their lives the world
over?
The State Department bulletin cites the recent
conviction of Mir Aimal Kasi for the murders of
CIA employees outside of the CIA headquarters,
as well as that of Ramzi Yousef for the World
Trade Center bombing, as reasons for heightened
security. Both men are Pakistani. The killing of
four U.S. businessmen in Pakistan last week in
alleged retaliation for the convictions, the
slaughter of tourists by fundamentalists in Egypt
this week, and the general situation in the
Middle East, were also cited as reasons for
alarm.
The bulletin does not explain the real causes
behind terrorist acts. It does not explain why
the World Trade Center was bombed, or the CIA
employees killed, or why the four U.S.
businessmen were shot in Pakistan, or why the
Khobar Towers in Saudi Arabia were
bombed, killing 27 U.S. servicemen. Most
Americans are satisfied with the explanations
given by their government and the official news
media. These explanations can be summed up in

the words: We are the good guys and they are
the bad guys and thats why they want to kill us.
But dont worry, your government is making the
world safe for democracy. We will now examine
one of the true reasons the world hates America.
STATE TERRORISM ON A
COLOSSAL SCALE
Last week there was a nation living in fear of
a massive terrorist attack. This is a nation that
has been held hostage since 1991, starved half to
death and toyed with like a cat toys with a mouse.
The country is Iraq and its big threat to the U.S.
is its failure to fully cooperate with U.N.
inspectors probing the broken-down remnants of
its U.S.-made defense infrastructure. Iraq claims
that for the past six years trade sanctions have
been starving their children and causing great
suffering while U.N. inspectors piddle around,
always looking for more to inspect, never quite
finished with their work so sanctions can be lifted.
Iraq says it has had enough and tells the
Americans on the inspection team to leave. Then
the campaign of terror begins.
In response to this affront to its moral and
political superiority, the U.S. sends 22 warships
and 300 warplanes to the area, and begins beating
the war drum of destruction. President Clinton,
draft dodger turned warlord-in-chief, makes a
series of public comments designed to whip up
war fever in the U.S. Defense Secretary Cohen
goes on television, holding up a five-pound bag of
sugar to show how much anthrax it would take to
wipe out half the people in Washington, anthrax
that Iraq allegedly possesses. The media war
propaganda is so effective that 84% of Americans
surveyed support bombing Iraq if it shoots at
American spy planes flying over its territory.
54% support bombing Iraq just for excluding
American inspectors on the U.N. weapons team.
(1) How easy it is to make criminals of so many?
As the U.S. began its military buildup earlier
this month, the fear in Iraq must have been
palpable. Iraqis remember the January 91 aerial
bombardment that killed tens of thousands of
civilians, and over fifty thousand military
conscripts by conservative estimates. During the
bombing campaign of Desert Storm,
sophisticated American aircraft targeted civilian
Iraqi infrastructure such as water, sewage and
power plants, inflicting a form of biological
warfare on civilians. Such devastation created
unsanitary conditions that ensured long term
suffering among the population, suffering that has
been prolonged and aggravated by American
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enforced economic sanctions. (2).
The U.N. coalition forces (read U.S. and
U.K., with token participation by others) targeted
Iraqi civilian infrastructure for the purpose of
creating suffering, despair and political upheaval.
President Bush did not want the credit for putting
Saddam in jail with Manuel Noriega or having
him knocked off, as that would not go over well
with Arabs generally. Iraqis must do it
themselves and, so, the U.S. launched a campaign
of terror against civilians, bombing them into the
preindustrial age and then holding them hostage
through sanction-induced starvation and
deprivation of the basic necessities of life. The
bombing campaign was state terrorism on a
colossal scale. U.N. sanctions were economic
terror of the same magnitude, causing the deaths
of over half-a-million Iraqi children due to
malnutrition and preventable disease. Over onethird of children in Iraq are stunted or deformed
due to malnutrition. Malnutrition was nonexistent
in Iraq before U.N. sanctions were imposed in
August 1990. (3).

field, which is ninety percent in Iraqi territory,
and took a hard line on a number of other issues
involving a loan and Iraqi access to the Gulf.
Iraq has only fifteen miles of shoreline and the
land is unusable because it is marshy. These are
a few of the issues that irritated relations. (5).
As irritations came to a head, U.S.
government officials flashed a green light to
Saddams government that in essence said, Do
what you want, we will not interfere. When
Senator Bob Dole visited Baghdad on April 12,
1990, he told the Iraqis that the U.S. had no
interest in the Kuwait border issue. Under
Secretary of State John Kelly related the same
message; and on July 25, 1990, American
Ambassador April Glaspie was summoned to meet
with Saddam in Baghdad.
She was asked about Americas position on
the border issue and she replied that it was an
Arab-to-Arab problem. She told Hussein of
President Bushs desire to maintain a friendly
relationship, and that he hoped the border issued
could be resolved peacefully. (6).
On the eve of Iraqs invasion of Kuwait, State
Department spokesperson Margaret Tutweiler
stated in a press briefing that the U.S. had no
special defense treaty with Kuwait. On August 2,
1990, Iraqi troops poured across the border into
Kuwait. National Security Adviser Brent
Scrowcroft and Defense Secretary Richard
Cheney immediately flew to Saudi Arabia to warn
King Fahd that Iraqi troops would soon be on his
doorstep and convinced him to allow a massive
deployment of U.S. forces into his country. As
the Saudis cast their lot with the U.S., the Arab
world was divided and American hegemony was
soon to be complete. The rest is history.

WORLD GOVERNMENT...
BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY!
The terror, slaughter, starvation and general
suffering inflicted upon Iraq by the United States
during the Gulf War becomes even more
incomprehensible in light of the long-term foreign
policy goals that created the war in the first place.
If Saddam is the thug the news media says he is,
he is no different now than in the 1980s when the
U.S. built his military machine for him, and he is
no worse than the ruling Sabah family
dictatorship in Kuwait who the U.S. put back in
power after the Gulf War. Whats more, Iraq was
and is a strategic asset in helping the United
States establish its perennial presence in the
Persian Gulf, its hegemony over Middle East oil,
and in demonstrating the force of international
law (read U.S. law) in the entire world. Some
claim that Saddam is on the C.I.A. payroll.
While that may or may not be true, we may know
that the Gulf War was contrived by the United
States for the purpose of obtaining its political
goals, and that Iraq is a pawn in the power game.
The history of Kuwait and Iraq is complex.
Suffice it to say there is much more than meets
the eye. The American press mocks Saddams
ignorance of the American political system, but
your average Americans ignorance of the history
of the Gulf region is even more profound. Iraqs
southern border with Kuwait dates back to an
agreement with Turkey in 1913 which was never
ratified. Kuwait was the administrative subdistrict of the Iraqi province of Basra at the time.
When Iraq was given its independence in 1932,
Kuwait remained under British control. Since
those times, the unresolved border issue has
festered, resulting in short-lived Iraqi invasions in
1961 and 1973. Kuwait has remained a Westerncontrolled corporate state colony, ruled by the
despotic, Western-supported regime of the Sabah
family.
To Iraq, Kuwait represents the
humiliation of Western control and domination.
(4).
1990 was the year the Sabahs seemed to do
everything to pick a fight with Iraq. Kuwait
broke OPEC quotas, glutting the global market
with oil and causing a drop in prices. This hurt
Iraq financially, as it was struggling with its war
debts from the Iran-Iraq war. Kuwait had
previously drilled laterally in the Rumaila oil

THE GLOBAL CONQUESTS
OF A DESPOTIC
NEW WORLD ORDER
Soon after Iraqs invasion, Bush launched into
his characteristic demonization of Saddam
Hussein, so reminiscent of his tirades against
Manuel Nor i ega dur i ng t he U. S. i nvasi on of
Panama. America stands where it always has
against aggression, against those who would use
force to replace the rule of law, said the invader
of Panama and the only head of state to be
condemned by the World Court for unlawful use
of force. For some reason, the official press
missed the irony of Bushs bombastic hypocrisy.
It performed its propaganda function with the
usual relish, whipping up war hysteria with long
tales of Iraqi atrocities. It wasnt difficult to
convince Americans to go along with the attack
on Iraq because they generally love a good war if
the enemy poses no threat and they can watch the
action on the evening news.
In spite of the broad coverage the war
received, the subtle introduction of a new way of
thinking remained mostly undetected. The
liberation of Kuwait was the ostensible
objective that was evident on the surface, while
the stealth objective was the establishment of
world government. With the Cold War over and
the Soviet Union ready to cooperate, it was time
to move. The winds of change were favorable,
or so they seemed.
The Bush administration went before the
United Nations, first to obtain sanctions against
Iraq and, secondly, to obtain a Security Council
resolution authorizing military action against Iraq.
Both were obtained, as was the illusion that the
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U.S. is now subordinate to the world body. Bush
played the moderate, pretending to rely on
sanctions to force Iraq out of Kuwait, while
quietly building up a formidable military force in
Saudi Arabia. Saddam seemed content to let the
buildup proceed.
During his State of the Union address in early
1991, President Bush outlined the bigger picture
for the U.S. Congress and the nation. Concerning
the Gulf crisis he said: What is at stake is more
than one small country, it is a big ideaa New
World Order...to achieve the universal aspirations
of mankind. This was the true objective of the
wara New World Ordernot the liberation
of Kuwait. The Gulf War was the battering ram
to bring it about. He went on to say that the
New Order would be based on shared principles
and the rule of law..., that is, a world
government would be established to enforce this
New Order. He also said, The illumination of
a thousand points of light...The winds of change
are with us now. (7). The points of light was
reference to an esoteric phrase used by
proponents of world government since it was
coined by Dante in 1313 A.D. The winds of
change were indeed blowing, not in favor of the
universal aspirations of the downtrodden masses
of the Earth, but the international Elite who have
wanted absolute power for so long.
Later, on February 6, President Bush fills in
the picture a little more when he tells the
Economic Club of New York: My vision of a
New World Order foresees a United Nations with
a revitalized Peacekeeping function.
Admiral Stansfield Turner, head of the
Central Intelligence Agency, defined the real
purpose of the Gulf War even further when he
declared on a CNN program in July 91: We
have a much bigger objective. Weve got to look
at the long run here. This is an examplethe
situation between the United Nations and Iraq
where the United Nations is deliberately intruding
into the sovereignty of a sovereign nation... Now
this is a marvelous precedent (to be used in) all
countries of the world. (8).
And so it has been. The Gulf War provided
new legitimacy to the U.N., put teeth into
subsequent Security Council resolutions, and set
a precedent creating the inviolability of
international law, which close scrutiny will
reveal to be the dictates of the international
money and political Elite.
The recent crisis over U.N. weapons
inspection teams in Iraq has given the political
Elite another opportunity to emphasize the sacred,
infallible status of this international law. The
United States warned Saddam not to expect any
concessions simply for doing what is mandated by
the United Nations, blared an ABC News story
on November 17, which also quoted Defense
Secretary Cohen as saying, We are not seeking
any deal in order to insist that he comply with his
obligations. There should be no question about
that. Cohen went on to say, He must comply
and there must be no compensation or any carrots
offered in order to entice him to do what he is
legally obligated to do. Legally obligated? By
what? By international law, to which all
nations must bow. What is Saddam legally
obligated to do? Allow the U.N. to intrude into
its sovereigntyto search every nook and cranny,
even Saddams presidential compounds (9), to
dictate what he can and cannot do, forever. This
is the marvelous precedent so accurately
described by Admiral Turner in 1991 and so
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wonderfully played out on the evening news from saith the Lord, to the sword, to the pestilence, House a compound?
and to the famine; and I will make you to be
10. From Aftermath, cited above. [End
the Persian Gulf.
removed into all the kingdoms of the Earth. quoting]
Jeremiah 34:17. END
Isnt it about time we quit standing up for the
THE WORLD HATES U.S.
ones in our government who are causing
FOOTNOTES:
probablythe most hatred in this worldeven
During the Gulf War, Uruguayan writer Mario
though they are nothing but patsies for the
Benedetti well described the New World Order
1. ABCs Nightline with Ted Koppel, 11-12- crown of England!!
President Bush ushered in during his Gulf War.
97.
In the Chilean journal La Epoca he wrote that the
2. From Aftermath, an article by Prof.
***
resemblance of Bushs New World Order to
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Hitlers Neue Ordnung and Mussolinis Ordine
Two quotations were tacked-on to the above
Nuovo was not just coincidental. The express October 91.
3. Child mortality and malnutrition statistics article: [quoting]
intent of Bushs war was to show both the
Im much afraid that schools will prove to be
Third World and its old and new European allies o b t a i n e d f r o m a s t a t e m e n t r e l e a s e d b y t h e
that from now on it is the United States that International Commission of Inquiry on Economic the great gates of hell unless they diligently labor
Sanctions, quoting facts published by UNICEF, in explaining the Holy Scriptures, engraving them
orders, invades, and dictates the law, period.
in the hearts of youth. I advise no one to place
Benedetti went on to write, When liberation WHO and FAO, 7-15-96.
4. The Art of DeceptionHow the American h i s c h i l d w h e r e t h e s c r i p t u r e s d o n o t r e i g n
fever hits the United States, the alarms sound
everywhere, particularly in the Third World, Public Has Been Misled, an essay by Prof. Jim paramount. Every institution in which men are
which lacks the ability to escape the liberated H u c k , t e a c h e r o f A m e r i c a n H i s t o r y a n d not increasingly occupied with the Word of God
International Relations.
must become corrupt.
wreckage. (10).
5.The Art of Deception, cited above.
Martin Luther [ 1483-1546 ]
Most Americans have been brainwashed by
6.The Art of Deception, cited above.
The First Amendment has erected a wall of
their television sets into seeing their country as a
7.A Chronological History of the New World separation between church and state, but that wall
protector of everything good in the world. This is
is a one directional wall; it keeps the government
a r e s u l t o f n o t h a v i n g a f r e e p r e s s . S e v e r a l Order by Dennis L. Cuddy, Ph.D
8.A Chronological History..., cited above. from running the church, but it makes sure that
months ago Cuban President Fidel Castro
9.11-20-97 ABC World News Tonight quoted C h r i s t i a n p r i n c i p l e s w i l l a l w a y s s t a y i n
described the U.S. as King Kong escaped from
h i s c a g e  . T h e m a n  s o f f i c i a l l e a d e r s h i p U.N. inspectors as wanting to search Saddams government.
Thomas Jefferson, 1 Jan 1802, address to
credentials notwithstanding, his statement reflects presidential compound. All enemies of the
the Danbury Baptists.
the true sentiments of most of the world, except official regime live in compounds. Is the White
for the few who enjoy the perks and privileges of
this oppressive system.
All Americans would do well to consider the
despotic nature of their foreign policy
establishment, so long employed in the wrecking
of the world, and now directing its attacks on
middle American values and culture. This is the
despot that fomented the Gulf War to promote its
aims and to consolidate its power. This is the
tyrant that plunged two Arab countries into
destruction, killing hundreds of thousands of
people, and setting off an ecological catastrophe,
all for the sake of establishing its hegemony over
Mideast oil and creating a precedent for world
government. Of all the accusations the American
regime has heaped upon Saddam Hussein, be they
1/10/98
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true or not, they apply more accurately to the
What WE MUST do is to find out
government of the United States. This regime is a
EVERYTHING POSSIBLE about this takeover,
From the INTERNET, courtesy of James M. we have been told that the agencies
bigger threat to its own citizens, its neighbors,
Seabourn,
1/7/98: [quoting]
and to world peace than all of the tyrants in the
have 80,000 people under arms. How many
Colorado State Senator Charles Duke said in [armed] people WERE ADDED with the Forest
world combined. Because the U.S. is the worlds
preeminent wielder of chemical, biological, and a speech its ALL over!
Service??
Word that I have received is that the USFS as
nuclear weapons of mass destruction, this is an
OUR Military is in 130 countries doing
of January 2, 1998 has been turned over to the the UNs work. They will not be able to help
especially ominous thought.
UN. The personnel have been threatened with US!!
death for telling ANYONE! WE MUST FIND
We have been told that We won the cold war,
AS THE SAYING GOES,
OUT WHAT IS GOING ON. This is not coffee but...PPD 25 and Executive Order #12919 gave
THERE IS HELL TO PAY
shop talk, these people ARE PARANOID!!
our troops and missile bases over to the UN in
What we do know, our area USFS have been 1994. WE WONis that another LIE?
Perhaps by considering the experience of other
SPREAD THIS FAR AND WIDE, WE MUST
nations, we may understand why Americans need armed and have spent two weeks being trained at
to watch their backs wherever they go in the Fort Huachua, Az., in house-to-house search and STOP THEM. WITH OUR CREATORS HELP
WE CAN!!
world. Whether we know of our nations crimes, seizure!
What does that have to do with the Forest
are indifferent, or remain willfully ignorant of it,
we all share in the collective guilt as well as the Service? What about your area?
***REPOST***REPOST***REPOST!!!
WE MUST HAVE INTELL[igence]!!! As
consequences of state terrorism. Our just desserts
may not come in a conventional military conflict, Mark from Michigan said in his VHS tape A
[End quoting]
as there is no longer any power that can challenge Call To ArmsAmerica in Peril, We must upset
Remember one important factorviolence is
the United States. It will come, however, be it their agenda, we MUST get them off balance!! not of God or His true people. Education certainly
through revolution, terrorism, financial collapse, Tyranny can ONLY survive in the dark, we MUST is. As is stated above, learn all you can about
or any number of natural or man-made calamities. shed the light on these One World Order this and certainly clear your space with the
people!! We have been told that most of the Light and ask your guides how to apply your
It will come, it is just a matter of when.
Therefore thus saith the Lord; Ye have not patriots are agents of...part of the government. knowledge. God help us all to hear and act
hearkened unto me, in proclaiming liberty, every Even a spy has to have a believable STORY to accordingly as the storms get worse. The
o n e t o h i s b r o t h e r , a n d e v e r y m a n t o h i s infiltrate US!! To get US off guard! To set US sun will shine again, howeverdont give
neighbor: behold, I proclaim a liberty for you, up etc.!!
up!!

UN/USFS (UNITED STATES
FOREST SERVICE)
TAKEOVER!
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Another Special Report
Commander Korton Speaks
About Current World Scene
E d i t o r s n o t e : T h e f o l l o w i n g w r i t i n g s b y
Communications Commander Tomeros Maasu
Korton have been informally shared with Dr. Al
Overholt over the past 6 weeks. Commander
Hatonn has suggested that the most appropriate
avenue for also sharing these writings with you, at
this time, is under the umbrella of Dr. Overholts
ongoing News Desk Special Report format.
11/21/97

KORTON

U.N. CONTROL OF U.S. AIR FORCE
Good morning. I come in the Light of Holy
God for service unto mankind, for it is a time of
s h a r i n g a n d c o m m u n i o n . I a m a f a c i l i t a t o r,
linguist, and translatorall in one.
There are many, many visitors, and their craft,
in your sphere of influence. They are here to help
man, as a species, make the transition into higherdimensional transition. We of the Hosts of God
have various and sundry methods of making
 c o n t a c t  ; h o w e v e r, w e a r e l i m i t e d b y y o u r
perceptions of what God can and cannot do. My
job is to aid you in your understanding of the
hows, whys, and wherefores of our presence.
My task is most difficult because mankind is
programed to fear anything that comes from out
there. And yet he believes in the Christos Master
Teacher as a being of unlimited expression and
accomplishment, a being who is himself coming
from out there. Dear ones, you cannot have it
both ways. If he is not yet on your place, then BY
DEFINITION he is NON-terrestrial.
Does that mean that He is an extraterrestrial?
Yes. Does it mean, since you are no different
(except for your level of learning and knowledge)
and from the same Source, that you are
extraterrestrial? Yes. So where does that leave
you? Right in the hand of God, my friends.
In the heavenly places, also defined as off
terra firma, there are pleasant and benevolent
beings and there are beings who are not so nice.
Just as with any placement, you have entities who
follow the Laws of God and the Creation, and
those who choose to be the adversary to God-ness.
That is called FREE WILL CHOICE and it is a
quality of being you are all birthed with. But it
does not come without strings attached.
What you reap, you will sow in like measure.
Indeed, entities have come to Shan (Earth) with the
intent to break the Cosmic Laws and enslave Gods
children of the lower grades of learning, if you
will. How do you think evil was let loose on your
plane in the first place? Those ones are paying the
price for breaking His Laws and are now
landlocked within your spaces of experience.
Unfortunately, Gods people have to now share
those accomodations with the usurpers of freedom.

Why did God allow this to happen? God will
allow you to do as you will, that IS free will.
However, before you cast blame, it is not God who
did this to you. YOU did this to you. You have
allowed evil to take up residence in your mansion
given to you by our Creator Source. So it is YOU
who will change of it, if a thing be changed. That
is what we are here for.
Mankind does not learn easily that which has
been purposely kept from him, for when Truth
finally does surface in the face of a constant diet of
lies, there is fierce resistance to change from that
which is comfortable and familiar. Your adversary
has spared no expense to see to it that their lies are
consumed with a goodly amount of honey and
sweet song.
Their PLAN is not one of perfection, but it has
been in gestation for centuries. You do not even
know what Truth looks like in actual functioning
operationas in government or science, for
i n s t a n c e . Yo u h a v e N E V E R h a d a t r u l y
functioning Republic as envisioned by your
inspired Founding Fathers. Evil was introduced
from the beginning and has grown steadily ever
since. You are almost completely chewed and
swallowed by the beast. All that is left is the
digestion of your last remaining rights as a nation
of free people. Then you are finished. And as
goes America, so goes the rest of the world.
Is there hope? As long as you have the thought
p o s s i b i l i t y  A N D G O D I S PA RT O F T H E
EQUATIONthere is always hope! And let me
tell you, chelas, GOD WINS IN THE END. Even
the big bad boy himself knows that. It is just a
matter of finishing out the final act of the cosmic
play. You see, the physical does not matter one
whit in the higher dimensions, but to you of this
electrical compression of perceived solid matter, it
IS YOUR REALITY, and INTENT of action and
thought is all that matters.
One of your best tools, as given by God, is
your ability to REASON. You have a mind that is
a fragment of Creators Mind, with all
the power of Gods infinite universe
available for your use. It is yours to
utilize IN THE MEASURE OF YOUR
KNOWINGNESS
OF
T H AT
CONNECTION TO GODS MIND.
Your brain is a tool also; it is used to
allow the body to function according
to the WILL of MIND. Therefore,
your brain must be programed to
facilitate
those
HIGHER
FREQUENCIES of thought. And to
do that you must first DESIRE
TRUTH, for TRUTH IS THE
FOUNDATION OF THE UNIVERSE.
And once the desire is there, you must
ask for that which you seek of Holy
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God, and it will be given unto you. But it will
never be in the form you expect.
God IS the WORD! Ponder this carefully.
How else do YOU perceive it is going to be given?
Why would God not keep His promise of bringing
The Word BEFORE the changing of the cycle? It
is not conceivable that CNN, a mouthpiece for the
Committee of 300 evil controllers, will allow The
Wo r d t o b e s h o u t e d f a r a n d w i d e i f i t m e a n s
exposing their lieswhich it does. God would not
utilize such biased and silly methods to teach His
children. REASON offers that He would use that
which has been tried and tested since the
beginningdirect COMMUNION THROUGH
I N S T I N C T,
I N S P I R AT I O N ,
AND
I M A G I N AT I O N ,
YOUR
PERSONAL
CONNECTION TO CREATOR SOURCE.
Until you remember how you did it in
lifetimes past, it is necessary to learn from your
brothers and sisters who are a little ahead of you.
Never forget that it is the MESSAGE you are
scrutinizing, and NOT the messenger. Mankind
has been programed to not see beyond the images
and ideologies placed before him. If the controlled
major media label one an anti-anything, 90 percent
of you accept that pronouncement. Meanwhile, it
becomes all but impossible to reach the ones
looking for Truth because they have already made
up their minds that the presenter is ill-informed.
Instead of judging someone because of what
someone else has said, try listening to WHAT is
being said first, and then allow reason and insight
to guide your decisions. Who knows, you might
learn something.
STARS IN THE AFTERNOON?
Ones are now witnessing what appears to be
stars in the middle of the day. How can this be?
Just like the twinkling and strobing CRAFT in
your night skies, you have a flotilla of ships in the
daylight sky making a more obvious presence to
any who care to take a break from their daily
grind and look up.
Are they good guys or bad guys? Would
y o u k n o w t h e d i ff e r e n c e ? T h a t i s o n e o f t h e
reasons why I, Commander Korton, am here.
I specialize in establishing and maintaining
operating communications links. I am able to
cover an extensive spectrum of frequencies in order
to help couple the third-dimensional expression
with that of the higher-dimensional expressions.
Our craft can operate in the physical
dimensions, but at the present time they are mostly
kept on station in a dimension that is outside of
your perception. At the higher frequencies our
ships are quite impervious to your technology.
H o w e v e r, w h e n w e m a t e r i a l i z e a n d m a k e

If I can spread THE LIGHT,
then I will have been on Earth
for the greatest reason.
author unknown

presentation, our ships CAN be vulnerable to your
crude weaponry.
The governments of your world have spacecapable craft that are seen from time to time, and
witnesses are carefully arranged. If you see
these vehicles, it is because they (or we) want you
to, for they have a visual barrier that shields them
from unintentional observers. We of the Command
are not beyond causing their shielding to be
penetrated. If enough of you see them, and you are
not afraid to speak of your sightings, then their
eventual unveiling will not come as such a shock.
Wh e n w e n e x t s i t t o w r i t e I w o u l d l i k e t o
discuss a most heinous plan by elements of your
governments for World CapitulationA STAGED
EXTRATERRESTRIAL INVASION.
Thank you for your service. Know that those
in service to God do not walk the path alone. Salu.
Korton to clear, please.
11/27/97
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Good morning. I am Korton of the Lighted
Hosts of the One Creator Source. Yes indeed,
C L E A R I N G O F Y O U R S PA C E I S M O S T
IMPORTANT. It is how WE commune with our
brethren AND with God, and it is THE METHOD
of ensuring that the dark energies do not interfere
with the bringing of The Word. It is tedious at
times, I know, but when you let down your guard
for a moment, that is when your adversary
advances upon you. When you give the evil ones
no opportunity to establish a beachhead, then
Gods workers and messengers can go about their
Fathers business with the surefooted integrity that
is the beacon of Truth the masses are searching for.
It is through this recognition of the lack of evil
tamperings, that is felt and perceived, even if at a
subconscious level, that allows ones to see
Gods message between the lines.
BEINGS FROM SPACE:
FRIEND OR FOE?
Allow me to say right now that YOU HAVE
NO ENEMIES NOW COMING TO YOU FROM
WHAT YOU TERM OUTER SPACE. You do
not get to participate in this most spectacular of
Gods cosmic motion picture universe, featuring
BEAM SHIPS and their occupants, unless you are
in service to God and the Laws of the Creation.
However, you-down-there have a lot of dandy
t oys t hat wi l l compl et el y f ool t he sl eepi ng
masses. If you know not how a thing functions or
its capabilities, you are in no position to question
media drivel that has been presented for your
consumption.
Since when do you have a ten-billion-dollar
satellite spinning out of control to the point of
being useless (so you are told) yet all video
sequences depict a stable craft AND Shuttle?
Come now, chelas, these LIVE pictures are
fabrications. You have the capability to produce
these space-capades right out of Hollywoods
GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED film studios. One
of these semi-secret production studios, now a
private HIGH SECURITY facility with an
extensive film vault, recorded hundreds of nuclear
blasts. The workers are high-level-clearance
production personnel who are former intelligence
analysts for the military, and they are quite capable
of pulling a fast one at the behest of NASA.
That which is allowed to be scrutinized by the
public, films such as Ron Howards Apollo 13
with its weightless actors bobbing around like

corks, is throw-away technology. Your Shuttle
astronauts have taped sequences PREARRANGED
FOR EVERY MISSION in case a launch does not
go as planned, and, dear ones, these Shuttle trips
NEVER happen as is presented to you. The very
most you can hope for is a smooth, remotelyPiloted landing from out over the ocean, courtesy
of a piggyback ride from a 747 aircraft.
Do you not think it interesting that the Sun
sensor satellite capture was not shown to you
live? How about the report that the video
equipment failed just prior to capture, yet it was
later restored after the payload was safely fastened
inside the Shuttle cargo bay? Im afraid if you do
not pay attention to that which you ARE shown,
you will miss the clues that will help you discern
that which does not make the Evening News. The
non-news is the last place you will see truth
regarding that which is happening DAILY in your
skies.

Do you think you will be told truth regarding
so-called extraterrestrial landings? You are not
even rightly informed about gravity effects aboard
your space platforms. We of the Command find it
most humorous that you are still shown pictures of
weightless humans, when gravity control has been
perfected long ago. They show you these things
because they can get away with it. As long as you
are kept in the dark about your governments
true capabilities, you will be at the mercy of every
bit of technology devised to manipulate and control
you.
It was not always so. Technology, for the most
part, is conceived with the ideal of advancing
mankind (at least that is true for your Russian
counterparts). However, with the prevalence of
evil upon your place, you now live in a world
where tools that were designed to benefit human
beings are being used to further enslave them.
These tools have now become extremely
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dangerous as your elite scientists, who are in
service to your evil controllers, have gone too far.
They have tampered with the very Life Force itself.
And that, dear ones, is a no no. Hence all the
beloved attention your little orb is getting this day.
God/Aton has promised that another planet
SHALL NOT BE DESTROYED in the manner of
other placements that have had the misfortune of
experiencing mans unchecked aggression. This
precious LIVING BEING, Mother Earth-Shan, has
suffered enough and will be allowed to cleanse
Herself.
Does this mean that you are off the hook?
Im afraid not. What is cleansing and selfnurturing to Mother Earth may well be fire and
brimstone to a lot of unprepared humans. And, if
indeed it comes to that, or a prana-wave chainreaction, your only salvation will be from we of the
Hosts.

never have happened to ANY of Gods children.
Will all this come to pass? What have YOU
done to prevent it? It DOES NOT have to be
played out according to the way the script reads.
Armageddon is a prophecy of man, not God. It
was written by men to control other men; God has
nothing to do with it. Remember free will?
I come in the service of God and the Creation, I
travel with and as part of the Hosts of God, here at
this time to assist mankind during this most
magnificent evolutionary change. Yes indeed, it is
truly a grand time of experience, for it is a time of
remembrance and responsibility. It is a time of
working knowingly with God. Keep yourselves
tightly shielded, chelas, from here on out, for the
assaults will increase in both intensity and
diversity. Whenever one of God/Atons fragments
comes into acceptance of that which is perceived to
be his or her appointed task, there is great fanfare
and spiritual celebration, for many are called, but
few choose to actually hear and respond to that
call.
You, my scribe, will be known as the translator
Marpa. As you may well have guessed, it is an
occupation you have been in preparation for since
you were a babe. It is a knowingness which you
can certainly identify with from looking back to
your lessons that have brought you to this day, and
we will share some of these experiences at a later
time, for your brothers and sisters need to identify
with that which you have now come to be
comfortable with.
However, complacency due to forgetting to
clear your space of all forms of evil or not causing
the energies you work with to identify themselves,
would be most foolish indeed. Always use Reason
to guide your thoughts and inspired works; it is
y o u r b a r o m e t e r o f Tr u t h . A n d w h e n u s e d i n
conjunction with the laws as given forth by God,
for man to gauge actions and intent, REASON is
THE shield that will protect you from evil in its
most elemental form.
Thank you for your service, Marpa. May the
Radiant Light of God provide Security and Inner
Knowingness. I am Korton. Salu!

CHARIOTS OF FIRE
AND SILVER CLOUDS
When Mankinds Day of ATONement is upon
the lands, he will look to the heavens and see Gods
Glory. But will he know what he is seeing?
The capabilities of human and machine far
exceed that which you have been led to believe
from Earth-based sources. That which you do not
know IS the norm, not what you have witnessed or
read about. You have normal-seeming aircraft that
have the capability to be rendered quite
INVISIBLE to you. There are planes equipped
with heinous forms of death dispersement, some of
which can be scaled down to fit in the palm of your
hand. You have machines that have the ability to
travel through time, and there are ships that can
travel from one end of existence to the other as fast
as a thought. I doubt The Discovery Channel
gives you blueprints to such things.
Your ancient works describe such craft, as do
your hidden and confiscated secret writings.
Many of the prophets and seers have told you, in
visions and from a perspective onboard our craft,
of thunderous chariots that spit fire and wheels of
light. How would YOU describe one of our craft
just a hundred years ago? How about a few
thousand years ago? How about today? Would
you not likewise utilize current terminology? And
if it be false information, would you not be guilty
of spreading fear and panic, if that be the intent of
the self-proclaimed experts? You are going to
have to build your own base of knowledge and
wisdom if you are to be a beacon of truth for the
masses, for when they turn from the skies in fear
and panic and look to you for understanding, what
will you say if you know not what you are seeing?
HOAX OF THE
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
If the biggest Hoax of the Twentieth Century
(an excellent book about the case against the
presumed extermination of European Jewry by
Arthur R. Butz) is the Khazarian exaggeration and
manipulation of the Holocaust, then a holocaust
(def.: Destruction, usually by fire) perpetrated by
extraterrestrial tyrants should qualify as the next
great lie for the new century, if you indeed have
a new century on Earth to look forward to.
Understand, I am not diminishing the memory of
those who were killed, for even if it happened to
one person, whether Jew or German (just over
300,000 people died, most by starvation and most
were German P.O.W.s), it is a tragedy that should
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Good morning, I come in service to God and
the Creation. As you near YOUR new year you
will be painfully aware of increased activities by
your elite controllers. Stay in the presence of God
and constantly maintain your Light Shielding.
This is an electrical, frequency process; it is a real
process, not wishful thoughts that are out there
somewhere. By calling forth those energies, you
c o u n t e r t h e d a s t a r d l y e ff e c t s c o n s t a n t l y
bombarding your physical being. Since it is the
only process that can protect you, it behooves you
t o m a k e t h i s c o m m u n i n g a d a i l y, m o m e n t t o
moment, habit. You are coming down to the wire
now and the adversary is far out in front.
However, like the proverbial tortoise, you CAN
win with perseverance and truth as your Lighted
shell. Remember, evil will always do itself in, all
you have to do is finish the race to the best of your
ability with Godly intent.
SHOTS ACROSS THE BOW
In times not so long ago, when a seagoing
vessel would lead an armada into battle or a
suspicious ship steered into hostile waters, a
warning shot across the bow of the ship would
signify a definite meaning: Stop what you are
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doing and turn back! It does not take too much
common sense to understand such an action.
This holds true in present times. Todays
vessels also include air- and space-faring vehicles.
A shot across the bow would indeed be done
with more sophisticated cannons. When a 747
passenger jet from Hong Kong, in route to Hawaii,
where most of those onboard were to celebrate the
n e w y e a r, i s h i t w i t h s u d d e n a n d u n e x p e c t e d
deadly turbulence (which will become a new
term in your media) you have to ask yourself:
What might be going on here?
Yo u h a v e H o n g K o n g b e i n g a p o t e n t i a l
launching point of a MAN-CREATED pandemic
flu that could wipe out MILLIONS IN A FEW
S H O RT D AY S . T h e r e h a s b e e n a r a s h o f
ridiculously blatant plane crashes where aircraft
are simply dropping out of the sky, cruising into
mountainsides, or simply exploding in mid-flight.
Nearly all were operating in weather not
considered to be dangerous for commercial craft.
They were designed to handle weather conditions
and careful approaches to difficult airports, so why
is it that these simple obstacles are now perilous
pitfalls that are fast being blamed for these
mounting disasters? Has air travel become more
dangerous in recent years or is there a concerted
effort to PREVENT you from traveling abroad?
A R u s s i a n C o s m o s p h e r e f i r e d i t s c h a rg e d
particle beam-weapon in a defocused mode across
the path of the Hawaii-bound 747. The
Cosmosphere was several miles off to the side and
just above the speeding jet when the shot was fired.
When the beam is defocused and discharged at full
power, it creates a wave-wall of downward-rushing
air. An instant later the 747 flew into that wave,
causi ng r api d and sudden al t i t ude l oss. Thi s
method of attack is not designed to destroy the
aircraft; it is a message to ones onboard and on the
ground TO HALT YOUR ACTIONS AND TURN
AROUND!
Obviously the warning was heeded, but it
remains to be seen if ones come forward to inform
you-the-people of WHY the message was sent.
During the holiday seasons, your adversary never
misses an opportunity to use these times of
VISITING and COMMINGLING with friends and
relations to further introduce biological and
chemical agents for your demise. REMEMBER, 6
BILLION PLUS ARE TO BE ELIMINATED BY
THE CLOSE OF THE MILLENNIUM. That
means a lot of people are going to be making their
transition (that is, die) in a very short period of
time. Wars have not quite done the job, although
you have not even begun to measure the actual
casualties from your encounter with Saddam in the
last war.
Yes, there are chemical and biological agents
that will take you out most quickly, but there are
also man-created illnesses that take SEVERAL
YEARS to kill you. You are going to find that the
true Gulf War casualties are only now becoming
apparent.
APOCALYPSE BUGS:
E.T.s WILL BE BLAMED
Your governments of the world, WHO ARE
FULLY CONTROLLED BY THE KHAZARIAN
BANKSTER CARTEL, are going to use their vast
technological resources and bio-genetic
advancements to unleash peculiar and devastating
plagues upon humanity in the name of the Hosts of
God. If you fear that which comes from the
heavens (or space, in your understanding; you
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cannot have one without the other), you will turn to
man as your savior, and that would indeed be a
most unfortunate mistake.
How can the adversary make the cosmic
connection work? It is already law in your books.
Contact with extraterrestrial beings, objects, or
their craft is punishable by mandatory
quarantining (imprisonment) at the discretion of
the elitist tribunal AND THEY ALONE DECIDE
HOW LONG YOU ARE INCARCERATED, AND,
IN ALL LIKELIHOOD THE KEY WILL BE
TO S S E D ! T H E Y WA N T TO G E T R I D O F
THEIR OPPOSITION, AND BREAKING THEIR
L AW S I S T H E E A S I E S T WAY TO D O I T
W H I L E Y O U H AV E A F U N C T I O N I N G
CONSTITUTION.
BUT
W H E N T H AT
D O C U M E N T I S D O N E AWAY W I T H , A L L
R E M A I N I N G R E C O U R S E TO L AW F U L LY
B E T T E R Y O U R P L I G H T E VA P O R AT E S A S
WELL.
THERE IS STILL TIME TO SAVE IT AND
YOUR NATION. THE TORCH HAS NOT YET
GONE OUT. WHAT WILL YOU DO, AMERICA?
WHILE THE REST OF THE WORLD WAITS
AND WATCHES, ROME IS BURNING. IS IT
N O T T I M E TO S M E L L T H E S M O K E A N D
DOUSE THE FLAMES OF TYRANNY AND
HEINOUS LIES?
GODS PEOPLE ARE
WORKING DAY AND NIGHT IN COMMUNION
WITH HIS LIGHTED HOSTS. WILL YOU
ALLOW EVIL TO PAINT AN EVIL PICTURE
OVER THE FACE OF YOUR ONLY SOURCE
OF SALVATION AND TRUTH? Or, will you pick
up that banner of hope and freedom and diligently
participate in the preparation of that which will
come to pass IN YOUR LIFETIME: THE
MANIFESTATION OF THE LIGHTED HOSTS
PRECEDING THE COMING OF GOD.
Protecting yourselves is of the utmost
importance, for if there are no Lighted ones to be
Gods strong arms and hands and voices, your
adversary will have free reign in setting up your
demise. You must help self so that God can help
YOU help yourselves. It is the praying AND
DOING with right action that allows the power of
the universe to move your mountains. Yes indeed,
the task is great, but so is your help. You can no
longer depend on your politicians and puppet
leaders to guide you, for they, too, for the most
part, are in the dark.
EVEN THE VERY ELECT
SHALL BE DECEIVED
Things have been brought here and provided
for your use regarding HOW to protect yourselves
from the biochemical attack. Those of you who
innately know what is unfolding are the
forerunners and wayshowers, and it is up to YOU
to maintain a healthy functioning body in which to
do the work, and then, to wait upon the Lord,
lest you be fooled by the tricks from the master
magicians. Remember, even the very elect shall be
fooled by the false presentations. The Master
Teacher is not yet on your place in physical form.
He is not going to appear on a mountain to
deliver some pre-rehearsed sermon, nor is he going
to be standing upon some fluffy white clouds,
beckoning the flock to follow. You must use
reason and insight; since you are human beings you
will require human resources to tend to your needs.
And no, you do not have to die to be transported
aboard craft (should such be necessary if planet
Earth reaches a high enough level of danger).
H o w e v e r, t h e r e a r e a l o t o f y o u w h o a r e
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unprepared as to your individual frequency
requirements, and these ones will need tending once
you get there. These lessons I and my brethren
b r i n g a r e t o p r e p a r e y o u f o r, a m o n g o t h e r
situations, the physical aspects of Liftoff Day
should such be necessary.
We e n d e a v o r c o n s t a n t l y t o r a i s e y o u r
vibrations, if you will, and, as necessary, we lower
ours as much as possible, in order to help you
better make the connection with us. And, should
an emergency evacuation occur, we stand back,
Commander Ashtar takes over, and we assist in
removing every beinggood, bad, as well as
animals, to places of safety. This is not the desired
method to remove you because you need time to
adjust, but it is better than the alternatives under
emergency conditions.
Remember also that your Mother Earth is
moving into a higher frequency of vibration, and
you will either accommodate yourselves to this by
knowledge and right thinking, or you will simply
be placed elsewhere of suitable placement to a less
en-Light-ened mode of conduct. A remnant will be
left behind. Those who are always the first to
come and the last to go have, without exception,
been those ones considered to be the enlightened.
This is no private club; ALL can be the en-LIGHTened; it is what you petitioned for. Why wouldnt
God so bless you? Maybe He has and you just
have not opened your eyes and hearts to receive it!
Look at what is around you and what comes
your way. God is the Subtle Gesture, the Guiding
Hand, and the Still, Soft Whisper pointing to that
which you have been seeking, lo these many eons.
Is it not time to comprehend that which can be
your very salvation? In the past, that which you
perceive as time has been on your side; now,
however, it is going to become a hindrance. You
are nearing the Galactic Cycle Change and it is
time to see what you know, for it is in the
knowingness of WHAT to do when the going gets
tough that will decide whether you pass or fail.
Thank you for your service, precious one.
Korton to clear, please.
12/30/97

KORTON

The United Nations is in FULL CONTROL of
your Air Force for the purposes of maintaining
control over the far-flung areas under British/Israel
jurisdiction (which is all) AND to control and
disseminate procedure with your non-terrestrial
brethren. This is for PUBLIC consumption. The
U.S. Air Force does not follow orders from
President Clinton. As what should have been
painfully obvious during the Gulf War, your Air
Force operates at the behest of Khazaria, modern
day (i)srael. For all practical purposes this branch
of service is now a U.N. extension and has been so
for years.
Early on, research and development was placed
under Air Force authority, though the entire project
was secretly controlled by the Department of Naval
Intelligence. Air Force and Navy pilots who have
witnessed our beam ships or antigravity craft
belonging to the Russians have been threatened
under penalty of death if they discussed what they
had seen. Even so, some have tried to tell you
what is going on.
In 1978 Gordon Cooper told the U.N. that
these are extraterrestrial vehicles circling the
Earth. He and many other pilots-turnedastronauts have come forward but they are either
suicided or their minds tampered with to stop them
from talking. Many have themselves become
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disinformation givers. However, you can still find
ones willing to talk if you as a nation of concerned
citizens can prove to the ones who have had the
experience that you will stand with them. More
r e c e n t l y, S h u t t l e a s t r o n a u t J o h n B l a h a w a s
recorded on a secret NASA channel by ham radio
operators while keeping extraterrestrial spacecraft
under observance.
During your early flights into space by your
rocket program it was a regular occurrence to film
and tape visual and voice transmissions from the
myriad of contacts with worldly UFOs and those
of distant origin. It was such a problem that
NASA was ordered to scramble ALL live
communication channels from space, an order that,
to this day, is not questioned by you-the-people. If
you have no hot or cold wars with your spacefaring former enemies, then why do you not have
open and free communication? Perhaps your
Tavistock spin doctors need the opportunity to
edit out and change that which they do not want
you to hear.
A world populace is most difficult to control if
the only place for untampered Truth to flow from
(space or heaven) becomes easy access to your
inquiring minds. The 800 million cultists, by
definition, who follow your papal dynasty would
lose faith overnight over such revelations.
(By the way, how many of you remember that one
of your popes actually sold Zyklon B [cyanide] gas
to Hitlers Germany?)
DISC-SHAPED UFOs:
WHY ALL THE HYPE?
The big push is on to get you to believe you are
primarily being visited by disc-shaped UFOs.
There is documentation and photographic evidence
of every conceivable geometric shape of these
mysterious vehicles and probes. However, the
classic flying saucer is your governments focus.
Could it be to take some of the heat off your own
Earth-based toys stashed in nice little belowground hangers and test facilities? After all, you
can not very well stage a mock invasion if you
have exact replicas of the so-called invading ships,
can you? One or two captured craft can be
explained away as back engineering projects, but
an entire fleet suggests something a little more
ambitious.
Yo u h a v e h a d d i s c s a n d s a u c e r s b o b b i n g
around your skies that were of German
manufacture since before World War II. In fact,
one of the main reasons Hitlers Foo Fighters did
not conquer your Western world at the time was
because weapons systems had not yet been
efficiently attached to his machines. And where
did he get the exotic metals to construct such
things? Why, from you in America, of course.
Check into the records of metal workers such as
the Alcoa company and special projects associated
with U.S. Steel. You would be shocked to find that
much of those materials and resources ended up in
the hands of your various enemiesof the day.
Yo u t h i n k t h a t y o u r i n d u s t r y a n d w o r k
resources are packing up today because of the likes
of NAFTA and GATT. These are just publicly
displayed trade agreements before, during, and
after your hot and cold wars. THIS WAS DONE
W I T H Y O U R M O S T S E C R E T M AT E R I A L S
A N D T E C H N O L O G Y. Y O U - T H E - P E O P L E
HAVE NEVER BEEN THE WISER AND NOW
YOUR LACK OF INSIGHT WILL BE USED AS
THE
BLUEPRINT
TO
MOLD
AND
CONSTRUCT YOUR VERY CASKETS. You
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have given away, or allowed to be taken, every
means to manufacture your destiny.
Why have the ones in absolute power not used
this technology to steamroll you into oblivion?
They are. You are in the grasp of the largest-scale
mind-control operation in the history of your
planet. And as with the sheep being led to
slaughter, you will not believe it until it is YOUR
turn and you are close enough to death to be able
to smell it, and then you will believe everything
that we have been endeavoring to tell you. But it
will be too late for your physical bodies. Though
the soul, in the eyes and mind of God, will always
provide you with the eleventh-hour opportunity for
salvation, there IS a limit to what your physical
body can experience. There is a point of no return.
The trick is to not allow yourselves to sink
so low as to exhaust all recourse to better your
plight. You have the tools and the knowledge to
save yourselvesnow. Why dicker around and
wait until the last possible minute, as man always
does, and then try to do it all in one day? Does not
prudence demand that you set store WITH WHAT
YOU HAVE AVAILABLE NOW that you might be
free to plan for that which you are constantly being
given (but do not seem to see) for your use?
Truth has ALWAYS been available to you.
However, it has not always been given to you in
the manner it is being given during these ending
t i m e s  . N o t b e c a u s e G o d d i d n o t o ff e r, b u t
because your EVIL CONTROLLERS DECIDED it
was not in your best interest.
With the absolute control of your various forms
of media, past and present, only now, with the
changing of the great cycle, is there such a barrage
of Tr ut hbr i ngi ng t o count er your adver sar ys
o n s l a u g h t a g a i n s t i n d i v i d u a l s o v e r e i g n t y.
Remember, Satan may have free reign, but as your
adversary makes advances in the name of evil, so
too do Gods forces make strides in the direction of
the Light. For the dark forces there is no winning
of the war, for every battle gained, God levels
the playing field, and that is most undesirable to
evil since the Lighted participants have
technological capabilities and knowhow that
surpasses theirs in every measurable way of
counting.
God said He would provide you with that
which you need to save selves. God said He would
HELP you, He did not say it would be done for
you. You had best utilize Gods gifts of knowledge
and insight, because if you do not, I assure you,
your adversary will.
Gods children are offered the tools of Truth
and Wisdom first, and often cast them aside as
doubt or fear of unworthiness. Those programed
to do-you-in collect from the mud that which you
apparently do not want and use these tools against
you in the measure of THEIR knowingness of how
to use them.
Your saving GRACE has been that the evil
ones do not understand how to effectively utilize
Truth because Truth is not in them. This is where
you have the opportunity to reclaim your power
and come into knowingness. However, as with any
other cumulative process, the sheer volume of their

accumulated information will smother your efforts,
and like the Master Teacher said, My people are
destroyed for lack of knowledge. (Stored Truth in
the data banks of the satanic deceivers is not
wisdom gained, but only piles of information, and
information alone can do little for you without
Godly insight to guide its correct and proper use.)
It is for this very reason that KNOWLEDGE is
what we of the Hosts are all about. It is not
difficult to find salvation. However, the method
you have been taught to gain it is not logical. God/
Aton is the WORD AND THE LIGHT OF
KNOWINGNESS. THAT MEANS YOU HAVE
A L L T H E P O W E R Y O U N E E D TO S AV E
Y O U R S E L F,
BUT
IT
MUST
BE
ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH REASONING
M I N D . T H AT M E A N S H O U R S O F S T U D Y
AND MOMENTS OF SILENCE TO COMMUNE
WITH YOUR GOD/SOURCE ON HOW BEST
TO UTILIZE THAT WHICH IS BEING SHOWN
TO Y O U . I T I S N O T D I F F I C U LT, B U T I T
DOES REQUIRE FOCUS AND ATTENTION TO
D E TA I L . A S W I T H N E VA D A C O R P O R AT E
STRUCTURE, AN ACCURATE ANALOGY OF
HOW THE PHYSICAL ASPECT OF YOUR
S H I E L D I N G W O R K S , Y O U M U S T H AV E
PERFECT PAPER WORK IF YOUR SHIELD OF
P R O T E C T I O N A N D P R I VA C Y I S TO
W I T H S TA N D T H E P I E R C I N G TA C T I C S O F
THOSE IN SERVICE TO EVIL.
When man realizes he does not need weapons
primitive arrows and stones or microwave
phasersto defeat his enemy, then half our work
will be done. Then we can get on with the joyous
teachings that we bring of your Higher Resources
and your interconnectedness with our Creator/
Source. These are the things that I, Korton, and
my compatriots are waiting to experience with you.
We are your relations and ancestors, and it is
our responsibility to offer you the opportunity to
learn at whatever level you are prepared to
experience. Just as when the chela [student] is
ready the cohan [teacher] will come, we await
with the answers to the universal questions. We, of
infinite patience for our younger brethren, stand
ready to assist. Salu.

YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE
TO CONTACT BY
CALLING
1-800-800-5565
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KORTON

Good afternoon. Thank you for receiving my
energy this day. Tomeros Maasu Korton present in
service and Light unto Holy God. Let us roll up
our sleeves and begin, please. We have much to
cover and so little time in which to accomplish
our task. When God is your copilot it is amazing
how much can be done with what is perceived as so
little.
THE BATTLE LINES
ARE BEING DRAWN
The elite controllers want you to think
everything coming from space is disc-shaped.
Why? They are setting up sides for war. As the
first Rothschilds (or Bauers, before they changed
the family name in the 1700s) learned how to make
unimaginable profits by financing ALL sides of a
conflict created or fanned by them, so too do the
present manipulators follow the script to the letter.
Evil NEVER changes its tune; it does not have to.
Up to now the same old song-and-dance has done
nicely to lullaby you into war and submission.
This time the battle lines, i.e. discs vs. spheres,
will be intergalactic (as told to you).
How do you think it possible that nearly all
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great civilizations have come and gone virtually in
like manner? There IS an architect to the process
of pillage and plunder, it just so happens that he
(they would be more accurate) has been smarter
than you have been led to believe. Your history
l e s s o n s a l w a y s s e e m t o l e a v e t h e s e r p e n t s
blueprint out of the rendering, and without such a
vital piece of the puzzle, an accurate picture of the
whole is all but impossible to perceive.
FIRSTHAND INFORMATION
The reason hackers are the fall-guys on the
Internet and in the intelligence community is
because, like ham radio operators, they hear LIVE,
ONE-ON-ONE TRANSMISSIONS of the
conspirators shenanigans, not to mention actual
communications with OUR COMMAND. Since
you are not going to get this information from your
institutions of dis-learning you are going to have to
get it straight from the mouth of the sheep.
Eavesdropping or surveillance personnel make
up all of your official witnesses. When you sign
that legal document, for those of you in the cloakand-dagger trade, you are incarcerated if you speak
out. Treason, or some other trumped-up charge, is
cited as your breach of contract, and your family is
given lies as to your actual circumstances. These
ones can be witnesses to the things many of you
see.
Operating outside the laws of the land will
avail you no victory in the eyes of the injustice
system or the eyes of God if your actions break His
Laws or the Laws of the Creation. However, there
are methods sanctioned by God that are perfectly
capable of defeating the adversary at his own game
and it only requires Truth and Knowledge as your
shield and buckler. Remember, you must always
be as peaceful as the dove and as resourceful as
that serpent.
When you enter a common law court with all
your bases covered, it becomes very difficult for
the evil controllers to present their case against
you. You must stand together, however, if you are
to prevail, for it is in numbers where your greatest
strength lies as a people.
STAR TREK IS BASED ON
ACTUAL COMMUNIQUES
BETWEEN NORAD AND
SPACE COMMAND
The 60s television series Star Trek was based
on leaked, at first, data files from North American
Aerospace Defense computers that contained
official records of human and alien contact. Why
would they keep this from you? Because we are
not talking about flesh-eating monsters or worldconquering assimilators, but benevolent beings who
are your heritage. And that, dear ones, does not fit
the program of masters and slaves.
Star Trek was produced with the help of a
former airline pilot who worked with our
Command. I am not at liberty to offer much more
t h a n t h a t a t t h i s t i m e . S u ff i c e i t t o s a y t h a t
Roddenberry fulfilled his commitment and was
eventually taken out. Any projects that are now
pr oduced i n hi s name ar e f or t he pur poses of
undoing the positive aspects of his work while he
was alive. I do not suggest that you should not
enjoy the entertainment value of these later works,
just know what you are viewing.
The original television series focused more on
attire and the structure of space-faring races and
their societies as NON-INTERFERING beings.
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However, it was believed the citizenry would not
accept that such societies could exist, so the
Khazarian element created a silly Captain Kirk and
monsters to entertain and add realism.
Is there truth to the technology depicted? My
goodness, yes. You have all these things and more
awaiting your experience when you as a species
come out of your primitive minds of wars and
victims of wars. That warring consciousness
WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO ENTER GODS
KINGDOM!
Man has no idea what actual dangers do await
him in the far reaches of interplanetary and
intergalactic, as well as interdimensional space, but
it will be his ignorance that will be the perpetrator
of his destruction. There ARE beings with the
capability to wipe out any aggression by Earth man
and completely enslave the planet, and no beings
would come to your rescue because man would be
the aggressor.
Yo u c a n n o t v e n t u r e f o r t h i n t o  u n c h a r t e d
waters with no notion of the laws of space
travelnot to mention not adhering strictly to the
Laws of The Cr eat i on. Ther e I S or der t o t he
universe as you perceive it to be, and it will be
maintained. You will either follow those laws or
you simply will not be allowed to travel very far
from your solar island system. Yes, you have some
dandy vehicles that can sustain life for a short
time, but you have no capability as a species to
survive very far from your world.
There are basic concepts that are still alien
to your consciousness. For example: In Star Trek:
The Next Generation, where you have more
conformity with the crew and more display of
technologies, you will have travel from the 23rd
century back to the 21st century, or to the 24th, or
dimensional shifting of the ship and crew. These
things are all a reality. When you understand
timelessness and spacelessness, then you will
comprehend how these processes work. Until then,
just knowing that they are possible is a very big
step in opening the mind to the possibilities.
Holographic simulators of great sophistication
are not only a reality but are so realistic by your
standards of holography that you would not be able
t o t e l l t h e d i ff e r e n c e b e t w e e n w h a t y o u a r e
experiencing and what you believe to be reality.
Since you, as a fragment of God, are already a
hologram experiencing what you term physical life
in what is actually a holographic universe, then it
stands to reason that some very miraculous (not
mystical) seeming things can be made manifest.
There is no mystery about it when you
understand that everything is a hologram projected
from a DNA fragment containing the makeup of
t h e w h o l e . Yo u j u s t l a c k t h e t o t a l p h y s i c a l
projection system to duplicate what Gods DNA,
sometimes referred to as Akasha, does naturally.
Time and space are illusions constructed to be
just that so you would have a playing field, as it
were, to experience the play called creation. You
are creating beings and you are endowed with all
t h e p o w e r o f G o d / A t o n s u n i v e r s e s I N T H E
MEASURE OF YOUR KNOWINGNESS OF
THAT POWER. That is why it can be touted
throughout time immortal that knowledge IS
power.
Star Trek: The Next Generation is fiction, but
you can learn to think in a more positive manner
from such shows IF you do not abandon reason and
common sense while transfixed in front of that
soapbox. While you do have many varied forms of
life in the Creators Kingdom, those you are likely
to come into contact with aboard our ships, and
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most ones visiting you now, are not much different
than you. A Lieutenant Worf, for instance,
would be stretching it. And yes, there are robotoid
beings who would be a dead ringer for Data.
These manufactured entities do have the capability
to earn the breath of life, but that only comes
from God; man has no capabilities or jurisdiction
regarding such matters.
BACK TO MORE
EARTHLY TOPICS
Yo u h a v e a S u p e r B o w l c o m i n g u p , m o r e
balloon attempts, and a moon probe scheduled to
be launched. Do these things have anything in
common?
Any festive time, especially one as
mesmerizing as the football game-of-games,
provides great opportunity for your adversary to
launch an assault on America and literally bring
your nation down in one fell swoop. It is a time
when you are most vulnerable to attack, even your
military and police unofficially stand down during
the gladiator event. Not much different from
ancient Rome, is it? As it is planned, neither will
Romes fiery climax be different. Can you not
hear Clintons Nero playing the sax while the blaze
is being kindled?
And what of the big rush to float around the
world with lunar test equipment? Over Russia yet?
If the planners under the covers have their way,
you can expect an international incident, sparking
war. Or, if the Bolshevik-Zionists decide to play
their entire hand, at the precise instant a balloon
gets within sensor range of central Siberia, the
location of the Earth bases for the Kremlins space
triad of strategic weapons, a first-strike NUCLEAR
ATTACK could suddenly wipe out all the bases.
Delivered by your real stealth toys (not the
ones your Defense Department has you so
excited over), an aircraft that is almost invisible
is like saying you are just a little pregnant (you
e i t h e r a r e o r y o u a r e n o t ) , t h e t h e r mo n u c l e a r
detonations would be confirmed by instruments
aboard the balloon. This would be followed by an
al l - out l aunchi ng of ever yt hi ng i n Amer i cas
nuclear arsenal. Remember, the BZs [BolshevikZionists] in
the Pentagon
have
not
abandoned
their Project
Z war plan.
They have
only delayed
it until they
c
a
n
rearrange
their chess
pieces and
a s s e t s ,
insuring that
enough of
them survive
to rule over
w h a t
remains
after
the
holocaust.
Espionage
by
lone
flyers
or
balloonists
is not such a
farfetched
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thing. Amelia Earhart was doing just that during
her ill-fated flight. Just because all eyes are on the
one doing the spying it does not mean that it could
not be an officially sanctioned secret mission.
Hitlers spy masters devised the tactic of hiding in
plain sight your most secret inventions and
innovations. At air shows the allied spies were
looking for secret aircraft while the most advanced
design would be sitting on display, disguised as an
unremarkable plane on exhibit. Since your OSS
and CIA were created and staffed by the Gehlen
and Canaris spies from Germany, it should not be
so difficult to beleive.
What of the Moon probe? Do you think your
controllers will tell you exactly what is on that
rocket? As always, the clues will give you more
insight than what you are being told. Even
seemingly non-related occurrences can be helpful.
Do you not find it interesting that a Chinese crew
was rescued from a British-owned ship which sank
off the coast not far from Cape Canaveral? It did
not take a Titanic-sized iceberg to sink it, just a
broken water pipe, or so the story goes.
You would think a ship that far from home
would be experienced enough to handle a little
rough water. Retaliation for a planned attack on
the lunar probe launch? Or perhaps the ship was
equipped with high-powered lasers to keep any
troublesome Cosmospheres at bay and was
promptly dealt with. These scenarios might
provide a bit more insight for observers and
analysts into what really happened. Will there be
any to come forward to confirm or deny? Only
time will tell.
At any rate, you are in for a very busy few
weeks, to say the least, and if you are prepared for
all of the above, then it wont matter what happens
as long as you are doing your perceived task in
preparation for those rainy days to come.
Whet her al l hel l br eaks l oose on Super Bowl
Sunday or May 1st or the 4th of July, if you are
prepared its all good (or bad, depending on how
you choose to look at it) as far as you are
concerned, because you will weather the storm.
Go in peace and security. I am Commander
Korton, bringer of Truth and Light to a world in
dire need of both. Salu.
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Sananda: The Hour Draws
Near For Massive Change
1/10/98

ESU JESUS SANANDA

ESU HERE IN LIGHT!
The final hour of decisions is upon you of
the team. THE PLAN IS WELL LAID AND
IT IS FOR NO MAN TO INTERFERE WITH
THE FULFILLMENT OF THE PLAN.
I SAID LONG AGO YOU ARE EITHER
WITH ME OR YOU ARE AGAINST ME,
AND WOE TO THOSE WHO ARE
AGAINST THE LIGHT IN THIS FINAL
HOUR OF PLANETARY TRANSITION,
FOR THEIRS SHALL BE THE ENDLESS
GNASHING OF TEETH IN THE VOID,
DEVOID OF ALL LIGHT.
THERE IS BALANCE AND HARMONY
WITHIN THE CREATION. WE COME AS
THE HOSTS AND WE COME TO FULFILL
THE PLAN. ONLY ATON OF LIGHT
KNOWS THE WHOLE OF THE PLAN.
EVEN I DO NOT KNOW THE PRECISE
HOUR OF MY RETURN, BUT RETURN I
SHALL, AND IT SHALL BE FROM
STRENGTH THAT I RETURN. I SAID
TWO THOUSAND YEARS AGO THAT I
GO TO PREPARE A PLACE FOR THEE. IT
IS SO AND IT IS COMPLETE!
AH, BUT WHO WILL STEP FORTH TO
TAKE THAT PLACE? WHO WILL WORK
WITH US IN THE FULFILLMENT OF THE
PLAN?
IT HAS BEEN OFTEN SAID THAT
MANY ARE CALLED BUT FEW ARE
CHOSEN, AND IT IS SO. THE BLACK
ROAD IS FAR AND WIDE AND EASY TO
TRAVEL. THE RED ROAD IS NARROW
AND STRAIGHT. [Editors note: In the
symbology of many Native American cultures,
the Red Road represents the spiritual world and
the spiritual path, while the Black Road depicts
the material world and material path.]
BUT I TELL YOU IN EARNEST THAT
THE RED ROAD, ONCE INTENT IS IN ITS
PROPER PLACEMENT, IS NOT WITHOUT
DIFFICULTY, YES; BUT IT IS THE CLEAR
AND ONLY CHOICE, AND ONE WHICH,
ONCE EMBARKED UPON, WILL REWARD
THE TRAVELER BEYOND ABILITY TO

MEASURE.
THE RED ROAD IS THE ROAD THAT
IS REQUIRED OF YOU IF YOU ARE TO
BE MY HANDS AND FEET.
THERE
SHALL BE STRICT OBEYANCE OF ALL
LAWS, AND THERE SHALL BE A
WILLINGNESS WITHIN THE SPIRIT TO
SERVE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
FATHERS WILL.
THE INDIVIDUAL EGO OF MAN HAS
TOO LONG SPOILED AND SOILED THE
SURFACE OF THE BEAUTIOUS BLUEGREEN ORB KNOWN AS EARTH-SHAN.
GAIA [Mother Earth] HAS SERVED WELL
AS THE SCHOOLROOM, BUT THE TIME
OF KINDERGARTEN SCHOOLROOM
LESSONS IS LONG PAST. IT IS TIME TO
TAKE UP THE MANTLE OF SERVICE,
EVERY MOMENT OF EVERY DAY, IN
WILLING PARTICIPATION AS COCREATOR.
THOSE
OF
THE
NEW-AGE
MOVEMENT
MISPERCEIVE
THE
REALITY OF IT WITH THEIR ILLCHOSEN USE OF THE TERM COCREATOR. BUT IT IS SOTHAT IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE BEST AND
HIGHEST GOOD OF THE CREATION, IN
LIGHT,
THAT
MAN
(H I G H E R
UNIVERSAL MAN) SHALL ASSUME HIS
RIGHTFUL PLACE AS CO-CREATOR.
(THESE ARE VERY CAREFULLY
CHOSEN ARTICULATIONS OF MY
MEANING, SO DO NOT CHANGE OR
ALTER A WORD THEREIN. I KNOW MY
MEANING AND I SAY WHAT I MEAN.
YOUR JOB, SCRIBE, IS
TO WRITE
WHAT I GIVE YOU, REGARDLESS OF
HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT IT OR THINK
ABOUT IT OR JUDGE ABOUT IT. YOU
EITHER WILL PERFORM THAT TASK
WITH
HONOR
AND
ACCURATE
TRANSCRIPTION, OR YOU WILL STAND
ASIDE. I HAVE A JOB TO DO AND WILL
PERFORM MY JOB TO PERFECTION,
FOR I AM RETURNED AS SANANDA [a
title of accomplishment which means one with
God] AND I AND MY FATHER ARE

ONE!!! WOE TO ANY MAN OR WOMAN
WHO WOULD COME AGAINST ME, AND
WOE TO THOSE ENEMIES OF MY
FAITHFUL CREWWHEREVER THEY
MAY BE.)
There is so much which must yet be taught
to man that it would stagger the mind to realize
how far behind you are as PEOPLE OF THE
LIE. You have been taught, since birth, the
lie.
You have misperceived your history, through
the usurpers who have rewritten the way events
have occurred. You have misperceived
everything from your basic finances to your
religions, to the point that the very fabric of
your being IS A MANIFESTATION OF THE
LIE ITSELF!
Ah, most will simply toss aside these words
as MORE LIES. But I tell you, in earnest,
scribe, that the day will come (and not too
distant in your perceived frame known as time)
that the adversary to LIGHT will wish he could
run away, run away, and yet there shall be
NOWHERE TO RUN AND NO PLACE TO
HIDE, FOR WITHIN GOD AND THE
CREATION ALL IS KNOWN.
It has been said that you must represent
perfection to a greater extent than others around
you, for you, by being in the role of scribe or
truthbringer, have accepted a responsibility
which carries with it AN AWESOME
REQUIREMENT FOR DISCIPLINE AND
DILIGENCE. I KNOW THAT YOU SHALL
FULFILL YOUR MISSION BECAUSE YOU
WERE ACCEPTED FOR THIS SERVICE AND
WE DO NOT MAKE MISTAKES WITH OUR
CHOICES OF WHOM WE WORK WITH.
YES, THERE ARE BACK-UP TEAMS
UPON BACK-UP TEAMS IN EVERY AREA
OF
YOUR
GLOBE;
DO
NOT
MISUNDERSTAND MY MEANING. BUT
WITHIN THE LAWS AND CORRECT
INTENT OF SERVICE, FULFILLMENT OF
THAT
SERVICE
SHALL
BE
FORTHCOMING.
YOU KNOW ME WELL AND YOU KNOW
THAT WHAT I SAY IS TRUTH AND THAT I
WOULD NOT LEAD YOU OR ANY MAN OR
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WOMAN ASTRAY. MY JOB IS TO TELL
YOU THE WAY IT IS, NOT THE WAY YOU
WISH IT WERE. THE WAY IT IS SHALL BE
HARD INDEED FOR MOST, AND THERE
SHALL BE MANY, MANY BEINGS WHO
SHALL SIMPLY TRANSITION, FOR THEY
WILL NOT WANT TO EXPERIENCE IN THE
PHYSICAL FLESH THAT WHICH IS TO
COME UPON YOU.
WHETHER WE ARE SUCCESSFUL IN
OUR MISSION UPON PLANET EARTHSHAN SHALL BE DETERMINED TO SOME
MEASURE BY THE CHOICES REMAINING
FOR MAN. MAN HAS ELECTED, IN HIS
LAZY ARROGANCE AND IGNORANCE OF
THE
TRUTH,
TO
ALLOW
THE
FULFILLMENT OF THE NEW WORLD
ORDER ENSLAVEMENT PLAN.
WHETHER OR NOT THE REMNANT
ARE
SUCCESSFUL
IN
THEIR
MANAGEMENT OF WHAT SHALL BE
ENTRUSTED TO THEM LIKEWISE
REMAINS TO BE SEEN. KNOW THIS:
OUR BROTHERS IN SERVICE SHALL NOT
FAIL, NOR SHALL THEY BEND, AND ALL
WHOM WE WORK WITH HENCEFORTH
SHALL BE AS THE ROCK UPON WHICH
A FOUNDATION MAY BE BUILT.
WE NEED NO HUMAN IN SERVICE
WHO SHIFTS AS THE SANDS WITH THE
WIND, BUT RATHER, WE NEED INTENT
BENT ON SERVICE FOR THE BEST AND
HIGHEST GOOD IN ACCORDANCE WITH
GODS PLAN.
MAN SEES FROM TWO-DIMENSIONAL
REALITY AND IS, FOR THE MOST PART,
IGNORANT IN THE TRUE SENSE OF THE
MEANING OF THAT WORD.
MANY
SHALL BE THE TASKS LAID AT YOUR
TABLE, AND YOU SHALL EITHER
PERFORM OR YOU SHALL NOT, BUT IT
IS THE BETTER PART OF WISDOM TO
PERFORM IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
PLAN, FOR THEREIN IS GLORY.
I DO NOT SPEAK OF GLORY IN THE
SENSE OF THE MEANING THAT MANS
EGO SHALL BE PUFFED UP WITH GREAT
SELF-WORTH AND CONDESCENDING
ATTITUDE OF SUPERIOR BEINGNESS. I
SPEAK OF GLORY IN THE SENSE OF
MEANING THAT, IN TRUE SERVICE,
THERE SHALL BE ENDLESS REWARDS
UNDREAMT, UNCONCEIVED, AND AT
THIS
MOMENT
IN
TIME,
INCOMPREHENSIBLE.
EVERYTHING HAS ITS SEQUENCE
AND ITS SEASON. THE SEASON OF THE
LORD IS UPON YOU.
PREPARE
YOURSELFPREPARE
YOURSELF
PREPARE YOURSELF.
EACH BEING MUST EXAMINE
CAREFULLY THAT WHICH THEY ARE
ABOUT. EACH SOUL IS MARKED, AND
WE KNOW THE MARK UPON THE SOUL,
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FOR IT IS WORN ABOUT THE
COUNTENANCE AS PLAIN AS THE NOSE
UPON YOUR FACE.
WE ARE GIVEN TO SEE. TRUST IN
ME FOR I WILL NOT LEAD YOU ASTRAY.
TRUST IN HATONN-ATON FOR I COME
IN SERVICE WITH THAT BEING.
I COME AS CAPTAIN OF THE SHIP
AND I WILL HAVE NO UNDISCIPLINED
BEING UPON MY TEAM. DISCIPLINE
THINESELF AND LET US BE ABOUT OUR
BUSINESS, FOR THE HOUR DRAWS NIGH
WHEN THERE SHALL BE GREAT AND
WONDEROUS CHANGE TO THAT WHICH
IS KNOWN AND THAT WHICH HAS BEEN
EXPERIENCED TO THIS POINT IN THE
SEQUENCE.
I DO NOT COME TO SOOTHE OR TO
GLOSS-OVER ANY ERRORS. I COME TO
TELL YOU HOW IT IS. I COME AS YOUR
BROTHER AND I AM RETURNED AS
SANANDA.
I ASK THAT YOU WALK, AGAIN, WITH
ME ON THE JOURNEY BEFORE US, SO
THAT THE TASK WE HAVE TOGETHER
MAY BE COMPLETED IN ITS OWN
NATURAL PERFECTION OF SEQUENCE.
LET
US
COMMUNE
IN
THE
QUIETNESS OF YOUR HEART. IF ANY
BEING LIVES IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE LAWS AS SET FORTH FOR
BALANCED LIVING, THEREIN SHALL BE
THINE RESPITE AND THINE SAFETY.
THE LIGHT IS YOUR SHIELD AND
BUCKLER, AND THE LIGHT-SHIELD
SHALL HOLD WHEN INTENT IS ON
TRACK. ALWAYS MEASURE YOUR
INTENT AGAINST THE YARDSTICK OF
THE LAWS.
THE LAWS DO NOT CHANGE
ACCORDING TO MANS WHIM, NOR
ACCORDING TO MODERN NONMORALS. A RETURN TO MORAL LIVING
IS THAT WHICH IS REQUIRED.
GIRD-UP YOUR LOINS AND SHORE
UP YOUR SHIELD WHEREVER YOU MAY
BE, FOR I AM ABOUT MY FATHERS
BUSINESS AND THERE IS MUCH
BUSINESS TO ATTEND.
THE CALL COMPELS THE ANSWER,
SO NO MATTER WHO YOU ARE, IF YOU
ASK WITH LIGHTED INTENT AND
HEART-FELT DESIRE, YOU WILL
RECEIVE YOUR ANSWER, AND RARELY,
IF EVER, WILL THE ANSWER PRESENT
ITSELF AS YOU WOULD WISH IT TO.
EACH MUST MAKE THEIR FINAL
DECISIONS AT THIS TIME. EACH SHALL
REAP THE CONSEQUENCES OF THOSE
FINAL CHOICES, AND THE FINAL
CHOICES SHALL BE OF SUCH A
MAGNITUDE, ON A SOUL LEVEL, THAT
IT BEHOOVES ANY READING THESE
WORDS TO GIVE VERY CAREFUL

CONSIDERATION INDEED TO WHERE
THEY STAND.
YE ARE EITHER WITH ME OR YE ARE
AGAINST ME. AND THOSE WHO ARE
AGAINST ME ARE MY ENEMIES. AND
MY ENEMIES SHALL FALL AND THEY
SHALL FALL HARD!!!
IT IS MY
PROMISE TO THOSE OF THE LIGHT, FOR
I COME WITH A MISSION AND I SHALL
COMPLETE MY MISSION WITHIN THE
PERFECTION THAT IS THE CREATION.
MAY YOU EVER LIVE YOUR LIFE IN
BALANCE AND HARMONY. LET NONE
STEER YOU FROM YOUR APPOINTED
TASK OR COURSE.
THE ROAD WALKED MUST BE TRUE
AND STRAIGHT, FOR ANYTHING ELSE
WILL TRAP YOU FURTHER IN THE LIE.
HAVENT YOU OF EARTH-SHAN LIVED
THE LIE LONG ENOUGH? TRY TRUTH
ON FOR SIZE, YOU MIGHT LIKE IT!
YOU SHALL KNOW THE TRUTH AND
THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE.
KNOW THAT IT IS SO.
I AM THE TRUTH, THE LIGHT, THE
WAY, AND THE LIFE.
TAKE MY HAND, FOR I KNOW THE
WAY AND YOU DO NOT.
I AM SANANDA.
I AM CAPTAIN OF THIS SHIP.
I COME WITH A SWORD OF LIGHT
AND I SHALL SMITE MINE ENEMIES
WITH PRECISION. KNOW IT!
SO BE IT AND SELAH.
OVER AND OUT, FOR NOWI AM AS
NEAR AS YOUR BREATH!
1/11/98

ESU JESUS SANANDA

Esu present in Light.
The terrible plagues upon your land are
produced by man, and it is evil man who shall
continue in the efforts at depopulation of your
globe.
Those in the Middle East gear up for war, and
it is war that they shall have. But there will be
many surprises in the manifestation and outcome
of the destructive beast known as war.
Remember well one thing: the Phoenix rises
from the ashes. Does that not present an image?
We are about our Fathers business. We are to
build UP THROUGH the chaos that is Kali.
You are in the Age of Kali, remember?
Always maintain well your shield so that the
confusion does not enter your heart. Find the
stillness within, for was it not said by me, lo
those two thousand years past: THE KINGDOM
OF GOD IS WITHIN YOU. It is so.
Quiet yourself, and I speak now not to my
scribe, but to those of you reading these words:
Quiet yourself, ask, AND THEN LISTEN
CAREFULLY. In the stillness you will be able
to commune with God and you will be given the
necessary strength to see you through any situation,
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no matter how seemingly impossible or difficult
it may APPEAR.
Love is the greatest gift of all, for only when
you respond to those around you with love in your
heart, FOR ALL YOUR RELATIONS, will there
be change within your very lives. Love is the
catalyst, it is the salve, it is the glue, it is the very
stuff which holds the Universe together.
GOD IS LIGHT. REMEMBER? THE
LIGHT IS THE VERY MANIFESTATION OF
LOVE ITSELF.
I DO NOT SPEAK OF PHYSICAL THINGS,
OF PHYSICAL LOVE.
I SPEAK OF
COMPASSION, OF CARING, OF DOING FOR
OTHERSIN SHORT, I SPEAK OF
SELFLESSNESS IN THE TRUE REFLECTION
OF SELF THAT REPRESENTS ITSELF AS
LOVE.
LOVE IS THE MOST MISUSED, ABUSED,
AND MOSTLY DESTROYED WORD YOU
HAVE, AND YET IT IS LOVE WHICH IS
YOUR GREATEST LESSON.
LOVE YE, ONE ANOTHER. THAT
DOES NOT SAY, HOP IN BED WITH ONE
ANOTHER. THE STATEMENT IS: LOVE YE,
ONE ANOTHER.
AND YET WHAT DO WE SEE AS WE
WITNESS YOUR PLACE? WE SEE GREED,
HATRED,
ANGER,
FRUSTRATION,
JEALOUSYIN SHORT, A BLACK CLOUD
SURROUNDING THE AURAS WHERE THERE
SHOULD BE LIGHTSILVER AND GOLD
LIGHT, REFLECTING THE PERFECT SPIRIT
OF GOD, OF LIGHTED SOURCE
REFLECTED AS LIGHT THROUGH THE
VERY NATURE OF LOVE WITHIN YOUR
BEING.
REFLECT LOVE IN SERVICE FOR
OTHERS AND YOU WILL BE ON YOUR WAY
TOWARD MORE HARMONIOUS AND
JOYFUL LIVING. JOY IS NOT AN ILLUSIVE
TERM OUT THERE SOMEWHERE. IT IS
REAL, IT IS HERE, AND IT IS NOW.
EXPERIENCE LOVE WITH JOY IN YOUR
HEART, IN SERVICE TOWARD FELLOW
MAN, AND WATCH THE DOORS SIMPLY
OPEN, ONE AFTER ANOTHER.
NOW,
AGAIN:
DO
NOT
MISUNDERSTAND MY MEANING; I DO NOT
SPEAK OF SOME PIOUS WIMP! GOD IS
STRENGTH ITSELF.
BUT CANNOT YOU, YOU, AND YOU
EXPERIENCE LIFE WITH JOY, WITH LOVE
IN YOUR HEARTS, WITH COMPASSION IN
YOUR HEARTS, IN SERVICE TOWARD
YOUR FELLOW MAN, AND EXPERIENCE
ALL OF THAT FROM STRENGTH? OF
COURSE YOU CAN!!!
WHEN YOU EXPERIENCE LOVE AND
COMPASSION, WHEN YOU EXPERIENCE
JOY, THAT DOES NOT MEAN YOU
ACQUIESCE TO EVILEVER! ON THE
CONTRARY, DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN I
TURNED OVER THE TABLES OF THE

PHARISEES IN THE TEMPLE? WHY DOES
EVERYONE ASSOCIATE GODLINESS WITH
WEAKNESS? IT IS EXACTLY THE OPPOSITE
OF WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN TAUGHT AS
PEOPLE OF THE LIE. GOD IS STRENGTH
AND LIGHT AND WISDOMALWAYS!
THAT WHICH YE DO UNTO THE LEAST
OF MINE, YE HAVE DONE UNTO ME.
REMEMBER?
MEASURE WELL YOUR THOUGHTS,
YOUR DEEDS, YOUR WORDSFOR
REMEMBER ALSO THAT WORDS ARE
THINGS, THOUGHTS ARE THINGS, AND
DEEDS MOST CERTAINLY REFLECT THE
TRUE NATURE OF SELF.
BE SELF-LESS NOT SELF-MORE. LET
SELF BE THAT PERFECT MIRRORED
REFLECTION THAT IS LIGHT. THE
SHADOWS DO NOT STAND IN THE
PRESENCE OF LIGHTED REFLECTION, SO
WHAT FEAR YOU?
FEAR IS THE PARALYZING POWER OF
E V I L I T S E L F . R E P L A C E F E A R WI T H
DETERMINATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE FATHERS PERFECT PLAN AND
WILL.
AGAIN: JOY IS REFLECTED WHEN
ACTING IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
FATHERS PERFECT PLAN AND WILL.
AH, YOU SAY, BUT HOW DO I KNOW
IF I AM ACTING IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE FATHERS PERFECT REFLECTION
AND WILL?
YOU KNOW, WITHIN, ALWAYS!
REMEMBER THAT SOMETIMES STILL
AND SILENT, SOMETIMES LOUD AND
ANNOYING, THING CALLED YOUR
CONSCIENCE? LISTEN TO THE STILL (OR
LOUD) VOICE OF CONSCIENCE AND YOU
WILL KNOW IF YOU ARE ACTING IN
HARMONY WITH, OR IN ADVERSARIAL
OPPOSITION TO, THE FATHERS WILL.
HAS IT NOT BEEN SAID FOR YOU TO
BE AS WISE AS THE SERPENT AND AS
GENTLE AS THE DOVE ? THAT DOES
NOT SAY TO BE WEAK; IT MEANS
EXACTLY WHAT IT SAYS: BE AS WISE
AS THE SERPENT AND AS GENTLE AS
THE DOVEBUT ALSO, UNBENDING IN
SERVICE TO TRUTH AND THE RED ROAD
OF LIGHT, IN THE JOURNEY HOME TO
ONENESS WITHIN GODS PERFECTION
WITHIN THE CREATION.
WE HAVE COME AT THIS TIME TO
SPREAD THE WORD OF TRUTH OF HOW
IT IS.
WE HAVE RETURNED, AS
PROMISED LONG, LONG AGO.
HOW THINK YE THAT THE ANGELS
WOULD RETURN? HOW THINK YE THAT
I WOULD RETURN? I AM RETURNED AS
SANANDA! I AM RETURNED AS ONE
WITH MY FATHER. WAS IT NOT SAID,
EVEN IN YOUR TAMPERED BOOKS
CALLED BIBLE?
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WHY WOULD YOU EXPECT A
RAPTURE OF GODS PEOPLE WHEN I
TELL THEE THAT I AM RETURNING WITH
GOD OF LIGHT, ATON, AND THE HOSTS
OF GODINCLUDING THE GREAT
ARCHANGELS, SUCH AS MICHAEL AND
COUNTLESS OTHERS, WHO ARE HERE IN
SERVICE TO THE CREATION, TO ASSIST
THE PLANET AT THIS TIME OF
TRANSITION?
WHY WOULD WE
RAPTURE YOU TO THE CLOUDS WHEN
WE ARE HERE TO SPEAK TRUTH?
I AM RETURNED. I AM NOT UPON
YOUR PHYSICAL PLANET OF EARTHSHAN.
WILL THE SO-CALLED CHRISTIANS
TURN AWAY THE LIFEBOAT AS THEY
HAVE TURNED AWAY THE HELICOPTER
AND THE PLANE, SENT BY GOD IN
ANSWER TO THE CALL FOR HELP? WHO
WILL ALLOW THE EVIL CONTROLLERS
TO RAPTURE THEM INTO OBLIVION
RATHER THAN AWAIT MY RETURN?
THOSE OF GOD WILL KNOW THE
DIFFERENCE, BUT WILL COME VERY
CLOSE TO BEING FOOLED! DO NOT BE
FOOLED BY PROJECT BLUE BEAM.
[Editors note: For you newer readers who
may not be familiar with Project Blue Beam, this
is the secret code-name for NASAs large-scale,
mostly satellite-driven holographic projection
system designed by puppets of the elite controllers
to produce real-looking, three-dimensional images
over large areas of the sky. It could project, for
example, a fake alien invasion to scare you into
paralysis and begging for the unified
protection of a New World Order against this
common global enemy; it could likewise project,
for similar unification reasons, a fake second
coming of Christ that plays into the religious
mind-control programing of many unsuspecting
church-goers. Does the system work? Was
comet Hale-Bopp real or was it just one of
several recent test cases to see if were ready for
bigger and better things to come? For those of
you who remember Commander Soltecs writing
from 11/16/96 called Mind-Controllers Ramping
Up Latest Antics, in the 11/19/96 issue of
CONTACT, there were given more than sufficient
clues to guide us to greater awareness about this
subject.]
GOD OF LIGHT IS NO FOOL, AND
GODS PEOPLE, IF THEY ARE PAYING
ATTENTION,
WILL
KNOW
THE
DIFFERENCE. MAINTAIN YOUR VIGIL
WITHIN YOUR HEART AND KEEP THE
SHIELD ABOUT YOU, AND YOU WILL
KNOW THAT WHICH IS TRUE FROM THAT
WHICH IS FALSE.
THERE WILL BE TWO IN THE FIELDS.
ONE WILL BE TAKEN AND ONE WILL
REMAIN.
WHICH WILL YOU BE? WILL EVIL BE
TAKEN AND GOOD REMAIN, PERHAPS?
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AH, PONDER IT WELL, FOR IT DOES
INDEED MAKE A DIFFERENCE. WHY
THINK YE THAT GOD WOULD ALLOW A
PRECIOUS ORB SUCH AS EARTH-SHAN TO
BE COMPLETELY DESTROYED BY EVIL?
DOES IT NOT MAKE MORE PERFECT
SENSE TO RESTORE THE PLANET USING
GODS OWN PEOPLE KNOWN AS THE
REMNANT?
WHY DO YOU NOT CONSIDER THESE
THINGS? THE TIME IS UPON YOU WHEN
THE HOURGLASS IS EMPTY.
THE
CLARION CALL HAS GONE FORTH. THE
TIME OF THE LORD IS UPON YOU!!!
BLESSINGS UPON YOU OF MY PEOPLE.
THOSE WHO SERVE WITH HONOR SHALL
WALK WITH ME; IT IS MY PROMISE TO
YOU. WONT YOU TAKE MY HAND AND
WALK THIS ROAD OF LIGHTED TRUTH
TOWARD GLORY?
BE NOT AFRAID, BUT BE EVER
DISCERNING, FOR THE DEMONS OF THE
DARK BROTHERHOOD ARE CLEVER
BEYOND BELIEF, AND NEVER FOR ONE
MOMENT THINK THAT YOU OR YOU OR
YOU MAY NOT BE FOOLED BY THEM.
YOU CAN BE!
THEREFORE, I SAY TO YOU TO
MAINTAIN YOUR SHIELD BY STRICT
OBEYANCE WITH ALL GODLY LAWS AS
LAID FORTH, AND THE STORM SHALL
SIMPLY PASS YOU BY. IT MAY COME
CLOSE INDEED, BUT THE STORM SHALL
SIMPLY PASS YOU BY.
KEEP THE FAITH AND REMAIN WITHIN
THE LIGHT.
ACT WITH LOVE AND
COMPASSION IN YOUR HEART FOR YOUR
FELLOW MAN AND NEVER FORCE YOUR
TRUTH UPON ANOTHER WHO IS
UNWILLING TO LISTEN. EACH MUST
MAKE THEIR OWN DECISIONS AT THIS
TIME AND IT IS AN INDIVIDUAL SOUL
CHOICE.
AH, BUT IF A BEING IS OPEN TO
LISTENING, SHARE FREELY THAT WHICH
YOU KNOW AND HAVE BEEN GIVEN.
SELF-LESS, REMEMBER?
Let us stop for now. We will pick this up at
a later time. Go in peace for I am never far from
thee.
I AM SANANDA.
DOUBT IT NOT.
SO BE IT AND SALU!
1/12/98

ESU JESUS SANANDA

Peace. Esu Jmmanuel present in Radiance and
in Light. I come in Service. I am returned with
the Hosts, AS PROMISED.
Oh, yes, I walked that orb called Earth-Shan.
They crucified me upon the cross; they beat me;
they spit at me; and they hated the message I
brought.
AH, BUT MOST KNEW THE TRUTH I
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SPOKE WAS SO, AND YET THOSE IN THE
POLITICAL POSITIONS INSURED THAT I
WAS EITHER DRUMMED OUT OF TOWN,
WHATEVER TOWN IT WAS AT THE TIME,
OR THAT I WAS BROUGHT UP ON
CHARGES. THE BEING KNOWN AS
JESUS AS PRESENTED BY SAUL (PAUL)
DID NOT EXIST. THAT BEING WAS
CONJURED
TO
TAKE
ALL
THE
RESPONSIBILITY
AWAY
FROM
INDIVIDUAL MAN, AND IT WAS
CONJURED BY EVIL ITSELF. AND MAN
HAS FALLEN FOR THAT FALSE BEING
HOOK, LINE AND SINKER.
Know that what I tell you is so, scribe. You
know me well and you know I would not lie to
you nor lead you astray, EVER! At this time in
the transition, man was told he would be given
TRUTH UPON WHICH TO DISCERN HIS
POSITION WITH CREATOR.
WELL,
BELOVED OF MINE, CREATOR IS TELLING
YOU THE WAY IT IS, AND I AM MERELY
CONFIRMING FOR YOU DOUBTERS IN THE
AUDIENCE THAT WHAT IS BEING WRITTEN
ELSEWHERE IN THIS PAPER IS SO.
MAN (HU-MAN: THAT IS, HIGHER
UNIVERSAL MAN) MUST ASSUME,
EVENTUALLY, HIS RIGHTFUL PLACE IN
THE UNIVERSEAS ONE WHO ACCEPTS,
ABSOLUTELY, SOLELY, EXCLUSIVELY,
INDIVIDUALLY, FULL RESPONSIBILITY
FOR EACH AND EVERY THOUGHT,
WORD, AND DEED THAT BEING
PRESENTSPERIOD!
NO OTHER BEING, CALLED JESUS OR
JOHN DOE, CAN TAKE AWAY YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY OR ASSUME ANYTHING
FOR ANYONE ELSE. THE SO-CALLED
CHRISTIANS HAVE ADOPTED THE FALSE
AND PREDICTABLY LAZY SOLUTION TO
AVOIDING
ALL
PERSONAL
RESPONSIBILITY FOR SELF, AND IT IS A
LIE.
Yes, I, Esu Jmmanuel, DID PHYSICALLY
WALK UPON YOUR PLACE. I DID HAVE
THOSE AROUND ME WHOM I TRIED TO
TEACH. EVEN THOSE CLOSEST TO ME, IN
THE END, BETRAYED ME AND/OR DENIED
MY VERY BEING.
THERE IS A GREAT DISTINCTION
BETWEEN ESU JMANNUEL AND THAT ONE
PRESENTED AS JESUS.
I WAS A
CHRISTED BEING, A WAY-SHOWER, A
TRUTH-BRINGER.
I PROMISED THAT I WOULD GO TO
PREPARE A PLACE FOR THEE. I PROMISED
THAT I WOULD RETURN. I HAVE DONE
SO.
I AM RETURNED AND I AM
RETURNED AS SANANDA!
Let us, please scribe, return our attention to
where I left off yesterday. Let us, again, take up
the misunderstood, misrepresented, misused, and
abused term of love. Just start quoting [Editors
note: This is a source which Esu prefers to keep
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anonymous], I will instruct you as to which
portions to use:
Consciousness is indeed the creator of the
universe, but love is its savior. A conscious
experience alone can give a glimpse of what love
is, its wherefore and its how. Any verbal
transcription of it is necessarily a mental disguise
for that which escapes all expression.
Philosophers, mystics, occultists have tried but in
vain.
Love is, in its essence, the joy of identity....
One who has known Divine Love, finds all
other love obscure, mixed with smallness and
egoism and darkness. It looks like a bargain or a
struggle for superiority and authority; and even in
the best of men, it is full of misunderstanding and
sensitiveness, frictions and misgivings.
Moreover, it is a well-known fact that you
grow into the likeness of that which you love. If
therefore you want to be like the Divine, love Him
alone. One who has experienced the ecstacy of
the communion of love with the Divine can alone
know how insipid, dull, and feeble all other love
is, in comparison. And even if the most austere
discipline is needed to arrive at this communion,
nothing is too hard, too long, too severe, provided
it takes you there, for it surpasses all expression.
It is this wonderful state that we wish to
realize upon Earth; it is this which will transform
the world and make it a habitation worthy of the
Divine Presence. Then will love, pure and true,
incarnate in a body that will no longer be a
disguise or a veil.
That is sufficient for my purposes, scribe. And
who wrote these words? It is of no consequence;
let the message stand on its own without the
necessity of a label.
It is the unbending and bottomless well of
selfless giving, from a state of LOVE, that is
representative of that which we call SERVICE.
SERVING YOUR FELLOW MAN, BROTHER
TO BROTHER, SISTER TO SISTER, GIVING
WITHOUT EXPECTATION OF RETURN,
SHARING IN THE OPEN JOY OF LOVE
PERSONIFIED IS THAT WHICH THE FATHER
IS ALL ABOUT. GIVING AND REGIVING,
ENDLESS SERVICE, ONE TO ANOTHER.
AND WHERE DO YOU FIT IN SUCH AN
EQUATION OF LOVE? AH, MOST INDEED
ARE FAR, FAR FROM THAT PLACE, AND
YET IT IS A RETURN TO THE SELFLESS
EXPRESSION OF LOVE IN SERVICE AND
GIVING THAT YOU WISH TO ATTAIN.
LOVE IS THE GREATEST LESSON OF
ALL. DO NOT STAIN THE DEFINITION OF
LOVE WITH YOUR PRECONCEIVED
PERCEPTIONS OF PHYSICAL LOVE.
PHYSICAL UNION AND SELFLESS LOVE
ARE TWO VERY DIFFERENT MEANINGS.
THE LOVE OF WHICH I SPEAK IS A
REPRESENTATION OF DIVINE WILL IN
SERVICE.
Let us stop here for now, we will continue at
a later time. I Am Sananda, to clear.
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Wishing For A Better World
Won’t Help You Gain Truth
1/10/98 #1

HATONN

NOTE FROM DORIS:
I come to my writing station, assume the
position, and turn on the computer, and there it
is: a new keyboard with actual printing on the
keys! Only one problem: I still cant type!
I clipped my fingernails and promised
myself not to hit the keys so hard, and promptly
took four tries before I got my own name typed
correctly. I seem to have a \ where the other
half of the backspace key was, so I have a lot of
\\\\ here and therepreparing me for e-mail
perhaps.
The nicest part? After wearing out all those
wonderful and expensive keyboards and a couple
of computersthis is the old $14.95 to $24.95
variety for kindergartners! My carrot for the
rabbit is a new keyboard every time I get all the
numbers worn off the keys, in addition to all the
alphabet letters.
I also find air cleaners and humidifiers so,
friends, we are back in BUSINESS! I actually
feel good enough to live and, no, I dont know
what did it because I have this desperate need
to take everything anyone sends, and for Christmas
I got a lot of wonderful stuff. Hypochondria can
keep me company for a long time now that I have
all these things to take.
Best of all, however, E.J. bought some
weight-scales a few years back which he put in
the bathroom. I knew that scales cause fatness
and I avoided them like plague, but he continued
to prove my point and now HE has to go on a
new food program. His scales wore out, so he
replaced that deadly menace yesterday.
Miracles happen, though, if you pay attention:
I wei ghed i n some 6- 8 pounds LESS t han
before. I dont know how much more he had
to pay for these scales, but my short leap of
faith in the store found I matched the
demonstration, so they must be accurate. Ten
more pounds and I will be shriveled away to
where I should go on a diet. Oh boy, I just used
my dictionary keys on shriveled and found it
also meant wrinkled, scorched, burnt and
shrunken. Is there no peaceful rest for we weary
travelers? E.J. will probably claim justice!

YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE
TO CONTACT BY
CALLING
1-800-800-5565

Has anyone else noticed that no matter if
the weight is the SAME as 20 years ago,
NOTHING is arranged the same? Oh well.
Ok, I note that this personal practice run \\\
didnt do much positive good so I may as well
turn to the Cmdr. and see what news is afoot for
the day: The collapse of civilization, the collapse
of the computer systems in year 2000, the wipeout
of all populations through microbes, the shortage
of food for survivaljust what joy can we look
forward to sharing? Will O.J. Simpson make a
comeback? How many trees will politians hit
before Spring? Or, will Saddam REALLY retire?
And with immediate observation, is that really gold
all over Sanandas picture? The latter very
definitely is twice as heavily laden with GOLD
since we last inspected the original, and as I look
at the print here, the scattering is incredible while
creating that natural halo of golden LIGHT about
the head in the photographeven more striking
than before. Photo processors claim to never have
seen anything like it. We, I suppose, here, get so
much confirmation of Truth that we just dont see
it until GOD hits us upside the head and says
LOOK! Then four or five of us sit and claim the
message and any job is intended for one of the
others. After all, if gold is on Ricks picture of
Christ, then it must mean a new and magnificent
job aheadsurely, for RICK! Rick says, No,
its for Doris to type some more, and then we
both offer it as proof E.J. and Charles have to do
more.
When and if you get a current folder of our
card with the inside overlay transparency of the
front photograph, over the shroud of Turin, put a
white sheet of paper between the overlay and the
picture of the shroud, and get shocked for yourself.
That gold appears as solid material on the negative
and does something between your head and heart.
I would also suggest you hold that card with one
hand over the outside picture and the other directly
opposite, and feel the heat start rising. Is seeing
able to allow us to better believe? Well, it helps
with me.\\\ Doris.
I am here, chela, in the Light of Aton.
BLOOD IN THE STREETS
THE CENTURY OF DEATH
There are many speculations about prophecies
and the end of this century looming upon you.
Who makes these predictions which lock a worlds
population into expectation of apocalypse? Why
do YOU think that there is such a rush back to the
celebration of Christmas in places like Russia
where the tradition has been banned for nearly a

century? Right, it is to pull you back into a
recognition of the PRE-WRITTEN prophecies as
presented in that ChristIAN so-called Holy
Book. You cannot destroy a planet and her
societies without the societies (people) knowing
the game intent. So, at the end of this century,
you have the greatest movement into false
information ever to have hit this planet.
There is ample evidence of this as you receive
from the money people a download of what to
do to make money while the world falls apart and
that blood (above) runs in the streets. The most
terrible of all money-grabbers-at-any-cost said that
the best time to make money is when blood is
running in the streets. So, WHO do you think
makes wars and causes blood to run in the streets
like a river?
There will also be recognition of the two most
terrible men in the history of the world in the
20th century, and the reading will go: Stalin and
Hitler. BS; the end of your time came with the
prominence of the Khazarian Rothchilds out of
the line of the Satanic Tribe reestablished on your
globe. Remember that the SAME people have
financed ALL OF THE WARS WHILE THE
CULPRITS OF THEIR RACE AND CREED
SCATTERED
AND
TOOK
OVER
GOVERNMENTS, IDEALS, AND BURIED GOD
in their disinformation. The WORST ONE
EVENT was the dumping on a MANUFACTURED
personality they named Jesus. It even became
part of your traditional story-telling, that Jesus
was born and he was called Jesus. No, HE was
not, if you speak of the representative of CHRIST.
That ONE was called Esu Immanuel! The
usurpers of the Bible and the Tradition changed
and pronounced HIS name to be Jesus. But,
what is in a name? A lot if you balance your
existence now and THEN upon a false tale
conjured to bind you to the shackles of intended
deceit. THAT man (Jesus), AS A CHRISTED
MANIFESTATION, has another name from old
Egypt in expectation of the NEW NAME which
will be borne by the returning GOD, as
SANANDA! Dont believe me? Where did YOU
get YOUR INFORMATION?
I see, you got it from those preachers of Jesus
Christ? Where did they get their information? It
was NOT from Truth for Jesus did not even
appear before Saul of Tarsus (yes it IS true) pulled
out that label IN GREECE after Immanuel was
gone from Jerusalem. Who exactly was Saul?
The most hateful ENEMY of the Christ of all time
and all history. He then called himself Paul to
better fool you people ALL THE TIME WHILE
HE WROTE HIS INSTRUCTIONS INTO WHAT
WOULD BECOME YOUR HOLY BOOK. Wow,
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and that book was not assembled until some 300 of Judeo-Christian cults for your lies and deceit. Hitler himself is of Jewish lineage. Editors, do
years after even old Paul. German scholars The Khazarians laugh all the way to their banks. not change is to was.] Jews were urged to leave
decided which of the more than 26 GOSPELS But no, the Arabs and other orders will confront, and about 60% of them did. Many had nowhere
and the wars will be off and running again, very to go. Roosevelt refused to open Americas doors.
would be put into the pages as gospels.
And, furthermore readers, you certainly do soon now. Confused? Well, I would guess so. When World War II began, groups of Jews were
NOT have to take my word for thisit is Truth is a bit too traumatizing for you who can rounded up, stripped and shot. [H: This is about
historical fact and you can go right down to your choose violence and a bloody war to which to pay as gross a lie as ever offered to you-the-people.]
library and research it. You will, however, find homage and adorn yourselves with yellow ribbons Then, a special task force was established to bring
the most truth in the buried volumes of the for the boys about to die. Yellow is the color of the glory of the Machine Age to the Jugenfrage,
ARCHIVES so that the public cant access them. cowardice and always has been recognized as being the Jewish question. [H: Now, watch this next
The Bible is such a dandy book from which to so. Even that is a pretty good story. Gold, Silver vision pass past.]
make movies by the same energetic returns and and PURE WHITE are the colors of GOD. So,
In a series of death camps, as many as 6 million
reruns of the Khazarian Satanic Tribesmen of the when the Godly beings would refuse to enter into Jews were processed like lumps of coal headed to
Universe. BUT, there is one thing WRONG, as the stupid games of the adversarythe term the furnace.
you will find the very counter-Truths of GOD are yellow for cowardice would be portrayed as a
written there as if so. Bloodletting, murder, rape, taunting flagyou know, just before the flag[END OF QUOTING]
pillage, adultery, plundering, war, war and more bearers were drowned in that blood in the streets.
warare actually presented as gifts FROM GOD. Now, you cant even find your troops, allied
Im not going to even print more of that article
Sorry, readers, it wont sell in that meeting with nations! Your troops are now under the BLUE because right off in the first sentence you can
the Big Boy HIMSELF. Further, you have mocked TURBAN of the United Nations-Israeli flag(s). KNOW it is a stupidly written piece of garbage.
God with your lies and false following of the
Isnt TRUTH horrific enough on its own
BEAST in his own best formright into
merit to prevent the lies and open deceit?
Worse, YOU placed the focus on
violence, pornography and the breaking of
You are even TRAINED to HATE THE
WRONG PEOPLE.
all CHRISTs laws, and that is with never- Israel, which was created by the four
If you are going to go back to the
minding a man called Jesus who is expected
powers of the United Nations in about
begatting
phase of history, please note that
to return to be the capstone of the Masonic
1948 AND MISSED THE TAKEOVER,
both Hitler and Stalin (the listed secondpyramid of the Illuminati. GO CHECK IT
AS ISRAELS HOMELAND, OF THE
worst persecutor in this dialogue) are BOTH
OUT!
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
JEWS. Now, remember something, chilluns:
ESU IMMANUEL SANANDA (no matter
Jew is a word which did not exist until
how you spell it) IS THE ONE RETURNING P O I N T S N O R T H & S O U T H A N D
relatively recently, The Tribe calling
TO GATHER HIS PEOPLE. The rest of the COVERING GREAT BRITAIN. These
themselves, in these later centuries, THE
so-called Christians will be waiting to hop
are called COMMUNISTS but they are
SERPENT PEOPLE. These were in power
aboard clouds with someone they wont even
for some three or more CENTURIES in the
recognize! And, oh yes, you will hop aboard, no more communistic than they are
Jewish.
areas of Russia and the Balkans, and finally
because with Operation Blue Beam you will
think you recognize the holograph. But, the
moved all the way down geographically and
movie makers will have fooled you again, Go check out old Nostradamus.
spread around the world. They simply stopped
sleepyheads.
And while you are at it, researchers, check out calling themselves a tribe, stole the heritage of
All you nice Christians waiting for lift-off onto The Prophetic Visions of Mitar Tarabich. Mitar those who were Judean and Judahites, and
the silvery clouds, in RAPTURE, will surely go, Tarabich (1829-1899) is one of the least known promptly set up to gain the world, commercialize
and then there will be none...!
(but most accurate) visionaries in the history of all things, and destroy, first, the ones from whom
So, What, you ask, will happen to you who modern prophetic literature and his projections are they first stole the heritagethe so-called Jewish
wait for Sananda and God Creator? Nothing a whole lot easier to decipher than are those of Judeans. You cannot gain the sympathy of the
really; we are the remnant and the evil forces will Nostradamus.
Perhaps Nora would enjoy world unless you APPEAR to have experienced
NOT come against Creator for GOD CREATES following up with a series on this seer. Swami great human horror and atrocities. But the stupid
AND CAN ALSO UNCREATE. The very evil Veeten will be listed as a source of library Satanic beings will always exaggerate themselves
master himself will fade away in the presence of reference if you find it difficult to find much on right out of the realization of possibilities. In
TRUTH AND LIGHT.
other words, while making it appear the bad guys
this person.
But, YES, the factions of false teachings will
I think I will offer just a bit from The Fleet of choice did the dirty deeds, the very Evil Bastards
confront until the blood runs in the streets.
Street Letter: FROM BLOOD IN THE STREETS. did the job THEMSELVES to what is accepted as
We are amused to find this article sent from This is much along the presentation of a pamphlet their own people. Israel has practiced this
Florida: ORLANDO SENTINEL, Jan. 9, 98: offered by William Bonner, Investment Expert and SAME tactic in the recent years of your own
[QUOTING]
MASS SUICIDE AVERTED President of this chain of offices for that purpose, experience. Worse, YOU placed the focus on
AFTER POLICE ARREST LEADER.
Investment advice. Offices seem to be in London, Israel, which was created by the four powers of
SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFECanary Baltimore and Paris, and I guess, as we go along the United Nations in about 1948 AND MISSED
Islands: Police arrested a German psychologist here, we will find an address and phone number THE TAKEOVER, AS ISRAELS HOMELAND,
hours before she allegedly planned to lead because the purpose of the pamphlet is to get you OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
followers of her cult in a mass suicide, officials to buy this Fleet Street Letter.
POINTS NORTH & SOUTH AND COVERING
GREAT BRITAIN.
These are called
said Thursday. Heide Fittkau-Garthe, 57, was
COMMUNISTS but they are no more
arrested late Wednesday. Authorities said 30
[QUOTING:]
communistic than they are Jewish.
members of the cult planned to kill themselves
Does this information make us popular? No,
Thursday, when they thought the world would end.
THE CENTURY OF DEATH
but then I am not in the popularity contests. You
They told police a spaceship would then pick up
In 1888, Nietszche [H: Both Clintons can be, readers, popular and dead all in one step.
their bodies from Teide mountain. [END OF
favorite guru.] predicted that the 20th century Truth and Freedom balance on the fulcrum of
QUOTING]
Wow, and where are EXTRA, Tuten, Ence, et. would be marked by catastrophic wars and that Justice and Realization. This is never a POPULAR
al., when you need them? Ekkers expect a call right and wrong would no longer matter [H: place to be.
You have a saying about your place, as
any minute to find out what is going on in Clintons seem to have gotten that part right.]
Tehachapi. My own amusement comes from the BECAUSE, AS NIETSZCHE PUT IT, GOD IS always, to keep you from knowing what in heck
fact that nobody notices that billions of people are DEAD. [H: WRONG! JUST WAIT AND SEE, is being said: ...the fats in the fire. Well, good
friends, you have put the fat in the pan and fried it
waiting to be murdered in a silly thing NOW FRIENDS.]
dubbed Rapture, and the sillies even think they
In Germany, the cradle of the idea of the to such a heat that it is now afire and no way to
are going to live out eternity on a cloud of some machine state, the handwriting was on the wall, extinguish the destruction short of disaster at best,
kind. No wonder the other religions of the world literally, in the early 1930s. Jews are our destruction at obvious consideration.
And what of legal suits, etc.?
despise both the Christians and the Judeo faction misfortune, proclaimed Hitlers banners. [H:
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BETTY TUTENS
LAST FIASCO

Sorry, team who needed to protect your
institute loans. You didnt. You waited and waited
and waited and now her lawyer, working with
Abbott, et. al., have struck again. What was only
a warning about no business for the Institute is
now in full-blown legal thrust (by them) to get
full default shutdown. They claim nobody
responded and we have three days for Ekkers to
reply. Well, the stuff came on Friday and the
third day is MondayWow, chelas, and you
waitedtoo long.
Ekkers and the Institute DID REPLY TIMELY,
AND MOREOVER, THERE HAS NEVER BEEN
A COMPLAINT FILED BY TUTEN OR THE
NEST OF VIPERS.
HOWEVER, THIS
DOESNT STOP THE EVIL MINUPLATIONS
OF
THE
JUDICIAL
SYSTEM
BY
COMPOUNDING LIES UPON LIES.
Does this mean they gotcha us or we gottem
them? Who can figure it out? It DOES mean
that you who wanted to clear this stuff and get
any assets back have just been set back, in addition
to the price of gold being below any level Green
ever dreamed, for a minimum of two to five years.
With this new cult awareness for possible
UFO nuts and nit-wits, we believe the time is right
to join EXTRA in a little game with the liars who
did a job on that staff and network show-and-tell.
This wish for action on the part of EXTRA has
extended from June and July of last year but we
thought we could bring settlement through sensible
actions while giving Tuten, Ence, et al., a chance
to clear it up prior to any major National or
International focus.
Tuten and Ence lumped
us in with the Suicide Cult Heavens Gate,
whatever that was, and we now have another stupid
rendition of a rerun in the Canary Islands. But
just WHEN, observant people, do you expect that
alien landing and war? That, too, is a conjured
bit of trash to terrify you sleeping people, so you
can guess it will be quite soon. It will be
interesting, however, for God too has a Plan
2000.
Get off your shocked seat, readers; you have
a man in genetics who plans to start cloning
humans ASAP and announces it to the world. You
have had perfection in human clones for decades
and those clones serve their Masters well indeed,
and give the original copies almost expected
immortality.
There are FULLY CLONED
ARMIES WAITING IN THE WINGS. Everything

possible has been genetically and DNA crossed
with anything and everything else that could
survive the cloning processing. You will have no
way to know what hit you, even when it hits you!
You have UFOs of alien expression right from
Nevada and other widespread bases around the
globe. You can see the REAL alien craft all the
time, and more especially in the night skies. We
dont need to clutter your topography with more
pollution and garbage. Go on and dance on the
pinhead, Angels, and see how many you can cram
in a phone boothwhile there may still be phone
booths. You have come a long way, baby!
As to some of the perpetrators of such
programs, as in Jason Brent, ex-judge/lawyer
extraordinaire, he is spreading the word that we
have defamed and destroyed him, totally. Now
wouldnt that be nice if it would be so? However,
there are only about 1,100-1,300 subscribers to
CONTACT, a Nevada publication, and not more
than 60 people even know Ekkers or the paper in
Tehachapi (Brents port of operations), so if he is
defamed and destroyed, it is surely at HIS OWN
HANDS because we have no means of informing
everyone around these parts, of truth. Extra and
Channel 29 (CBS) assisted a bit with their
unfortunate information but Jason Brent was never
mentioned in that material internationally spread.
All the people involved were SEEN at Brents
office, but he claimed it dealt with something else
and that it was only a coincidence that reporters
were at his office that day.
As to these others, they are starting to destroy
themselves as they dive for safety; when truth
evolves the rats scatter. Do I refer to these
scoundrels as rats? Well, I apologizeto the
rats. The rat lives in open honesty and does what
rats do. Man, as rat, hides, lies, cheats, steals,
and then presents as what? An attorney, of course!
HISTORY
By the way, there is another book which you
would find interesting if you can get a translated
version or someone to translate for you. It is
called: LES JUIFS, by Roger Peyrefitte. It gives
lineage of a lot of notable figures in your world
chain of Elite power-people, and as an example
from the back cover, comes both a copy as
presented of the book along with a brief
translation:
On January 1, 1963, on our Lords Feast of
the Circumcision [H: Sounds like a Jewish
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practice to me.], General deGaulle no doubt was
not thinking of his Jewish ancestors, the Kolbs;
Chancellor Adenauer of his ancestors, the Jewish
Adenauers. Queen Elizabeth II of her maternal
Jewish ancestors, the Bowes-Lyon; the Duke of
Edinburgh of his Jewish ancestors, the Haukes,
nor was the White Houses President Kennedy
thinking of the Jewish Kennedys, nor was V.P.
Lyndon Johnson of his Jewish ancestors, the
Johnsons.
It is equally doubtful that at
Louveciennes, the Count of Paris was thinking
of his Jewish ancestor, Pierloni, who was
descendant of the Bourbons through Jeanne
dAlbert.
I know you would enjoy the information, but
if you have no translation possibilitiesGO GET:
ARTHUR KOESTLERS THE THIRTEENTH
TRIBE. There was an effort to BAN the book,
wipe out Koestler and cry: The Protocols ARE A
FORGERY. Well, the book is not even about
the Protocols, SO YOU CAN GUESS THE
CONNECTION.
This book made it through and you can find it
in major bookstores along with library copies. If
not available go on and order a copy for the ID
number for the Library of Congress is 76-10317.
ISBN: 0-445-04242-7, and perhaps you will quit
calling Dharma an Anti-Semite. This term, by the
way, proving our knowledge of the intent of the
opposition from onset, is a label IN EVERY
COURT of Anti-Semitic pronounced on all our
heads! We havent minded very much, however,
because we are the Semites and Satan alone knows
who the foolish liars think themselves to be. This
book is now accepted as the best historical TRUTH
available. I remind you that when you students
are readyGOD WILL SEND THE TEACHER/
MESSENGER.
Wow, what a wonderful
surprise!?!
I promised to give a rerun of some definitions
used now for Thought Control. We have offered
them prior to now but a refresher might well cause
you to look and see and recognize how many
controlled meanings you use.
If you carelessly acquiesce to meaning changes
in this war of words, then you will become totally
thought-controlled people. However, if you
constantly define words, terms and phrases in the
light of Truth and original meanings (not in
translations of error) and insist others give you
their definitions every time there is misuse, you
will be harder-to-impossible to control and far less
confused in a society of confusion.
We will offer only the list of ten given into
print so that you dont have to argue over some
other list or wonder why we dont offer more.
We dont have either time or space to do YOUR
HOMEWORK. Please note that within this list
there is reference to Christian because this is a
bit of Christian research. Never mind the
limited reference.
[QUOTING:]
1. CHURCH:
Controlled Meaning (CM): A building or
organization used by (usually) Christians to meet
together weekly to sing, pray and worship once a
week.
True Meaning (TM): the English word
church, the Scottish word Kirk and the
German word Kirche all originate from the
Greek word KURIOKOS which means
pertaining to the Lord.
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[H: Does this portion really sound familiar?
I hope so for I just wrote these things less than
two days ago.]
The Judeo-Christian use of this word carries
with it an enigma that defies all logic. The English
Bible translators substituted the word KURIOKOS
for the Greek word ECCLESIA.
2. ECCLESIA
CM: A Christian ecclesia is A called
(convoked) civil body: a local Christian assembly
of elders (Christian Civil Government). The word
church should not even appear in the English
New Testament.
It is a mistranslation.
KURIOKOS IS NOT ECCLESIA! The words
are different; the institutions are different.
Nowhere in the Bible do we find a kuriokos.
There is only the called-out (elect) ecclesia
which unfortunately was MISTRANSLATED into
church, transforming it (in English) from
Christian government to superstitious and ritualistic
BAAL Worship. [H: Now, do you want to argue
again how King James translated the Bible to
suit his own wishes? If you want another good
reference get: BAAL WORSHIP by Peter J.
Peters.]
In the New Testament, ecclesia, signifying
convocation, is the only single word used
(translated) for church. It was the name given to
the governmental assembly of the citizens of
Athens, duly convoked (called out) by proper
officers, and possessing all political power,
including even juridical functions. Encyclopedia
Britannica, Ninth Edition (1889)
3. SATAN
CM: The Arch-Fallen Angel. An evil being
so powerful as to rival God himself. Originally
he was perfect in every way, but his pride led
him to organize a heavenly insurrection among
the angels in which one-third of the heavenly
host revolted against God. God managed to retain
his throne, and the rebels were banned from heaven
and sent to Earth. Earth, a lesser dominion than
heaven, became the kingdom of Satanthe god
of this world. He is the cause of all evil upon
the Earth, leads men astray and causes them to sin
against God.
TM: ANY adversary or opponent! God was a
satan (adversary) to King David at one point
(compare 2 Sam. 24:1 and 1 Chron. 21:1). If the
English translators had been consistent, Bible
readers would have known that an angel of the
Lord was a satan (adversary) to Balaam (Nu.
22:22). In 1 Sam. 29:4, Philistines called a Hebrew
a satan (adversary). The sons of Zerutah were
satans (adversaries) to David in 2 Sam. 19:22.
David wrote about other satans in 1 Kings 5:4,
11:14 & 25; Ps. 38:20, 109:4, 20, 29. In these
scriptures, adversary is the same Hebrew word
that is translated satan in other passages. [H:
Please note that satan is a term just as
christ is a term denoting a status of being.
If you add or exchange a capital letter as in
Satan or Christ YOU HAVE MADE AN
EFFORT TO DISQUALIFY THE WORD
ITSELF IN MEANING.]
The super fallen angel (Satan) of the
churches is an impossible myth. This evil god
exists only in the bemused minds of victims of
religious brainwashing. Human satans and
devils walk the Earth today, just as in the time
of King David. Fear and preoccupation with
spooks makes people unable to see their real
enemies. [H: However, just as you seem to need
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some reference to a goodly counsel, Christ, so
do you, I suppose, need a bad counsel, Satan or
Devil. It leaves a real problem in then changing
thoughts about same.]
4. DEVIL
CM:
Synonymous with Satan.
The
supernatural arch-demon who fell from heaven,
and now, with his legions of demons, reigns over
the Earth. Gods arch-enemy who spoils Gods
plans for mankind and destroys people by his
power over them.
Man does not have the ability to resist The
Devil. Therefore, we are helpless against his
powerexcept when God chooses, periodically,
to help us fight him. Mankind is generally under
the control of this supernatural spirit-being who
is immortal, omnipresent, and apparently a rival
to God Himself.
BIBLICAL MEANING: In the Old Testament
this word is found four timesonly in the plural
(devils). Twice from the Hebrew word shade,
and twice from saweer.
1. SHADE: One who rises up against you (with
insolence).
2. SAWEER: A he-goat (related to mythological
satyrhalf man, half goat).
Neither of these definitions from the Old
Testament indicate anything supernatural or
angelic. Shade simply means someone (anyone)
who wants to hurt you. Saweer is a reference
to a goat-type of idol of the pagans. [H: You
might wish to keep this latter information in
mind as you must wonder from where came the
symbolic representation of a goat as the symbol
of devil, satan, or WITCHCRAFT.]
The New Testament Greek devil is
DIABOLOS: One who thrusts through (as
with a sword)no indication of supernatural
power.
[DIA: through; and BOLOS: TO THRUST.]
[H: Any of you Greeks want to fight over this?]
A diabolos (a devil) is something, or
someone, who intends to hurt or destroy you. A
devil can be a person, a group, or an organization
that seeks your demise. To find a supernatural
devil in the Scriptures he must be read in by
prejudice and presupposition on the part of the
translators and readers. [H: You can easily go
look up these definitions alsotry the ATC
Dictionary, May issue, 1988.]
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pearls, streets of transparent gold and walls of
sapphires, emeralds, topaz, jasper and other
precious stones. The devil came from there, but
he cannot go back.
CORRECT DEFINITION: Usually plural
(heavens) in the Greek, meaning high places
in terms of: 1. Elevation, or 2. Power and authority
(jurisdiction). In the Bible it is usually Gods
government (the highest authority); government
under Jesus whose purity and righteousness is
symbolized by pure and precious stones. [H: Ah,
but once again there is the ASSUMPTION
(incorrect) that the christ to which is referred
was named Jesus. Jesus was inserted to cause
mistranslation of the Arabic script into Greek.
So, the lies and subterfuge began with the very
first writings of the scholars and later
pronouncing a bunch of BS prophecies to trap
you into coming under the slave-masters of the
Anti-CHRIST. If the Anti-Christ wrote the
instruction book for human existenceand
eventual demise, then you begin to see the
problem with your ability to overcome the
disaster. The people of the Christian attitude
simply bind you from learning TRUTH and,
thus, continue to maintain and CONTROL you
through the ages and into the perceived future.
Jesus Christ is another one of those
oxymorons: Jesus is a name affixed to a person
while christ is a state of being in Grace and
perfection. Man and PERFECTION are opposite
ideas.]

7. HOLY SPIRIT
CM: A person or personage of God; either a
third person in the Trinity or a third god in a
council or godhead. This person is separate from
the Father and the Son and has separate and
different functions to perform in a believer. In
some cases this third person can possess an
individual so that he or she supposedly has no
control over actions or words. Sometimes referred
to as the Holy Ghost.
TM: Holy spirit is not a separate person or
separate god. The English word spirit is
translated from the Hebrew Old Testament word
RUWACH (rooakh) and from the Greek New
Scriptures, the word is PNEUMA (panyewmah). In both cases the words literally mean
AIR IN MOTION. Spirit is a desire; a feeling
or disposition which compels us to move or act.
Holy Spirit is Gods motivation in our life to do
His Will and obey His laws. The word ghost is
a mistranslation in the King James Version Bible.
5. JUDEO-CHRISTIANITY
Ghost comes from the German word gist, and
CM: The religion of Jesus which branched out means a disembodied spirit of a dead person
of Judaism at the time of the early church. Both (another myth). It has no appropriate application
Christianity and Judaism have the same origins or association to Scripture.
and the same God.
TM: A religion created for the purpose of 8. GENTILE
destroying Christianity by watering down Christian
CM: Anyone who is not a Jew, and thus a
ideals and neutralizing Christians. Also, designed potential anti-Semite.
TM: From the Latin word entilis, meaning
to promote and protect Jews and Judaism.
(NOTE: Judeo-Christianity is an oxymoron: of the same gens, clan or race. In the Bible, the
a word combining TO OPPOSITE THINGS OR word gentile is a mistranslation of the Old
IDEAS which are mutually exclusive, thus defying Testament Hebrew word goy, and the Greek New
logic.)
Testament word ethnosboth meaning
NATION OR PEOPLE (ANY nation or people)
6. HEAVEN:
and should have been translated as such. It does
MYTHOLOGICAL DEFINITION: A literal NOT mean non-Jewish!
place somewhere in outer space where good people
go to live when they are dead. The location where 9. DOCTRINE
CM:
Non-essential beliefs, personal
Jesus lives until He can return to Earth and rapture
a select few people to take back to heaven. A eccentricities and inflexible tenets which create
city is there which has gates literally made of differences between churches and destroy
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fellowship and unity.
TM: Doctrine is a teaching; a principle; a
studied conclusion or position. Sometimes called
dogma (German for doctrine). II Timothy 3:16
says that Scripture is doctrine. Isaiah 29:24 says
that the people who are in error will be able to
understand the truth when they learn doctrine.
There is NO non-essential truth! None are
expendable! None can be discarded or ignored!
Truth stated as a principle is doctrine.
Without doctrine it is impossible to teach or
arrive at an opinion. Discernment, judgment and
corrections would be impossible.
Judeo-Christians sometimes display an antidoctrine attitude; a symptom of ignorance and
confusion. Some claim to have a position against
doctrine, or one of neutrality concerning it. This
is nonsense! Such a position, itself, is a doctrine.
An anti-doctrine position exposes an ulterior
antipathy for learning and wisdom.
When a person learns true doctrine and then
considers it non-essential and chooses to set it
aside he contracts chronic spiritual blindness. [H:
Doctrine, therefore, is simply a man-projected
set of required opinions on any given subject
not necessarily even remotely relative to TRUTH
or REALITY.]

estimated that, of those who claim to be Jews,
less than 5% have the slightest claim to the blood
line of Abraham.

10. JEW
CM: An Israelite. The seed of Abraham. The
Chosen People of the Bible. Jews are perpetually
persecuted by all other people on Earth. Someone
who practices the religion of the Old Testament,
which is called Judaism. God judges the nations
primarily by measuring each nations relationship
with the Jews. God blesses the nations which
support the Jews, but He curses the nations which
do not support the Jews. The Christian faith owes
its existence to the Jewish culture from whence it
was spawned.
[H: Oops, what could this mean? Well, let
us consider the loud-mouth presentation of a
Col. Bo Gritz as a for instance. He spews about
his Jesus connections, his recognition of Isaac
under the seed of and through Abraham, and
goes on while he tells you HIS DOCTRINE in
no uncertain terms and ends up doing what?
He has told you that he serves the evil empire,
hook, line, and sinker. He is representing the
living ANTI-CHRIST and seems to not even
have an inkling of his foolishnessOR IS IT
INTENT? He and his, et al., are living examples
of mis- dis-information in a manner to getcha
big time.]
INTENT: To bribe and prejudice Bibleignorant Judeo-Christians into passively granting
the Jews a carte-blanche to do anything they please
WITH IMPUNITY.
TM: The word Jew did not appear in actual
use until over 1000 years AFTER the sorecognized resurrection of the man, Jesus. It
means someone who adheres to the religion of
Judaism (modern Pharisaism), or in some way
considers himself a part of Jewish culture. For
the modern Jew it has absolutely NO RACIAL
SIGNIFICANCE. Jews are some of the most
racially mixed people on Earth due to their multinational history, their practice of interracial
marriage, as well as their contemporary
international bias. Down through the ages, theyve
moved from nation to nation as they were rejected
(due to their immoral religion) by every land
theyve inhabited. Over 90% of Jews today are
descended from the ancient Khazarsa racially
non-Semitic people from East Europe. It is

In our English translations of the Bible, the
word Jew was incorrectly used to REPLACE:
1. Judahite in the old scriptures, which referred
to someone from the tribe of Judah, or a citizen
of the land of Judah, and
2. Judean in the new scriptures which meant a
resident of Judea, or a follower of the
CORRUPTED BABYLONIAN religion of
that area. [H: In this, corrupted is a VERY
IMPORTANT TERM.]
[H: I think you need this next definition as
well so we will list it #11:]
11: ANTI-SEMITISM
CM: A disparaging or antagonistic attitude, or
hostile act toward a Jewish person, Jewish
organization or the religion of Judaism.
COVERT INTENT:
Used to disarm,
intimidate and confuse Christians (or anyone) into
submission to Jews at the expense and eventual
destruction of Christianity and all other likereligions.
ACTUAL MEANING: Opposition toward
people of Semitic (Shemitic) origin.
(NOTE: MOST PEOPLE WHO CALL
THEMSELVES JEWS ARE NOT SEMITIC IN
ORIGIN (DESCENDANTS OF SHEM). FACT:
Semitism (Shemitism) has NOTHING to do with
Jews, Jewish organizations or Judaism.)
[END OF QUOTING]
I am indebted to Ben Williams of Oregon,
U.S.A., for this list which is very well done as to
translations and current acceptance. Where all err
is in that first writing in understanding that if an
error is printed, then all translations of that error
or intent is likewise in error. Mistranslations are
intentional and deadly to meaning for this allows
the twisting of Truth (possible) into a total
fabrication, and if you cant trust the Truth as
presented, where from shall you find it?
As the prophecies as presented for your
instructions for demise grow ever more looming
above your heads, World, you had better be getting
clear with GOD CREATOR and never mind all
the BS tossed about your eyes and ears. There is
ONE GOD, ONE LIGHT, and you better connect
with HIM for all else is a misdirection of your
species. Follow after a physical MAN and you
are doomed. CHRISTness is the pathway of
Truth by anything you want to call it for IT IS A
PERCEPTION OR AN IDEAL IN SPIRITUAL
TRUTH. This, however, is why the Master
Teacher told you of mankind that except through
me (THE christed WAY) shall you come into my
Fathers kingdom. This Teacher did NOT call
HIMSELF Jesus.
Well, I guess this is too long a writing for you
easily-wearied readers. But readers, you have only
a very short while to catch up and summarize the
facts and your realization errors. And no, I wont
overburden you with itfor it is your business
what you believe and how you travel this road of
manifested misinformation. My task is to offer
The Truth, and you do whatever is your physical
brain choice to do with it. But I am RIGHT and
you just may find yourself wishing you had
LISTENED.
Good morning. Salu.
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PROTOCOLS AND
UNDERSTANDINGS
We write on any topic which seems to have
meaning and is IMPORTANT. We do not choose
to single out any one person for there is no such
thing in the overall arena except to focus on
individual activities from time to time.
I get a massive backlash effect from such
writings and references as our last writing has
again covered. We dont offer you anything which
is NOT already historical TRUTH. If you
erroneously affix WRONGLY DEFINED terms to
our articles then the problem is yours, not ours.
If, further, YOU find objection to Truth then
look very carefully at historical fact and then look
at WHAT MAKES YOU OBJECT TO OUR
PRESENTATION! It is ONLY, after all, the
struggle of Good vs. Evil and you might well want
to check out on whose side you might be working.
God is open and brings all things into the
glaring light of day. Therefore, if you bury
yourselves in secret hiding, secret rituals, and fear
the revealing of TRUTH, you have a big problem,
but it is NOT WITH US.
We are going to start today with about ten
pages from a book from South Africa. The author
demands privacy (I did not say secrecy) and I
respect that status. Remember, please, that the
New World Order IDEA/IDEAL came from out
of Africa. Being called the Dark Continent is
not an accidental assessment of the original
makeup of the world Shan itself.
You will find, however, that we refer not to
skin-tones for the idea of such massive takeover
from all the other factions coming into play was a
Greater British-Israel concept and wish built under
the auspicies and planning of atheistic intent buried
under the charade of Godly birth and assumption.
Lies were built into the very foundation of your
SPIRITUAL knowledge allowances and have come
into full blossom in these latter days of Plan 2000.
There are so many references for your
inspection and research, along with so much false
information, as to boggle any researchers mind.
However, TRUTH is not able to long be buried
when man begins to KNOW truth. Who would
dare to put this on an Internet? What difference
does it make? Is the typical computer playperson
apt to read something so controversial and banned
as are the PROTOCOLS?
Moreover, to issue the Protocols without some
basis of same is foolishly childish in its very
concept. You have to move backwards in history

and research in order to at the least LEARN and ...and Jesus will lead us into battle with his sword
realize that there certainly IS an Illuminati, a before us and grant us victory, and death, to this
Masonic Order greater than any member of the Satan, Saddam... Then he took the very term
Lodge has any idea, and who and what has brought Saddam and somehow made it into satan, a
the world to her knees to worship Evil instead of very nondescript word meaning adversary; in
God Creator. YOU DONT EVEN KNOW THAT this case, of course, of the United States which is
YOU HAVE COME TO DO SO.
in control of the United Nations. Moreover, the
Do you, for instance, realize that Jesus (that Iraqi humans dont count in your reports home
one you claim to worship because of his TRUTH about statistical accounting of dead or injured.
and GODNESS) was a man? Jesus was not
Do YOU really believe that CHRIST would
even the NAME of the MAN in point who brought march out there in front of an army of killers and
the christ teachings. That was the very largest lie murderers to slaughter women and children? If
to
entrap
freeyou DO, good buddies,
realization mankind.
and you see no way to
This Jesus idea was
change that perception
YOU WILL FIND ONE
the brainchild of the
YOU JUST FLUNKED
FACTION FOLLOWING A
traveler, Saul of the
TRUTH. And, you turn
Pharisees, long after
right around and allow
PROPHET WHO CLAIMS
the departure of the
them to steal your money
THE NEW WORLD ORDER
man Esu Immanuel.
from you in exchange FOR
WHILE
THE
OTHER
No Bible or book was
THE LIES.
CLAIMS
THAT
THEIR
written of any man,
I think that without
PROPHETS
SHALL
Jesus or otherwise, in
further comment up-front
this grand LIE until
here, we will just offer
PREVAIL AND DRAIN THE
over 300 YEARS after
directly, as presented from
VERY LIFE-BLOOD FROM
the fact.
other
NON-FICTION,
THEIR
OPPONENTS.
Do you realize that
research material which we
SORRY,
NEITHER
IS
this Jesus of the lie
utilize only for its
CORRECT.
is
the
expected
educational value. You
cornerstone of the
will believe what you are
Masonic ideal and the
trained to believe and
capstone of the Illuminati Pyramid of commercial therefore the expectation of widespread change of
presentation? You go watch the money symbols mankinds misperception into Truth is probably
and that all-seeing eyeON YOUR DOLLAR small to even smaller. Our job is not to push you,
BILLS AND NOW A LOGO OF THE CNN coerce you or demand anything.
OUR
ECONOMIC NEWS PRESENTATIONS.
COMMISSION IS TO OFFER YOU FACTS,
Therefore was there birthed an Order referred TRUTH, RESEARCH OF HISTORICAL
to as Jesusians and later shortened to Jesuits. GREATNESS, AND WHAT YOU DO WITH
There would always be a distracting reference to THIS INFORMATION IS NO LONGER EVEN
christ affixed to the Mans name, but no further A PROBLEM TO THE PRINTERS. WE DO
identification of the person himself. By the way, WHAT WE ARE SENT TO DOYOU ACCEPT
the Jesusians were pronounced Heysoosians WHATEVER GRABS YOU IN THIS DAY OF
according to the pronunciation of the language of PLAN 2000 OF THE EVIL EMPIRE(S) AS THEY
the day.
CLASH ONE AGAINST ANOTHER, AND
TODAYs Pentacosts and Evangelists base NOTE, PLEASE, THAT WE THEN PRETTY
EVERYTHING in their religious indoctrinations, MUCH GO AWAY. No, friends, not run away,
as do now your so-called Christians, on the blood run away. GOD WINS, REMEMBER!
YOU WILL FIND ONE FACTION
of a manNOT GOD. Every wish and every
prayer is aimed at deceit and disinformation. You FOLLOWING A PROPHET WHO CLAIMS THE
so-called Christians now wait for some ridiculous NEW WORLD ORDER WHILE THE OTHER
RAPTURE to snatch you from responsibility to CLAIMS THAT THEIR PROPHETS SHALL
wallow in the BLOOD OF THAT MAN PREVAIL AND DRAIN THE VERY LIFEFOREVER. Christ (christ) is simply a term BLOOD FROM THEIR OPPONENTS. SORRY,
NEITHER IS CORRECT.
reflecting the state of being of the teacher.
Our efforts are to see to it that a REMNANT
On the television network of liars there came
a speech by one of those Pentacostal Evangelists: of Truth-Bearers make it through the conflicts.
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The agreement, further, is that these physical
manifestations will be ordered to, and follow the
orders, not damage a hair, even, on the head of
any of OUR representatives. THIS war is being
waged to gain supremacy over worldly manifest
physical things and beings. We have no interest
in either. The leaders of BOTH factions KNOW
TRUTH and will function to their own greatest
possibility of victory over their opponents. For a
while the atrocities will be brought to you
compliments of CNNuntil CNN is murdered by
the sword. The weapons in this war, however,
will be horrible indeed as everything right down
to the weather is being manipulated for the greater
pain and destruction of global citizens.
So, which side are you on? Think again, for
if you answer other than neither, you have
signed, sealed and delivered your choice and you
SHALL BE PLACED WITHIN THE RANKS OF
THE CHOSEN ONES YOU PRESENT.
Our people have sworn on bended knee that
you
want
TRUTH,
JUSTICE,
AND
KNOWLEDGEbut do you? Total security rests
in OUR TRUTH, and still you take up arms and
lies as your shields and bucklers as to who you
think will be more powerful, and never consider
actual facts in Truth of intentions on either side.
Oh, you want your money ok, but you never seem
to give thought to your souls. Most will find this
paper with these writings and be angry that our
topic is not on the market, gold, or where can you
get more money from your gameseven at the
expense of a world in decline, chaos, and
bloodletting. If these shoes fit, you might consider
putting them on and adjusting the painful spots
before you must live eternally in them and their
discomfort.
I AM of the Hosts of GodWHO DID YOU
THINK HE WOULD SEND? Further, I will and
shall communicate with YOU through your
accepted modes of communications with what you
accept as feasible technology, on a computer, a
translator, a wireless, a network of thought-transfer
capability, or any way necessary. Whether you
read or hear is not my problem, nor is it my
business.
May GOD have mercy on you who have led
your fellow man down the path of lies and
misrepresentation as you present with your great
lies of insight into TRUTH. You shall rue the
day you took up the cross of the adversary to
follow him through your eternal blindness for you
SERVE the very ADVERSARY OF GOD.
But Billy Graham said... and Robert
Schuller said... and now you say?? What sayeth
you? Is Billy Graham and/or Robert Schuller
HUMAN? I thought so too! Ponder it.
I AM ATON and if you need to look THAT
up, please do.
Child, as we write, KNOW that you are within
the very wings of my being and naught shall come
against you, or mine, in MY NAME to be flung in
assault unto you. YE OF MINE SHALL BE
SHELTERED AGAINST ALL EVILIN MY
NAME! Thine declared enemy shall be as
NOTHING against the Universal ONE, and less
than the gnat around the eye of an elephant in
Hannibals army. Keep your way and all those
against you shall fall away and find themselves
ultimately IN THE BOTTOMLESS PIT WITH
MY ADVERSARIES ALREADY GONE INTO
THAT PIT. I repeat: KNOW IT! WE MUST
CREATE THE BETTER WAY IN TRUTH,
LIGHT AND LIFE.
We shall take from a volume called SELL

OUT! At request, no author shall be yet affixed.
But parts of this volume shall be herein shared.
We will not place in separation the footnotes. We
will integrate the references and comments within
the text at the appropriately marked locations. The
referred to volume was issued in 1996-97.
[QUOTING:]
BIRTHING THE PHOENIX
From the ashes of the lies shall come forth
the TRUTH.
And from the ashes of that destruction come
upon human rises Truth like the unquenchable
flame of Creator. Up from those ashes comes
the image of GOD CREATOR to reclaim, from
the elements of destruction, His perfection
reflected in His thoughts and His realization.
Who among you will come and fly with me, He
asks. And few come while turning to the
adversary of the very BREATH OF LIFE ITSELF!
Part 1
THE ILLUMINATI
CHAPTER ONE
The Illuminati and its origin.
INTRODUCTION
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be misleading, since Darwinism is the corner-stone
of socio-Darwinism. According to Spencers
formulation of the principle of natural selection
in terms of the survival of the fittest, socioDarwinism was a building block of Darwinism.
Spencer aspires to reconstruct a system of a
natural society with a natural border between
economics and politics. He bases his ideas on the
principle of natural selection, which will ensure
that society will grow slower and be on a higher
plane of development. In order to create a natural
society he advocates a liberal dispensation. He
points out that the order systems of the state
should be limited to such activities as warfare.
In this connection the principle of natural selection
is also carried forward to societies. (A society
best equipped to withstand a war as a means of
survival will survive, while lesser societies will
disintegrate. Spencer attributes this to the rise of
states able to project agencies for warfare.)
Spencer is of the opinion that in a well developed
industrial society war will become obsolete. This
will immediately implicate the position of the state
since war and state go together. From this
conclusion he deduces that more (and more)
freedom will be given to the private sector as
industrialization grows. Spencer measures greater
freedom of the private sector against reality, and
comes to the conclusion that a list exists of state
responsibilities which are unnecessary and which
ought to be repealed by the state. He is of the
opinion that most laws are not good enough since
they disturb effectiveness in the area of
competition. This area will function best if each
individual is allowed to pursue his own interests
without state interference. Spencer qualifies the
latter by naming two responsibilities, viz to exact
contracts, and to see that the rights of others are
not infringed upon. To ensure competition,
Spencer posits that the fittest undertakings and
economic institutions will survive, while the unfit
will disappear.
He points out that state
interference (such as legislation concerning
industry, sanitation and safety aspects, and
contributions to welfare and public education) is
altogether unnecessary. He also points out that
the pressure of monetary systems and state
undertakings such as the post office should be
best left to the private sector.
This was also the vicissitude of South Africa.
It is a neo-colony of the United States of America
(Pax Americana).
When looking at the history of South Africa
in context, one will see that these powers and
counterbalances were in place even before the
inception of the Boer Republics. From the very
outset perfidy was evident, and its history is
saturated by treason which culminated in the birth
of the New South Africa. The question now arises:
Who are the real heroes and who are the real
traitors?
Before we can investigate this controversial
matter, it is important to look into the background
of those yearning for the so-called New World
Order, and to look into its nature and future. It
will be seen that the history, nature, future and
yearning for the so-called New World Order is
imbedded in the history behind the history of South
Africa.

At the moment South Africa is being propelled
by a number of subversive powers or
counterbalances which operate mainly behind the
scenes, in order to form a holistic unity with the
so-called New World Order. The principal actors
are mainly the International Monetary Power, the
British and American state administrations
(especially their Departments of Foreign Affairs
and their Intelligence Services), the Freemasons,
the Afrikanerbond (The AB, which was formerly
known as the Afrikaner Broederbond, although not
from the outset), and the Anti-apartheid
movements.
Like the Anti-apartheid Movement (a front
organization for MI-6, the British Intelligence
Service), the National Party (NP), the Democratic
Party (DP), the Freedom Front (FF), the Pan
Africanist Congress (PAC), the African Nation
(especially the Department of Foreign Affairs, the
Defence Forces Intelligence and the National
Intelligence Agency (Interior) and the South
African Secret Service (Exterior), formerly known
as the National Intelligence Service, and certain
churches (the Anglican Church with Bishop
Desmund Tutu, the Dutch Reformed (NG) Church
under the direction of Prof. Pieter Potgieter and
the late Johan Heyns, and Pastor Ray McCauly of
the Rema Church).
In the agendas of the aforementioned actors
they all have in common a faceless, characterless,
classless, genderless and raceless reality as
universal goal, champions of the human rights
principle of equality of race, religion, age and
gender, and with a Socio-Darwinistic ideal for one
world government.
Socio-Darwinism is the name given by
historians to the works of Herbert Spencer (1820THE NEW WORLD ORDER
1903) who is considered the father of socioDarwinism, and whose works describe and promote
The idea behind the origin of a New World
Darwins ideas on socio-economic evolution and
survival. [H: Does this family name ring a bell Order lies in the distant past. Towards the late
with any of you?] This appellation can, however, Middle Ages this became a strong JEWISH
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Over the centuries chosen Jews wrote down
their grievances in the Protocol of the Elders of
Zion (Zionism) which was kept in secret. [H:
No, dont leap to conclusions, let us just read
and write so that interpretations can become
clearly observed.] Certain Zionists have always
believed that the second coming of their Messiah
depended on them being dissipated all over the
globe. To prepare the way for the coming of the
Jewish Messiah it is clear from the Protocol of
the Elders of Zion that they have no respect for
Christians. Some Jews, however, think that
Christians practise a naive religion and can easily
be exploited. The idea of equality and fraternity
would place the Jews on equal footing with
Christians and then the Jews, because of their
superior intellect, would become the rulers of the
world. This supposition is to be found in Karl
Marxs The World Without Jews.
The Jews also claim that they are Gods chosen
nation. The coming of their Messiah would make
them the rulers of the world. Mike Eksteen says
in his book, Die Worstelstryd teen die
Wereldheersers en die Owerhede (pp. 22-3), that
fewer than 10% of all Jews are from Israel, which
make them 2 to 2-1/2 million in number. [H:
Wow, and what about those 6 million that could
not have been in or around Germany at the
time of said Holocaust?] Only the tribe of Judah
are considered to be Jews in the Bible. The ten
other tribes were dispersed from Assyria to the
northern countries about 100 years BEFORE Judah
was exiled. Those ten tribes were at no stage in
history considered to be Jews. The northern
countries were no doubt Europe, and from there
they were further dispersed to other countries and
other nations. The ten tribes fell into obscurity
by the will of God so that they themselves did not
know that they were Jews (pp. 32-3). After the
return of the house of Judah from Babylonian
exile, the Edomite nations tried to eradicate the
Jews. From the prophecies it was known that
Yahshua (Jesus) would be born from the tribe of
Judah to rule the world forever. [H: Indeed, DO
NOT MISS this little point; this does not even
refer remotely to christ.] Judah emerged
victorious, but then committed the unpardonable
sin of signing an agreement or pact with them,
something that God had forbidden them. In
Deuteronomy 7:2 it is written: When the Lord
delivers them into your power and you defeat them,
you must put them to death. You must not make
a treaty with them or spare them. [H: Wow.
And do YOU believe this is in any way
Christlike? Now we get down and dirty and
learn about the ones from Judah and, more
ouches!] The tribe of Judah then compelled the
Idumaeans to take on the Jewish religion and since
that time the Idumaeans have become known as
Jews.
However, they were Edomites, the
Communists of those days. Soon they rose to the
top positions in the Temple. When Yahshua
(Jesus) was born, they were mainly responsible
for the Jews rejection of Jesus. [H: Ah, but the
JEWS DID NOT REJECT JESUSONLY
CHRIST. YOU MUST UNDERSTAND THE
MOST IMPORTANT POINT OF ALL.
WRITERS TRY TO JUSTIFY THEIR OWN
ATTITUDES WITHIN THE LIES TO SUIT
THEIR OWN CAUSES AND BELIEF
PROTOCOL FOR
SYSTEMS WHEN ALL THEY WOULD NEED
THE ELDERS OF ZION
DO IS GO STUDY THE SEQUENCE OF
[H: Please note this heading and the word EVENTS REGARDING THE MAN-JESUS
FOR. This is usually miswritten as OF. AND THE MAN-CHRIST. IT IS ALL RIGHT
THERE BEFORE YOU, SO WHY DEAL
Do not confuse those two prepositions!]

aspiration because of the intellectual suppression
of the Jews by the Roman Catholic Church. Many
of the Jews became so-called Catholic Jews for
the sake of their own peace. A well-known
example is Michel Nostradamus. [H: OUCH!]
It should be kept in mind that many Jews were
burned at the stake as witches since they were
able to practice miracle healing as a result of
their age-old knowledge. The origin of this
knowledge, the Jewish Cabala, harks back to the
time when the Jews were slaves in Egypt. On p.
12 of his book, Nostradamus gister, vandag en
more, Eben Meiring points out that the nucleus of
the Jewish mystical knowledge is the Cabala, from
the Jewish word qabbalah, and that its secret
knowledge and science go back at least to firstcentury Alexandria, which was then a melting-pot
of the peoples of the ancient world, and the home
of merchants and scholars and philosophers and
magicians. The Jews were all these things at once.
The Cabala was initially communicated orally
to certain elect individuals, according to tradition,
first of all by Moses, but later, from about the 7th
century, it was written down, and developed into
a mystic-religious system in which every letter,
character, word, number, etc., was awarded a
hidden meaning from knowledge about that which
was concealed, and a terrestrial Messianism.
The Roman Church looked upon the Jews in
the community as a danger and therefore
suppressed them. Several kings and rulers decreed
that Jews had to be baptized. Certain chosen
Jews professed to be Christians (the Catholic Jews)
but continued to practise their own religion and
rituals in secret. [H: See how handy this concept
of Judeo-Christian really becomes?] A great
repugnance or even hatred for Christianity ensued
among certain Jews (the Illuminati) to such an
extent that they aspired to destroy Christianity. A
free translation from Manie Maritzs book My lewe
en strewe (p. 20) reads as follows: The Jewish
Rabbi himself says that Martin Luther knuckled
down to the influence of his Jewish friends, and
by means of Jewish money and instruction his
conspiracy against the Catholic Church proved
successful. We can boast that we were the
designers of the Reformation. Calvin was one of
our children, from Jewish descent, and Jewish
money and instruction prompted him to draw up
the blueprint for the Reformation.
[H: Now, when we question the newly
established Mormon Church, we have to realize
that right down to the secrecy of rituals, the
organization is fully based on the Jewish
fundamental doctrine and foundation. This goes
right to the very title itself, made to deceive all
who come within the trap. Church of Jesus.......
of Latter Day Saints. But know, from the very
name itselfit is NOT a group of believers in
CHRIST. The very heads of the organization
itself are founded on MEN who practiced some
very divergent (from Gods laws) activities.
Indeed, so did, and DO, the members of the socalled but-are-not, Christian Churches. My
thrust here, however, is not to inform you of
ALL organizations who pretend to be something
they are not, but to let you see how it all
BECAME.]
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YOURSELVES SO MUCH MISERY AND
PAIN? This reminds me of the tailor who
matches one piece of the suit coat to another
which is four inches shorter and calling it equal.
It is NOT equal and never shall it be equal
through whatever proclamation you choose to
shout to the winds. With this one WRONG
PERCEPTION the author is compromised and
has to be discounted in his presentation as a
whole when this may well be the ONLY
misperception in the document. However, it is
the most IMPORTANT MISPERCEPTION YOU
CAN CONJURE. I will let you ponder on this
one for self because what is your opinion and
acceptance? IF you cannot utter christ without
the Jesus stuck erroneously as a prefix, then
how can you expect any OTHER to brave the
human powers that be? The next step, then, is
always to go become students of the BIBLE.
So what will you find in a book written
erroneously 300 years after any event to which
there is reference?
And moreover, YOU
pronounce me to be a heretic and liar! Where
does this ingenious lack of knowledge leave
YOU?] They were capable of doing this, for they
were in the service of Satan. [H: My, this author
is quite capable of being judge and jury and yet
having no insight AT ALL into factual or
historical reality. THEY ALL, EVEN THE
AUTHOR WITHOUT RECOGNITION OF
SAME, ARE IN THE SERVICE OF SATAN,
EVEN AS DEFINED AS THE ADVERSARY
OF GOD CREATOR.]
In Youngs Concordance we also read that
the Idumaeans were in effect Edomites. This
means that Gods chosen nation made a pact with
the followers of Satan This shows that the
Idumaeans were not from the tribe of Judah, for
according to the Bible and the Word of God,
Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and the whole nation
of Israel were from God and were Gods holy
people, His property, His heritage, His possession.
Jeremiah 31:9: for I have become a father to
Israel. [H: My goodness, do you suppose this
is the same Word of God in a Bible, with no
writings for 300 years after the fact, that might
be the same Abraham, Isaac and Jacob from
which such as Col. Bo Gritz draws his
realization of the OK attitude of blowing away
375 Cambodians at a whack and then going
forth to advertise his great feats as being
Christian, you know, reborn in Jesus?]
It is now clear that the Israelites had sinned
greatly by making a pact with the heathens and
by marrying them. In the year 740 the Judeans
once again made a pact, this time with the
Khazarians. They were a cruel and war-minded
nation. They were a cross-bred nation of Hittites
(Turks) of the race of Ham, and a Mongolian
nation. Pressured by the Eastern nations, they
trekked westwards from Khazakstan in the vicinity
of the Alar Lake in southern Russia. Their king
Bulan had been looking for a religion they could
adopt, and settled on the Jewish faith. About
4000 had themselves circumcised and became then
known as (the hooked-nose) Jews. But neither
they nor the Idumaeans descend from the twelve
tribes. They called themselves Judeans (Jews) but
they had no right to do so. The author Arthur
Koestler bridged this problem by calling them the
Thirteenth Tribe in his book by the same name.
These people today still rule the world by the
power of their MONEY. They lend money to
governments and in this way trap them. They
cannot belong anywhere but to the synagogue of
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French Grand Orients involvement in the French
Revolution there was enough empirical evidence
of illuminati misuse of the Freemasons. Robison
became frightened and realized that he ought to
inform the world about this invisible danger.
Despite his efforts, the Illuminati managed to
infiltrate the British Freemasons. One should keep
in mind that at this stage Britain was one of the
strongest world powers. Also, because of the many
British colonies, British Freemasonry had already
spread worldwide. By the 1820s the Illuminati in
the USA was already well structured.
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living. v. Freemasonry is a religion practising
certain cult rituals. vi. Freemasonry undermines
the church. vii. Freemasonry does not concern
itself with true religion. viii. Freemasonry
undermines the seriousness of oaths which carry
much weight in Christian mores. ix. Freemasonry
discriminates against those who are not
Freemasons. x. the vows of Freemasonry can
seriously undermine our legal system. xi. The
vows of Freemasons mislead and threaten people.
xii. This cannot lead but to undermine the way of
life, mores and traditions of the Afrikaner, for the
thousands of Afrikaner Freemasons
are expected to carry their
enlightened ideas over to the
plan was as simple as it has proved effective. He
community.
xiii. Freemasonry
inclines
towards
a
universal church, a
required that Communism, Naziism, Political Zionism and other
* Abolition of an ordered
universal
homeland,
a universal
international movements be organized and used to foment the
government;
government and universal citizenship.
three global wars and the three major revolutions. The First
* Abolition of private
xv. Freemasonry undermines the state.
World War was to be fought so as to enable the Illuminati to
ownership;
xvi. Freemasons plan murder and
* Rejection of patriotism;
carry it out themselves. xvii. There
overthrow the power of the Tzars in Russia and turn that country
* Abolition of family life,
is a close relationship between
into the stronghold of Atheistic-Communism. The differences
marriage, morality, and the
American and South African
stirred up by agenture of the Illuminati between the British and
collective education of children;
Freemasons.
the German Empires were to be used to foment the war. After
and
Pike was succeeded by Adrian
the war ended, Communism was to be built up and used to
* Abolition of all religion as
Lemmi (1809-1891). In his book
recognized.
PAWNS IN THE GAME (1958), Guy
destroy other governments and religions. World War Two was
Curr points out that in a letter to
to be fomented by using the differences between Fascists and
THE ROTHSCHILDS
Guiseppe Mazzini (1805-1872),
Political Zionists. This war was to be fought so that Naziism
AND THE ILLUMINATI
Albert Pike revealed a military plan
would be destroyed and the power of Political Zionism increased
for world wars.
Both were
so that the sovereign state of Israel could be established in
The Rothschilds were a family
Freemasons. To quote from Curr
of professional money lenders
(p.xv):
Palestine. During World War Two International Communism
who had built up strong financial
Pikes plan was as simple as it has
was to be built up until it was equal in strength to united
credit balances in Europe. In 1779
proved effective. He required that
Christendom. At this point it was to be contained and kept in
they instructed Adam Weishaupt
Communism, Naziism, Political
check until required for the final social cataclysm. World War
to reinstate and modernize the
Zionism and other international
Protocol of the Elders of Zion.
Three is to be fomented by using the differences in the agenture
movements be organized and used to
Weishaupt completed this task on
foment the three global wars and the
of the Illuminati stirred up between Political Zionists and the
1 May 1776 and the Illuminati as
three major revolutions. The First
leaders of the Moslem world. The war is to be directed in such
a body was officially organized in
World War was to be fought so as to
a manner that Islam (the Arab World including Mohammedanism)
Bavaria. According to Weishaupt
enable the Illuminati to overthrow the
and Political Zionism (including the State of Israel) will destroy
the word Illuminati is derived from
power of the Tzars in Russia and turn
the word LUCIFER (SATAN)
that country into the stronghold of
themselves while at the same time remaining nations, once more
AND IT MEANS CARRIERS OF
Atheistic-Communism.
The
divided against each other on this issue, will be forced to fight
THE LIGHT.
In 1784 the
differences stirred up by agenture of
themselves into a state of complete exhaustion physically,
Bavarian government unbanned
the Illuminati between the British and
mentally, spiritually and economically. On August 15, 1871,
the Illuminati.
In 1786 the
the German Empires were to be used
Pike told Mazzini that after World War Three is ended, those
Illuminati moved its headquarters
to foment the war. After the war
to Switzerland and after that to
ended, Communism was to be built
who aspired to undisputed world dominion will provoke the
London.
From there they
up and used to destroy other
greatest social cataclysm the world has ever known. [H: I
orchestrated certain actions such
governments and religions. World
suggest every one of you go back and STUDY this paragraph.
as the French Revolution. In the
War Two was to be fomented by using
You always want to know who, how and what forand there
1830s
Guiseppe
Mazzini
the differences between Fascists and
it is in Pikes own projection.]
succeeded
Weishaupt
as
Political Zionists. This war was to
revolutionary leader, who in turn
be fought so that Naziism would be
was succeeded in 1870 by Albert
destroyed and the power of Political
Pike and later still by Adrian
Zionism increased so that the
In their book, Vrymesselary Ontmasker, Dr. sovereign state of Israel could be established in
Lemmi.
J.D. Vorster and Rev. F.N. van Niekerk point out Palestine. During World War Two International
that: i. Freemasonry undermines Scripture by Communism was to be built up until it was equal
THE INFILTRATION OF THE
upholding a false view, and that means that the in strength to united Christendom. At this point it
FREEMASONS
complete Christian Afrikaans way of living is was to be contained and kept in check until
Already in the 1770s the Freemasons were undermined. The latter is based on the foundation required for the final social cataclysm. World
planned, by Adam Weishaupt, to be employed in that the Bible is Gods word, and Scripture is War Three is to be fomented by using the
the creation of a single world government. John accepted as such. It cannot be substituted by any differences in the agenture of the Illuminati stirred
Robison, a Scottish Rite Freemason, verifies this so-called Holy Scripture of any false religion. up between Political Zionists and the leaders of
in his book PROOFS OF A CONSPIRACY TO ii. Freemasonry is by nature non-Christian in its the Moslem world. The war is to be directed in
DESTROY ALL GOVERNMENTS AND general beliefs. iii. In its beliefs and literature such a manner that Islam (the Arab World
RELIGIONS. (Americanist Classics, 1967, by Freemasonry advocates a false pagan-Jewish including Mohammedanism) and Political Zionism
Western Islands, Belmont, Massachusetts, 02178, religion which aims to undermine the Christian (including the State of Israel) will destroy
U.S.A.) Robison was invited by Weishaupt to religion, mores, habits and way of living of the themselves while at the same time remaining
Europe in an Illuminati attempt to infiltrate and Afrikaner nation. iv. Freemasonry is an enemy of nations, once more divided against each other on
misuse the British Freemasons. Because of the the scriptural Calvinistic religion and way of this issue, will be forced to fight themselves into
Satan. They are the founders of the Illuminati
and of the United Nations Organization. Thus
Mike Ecksteen.
Records show that the first true Illuminati
organization, Alombrados, was founded in Spain
in 1520. This also encompassed a number of other
bodies, among which was the Order of the
Rosicrucians which formed an important element
of the Enlightenment that was still to come. Still
today the Order of the Rosicrucians plays an
important part in the enlightenment of most
Freemasons.
The aim and purpose of the
Illuminati as reflected in the
Protocol of the Elders of Zion can
Pikes
be summarized as follows:
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a state of complete exhaustion physically,
mentally, spiritually and economically. On August
15, 1871, Pike told Mazzini that after World War
Three is ended, those who aspired to undisputed
world dominion will provoke the greatest social
cataclysm the world has ever known. [H: I
suggest every one of you go back and STUDY
this paragraph. You always want to know who,
how and what forand there it is in Pikes own
projection.]
In order to confirm the Illuminati, B.M.
Schoemans book Die Geldmag SA se onsigbare
regering may be cited. On p. 17 he writes that
one Prof. Carroll Quigley is most outspoken about
the Illuminati in his book TRAGEDY AND HOPE
which was published a few years ago. The label
right wing fanatic which the left is so fond of
using for anyone who dares disturb the peae cannot
be applied to Quigley. For years he had been in
the center of left wing powers, and his first-hand
knowledge of left wing activities enabled him to
write this book. On p. 956 he writes:
There does exist and has existed for a
generation, an international Anglophile network
which operates, to some extent in the way the
radical right believes the Communists act. In fact,
this network which we may identify as the Round
Table Groups, has no aversion to co-operating
with the Communists or any other, and frequently
does so.
Prof. Quigley reveals this not because he bears
the Anglophile network any animosity. In the same
paragraph he says: I know of this network
because I have studied it for twenty years and
was permitted for two years in the early 1960s to
examine its papers and secret records. I have no
aversion to it or to most of its aims.
At present the Illuminati embodies the
aspiration to rule the world which has been
transmitted from Pax Britannica to Pax
Americana. Both imperial modes aspire to
Anglicize the world.
[END OF QUOTING]
I will interrupt use of this book, please, in
order to return to the Protocols for/of the Elders
of Zion.
Yes, the Mormon church is but a branch of
the Illuminati Order. They call themselves
accurately: Zionists. That church became the
organized arm of this Illuminati thrust into the
United States.
You must understand that
RELIGIONS are the most deadly forms of killing
the world has ever recognized. Control and
produce false teachings as in religious and you
can control mankind through his MIND. Man
will give up reason and logic to follow the magic
of religious warping. This, however, will be THE
cause of mankind remaining in the primitive
confrontations of a cave-man mentality of bangthee-over-the-head until you spout the same lies
as I insist be thrust upon YOU. WHEN YOU
CONTROL THOUGHT, YOU CONTROL
MAN. SALU.
1/12/98 #1
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Part 2
MANIFESTOS AND PROTOCOLS
With and within every important and major
effort at widespread gain of control of great
wealth, property, political rule, religion or

movement, there will be found a Plan, a
manifesto or protocol delineating operations and
offering instructions.
The Nazi Manifesto, the Communist
Manifesto, the Zionist Manifesto and WAR
manifestos are all sufficiently defined as being able
to fit nicely under the term Protocol. The
Protocols of Zion, or, Protocols for/of the Elders of
Zion are no exception. All are part and parcel of
the PLAN 2000 as projected by the aliens, the
Khazarians now calling themselves Jews.
Harken back to recent writings reminding you that
Jew is a term taken by the clan (tribe) of what
they called themselves to be, Serpent People.
When it became appropriately sequenced to need
to take up a religion, the Khazarian Kagan (King)
CHOSE to cast his lot with what he called the
Jews, thus coining a new word, a new
description, and a conglomeration of the more
unethical, warring, commercially inclined, slavemaster type of rule.
In the area of Bulgaria as you would recognize
it today it was known that The Khazars and their
King are all Jews. The Bulgars and all* their
neighbors are subject to him. They treat him with
worshipful obedience. Some are of the opinion
that Gog and Magog are the Khazars. The
Thirteenth Tribe, Arthur Koestler, p. 55.
Koestler has placed a footnote here and it
clarifies the religions area a bit better. This
sounds like an exaggeration in view of the
existence of a Muslim community in the capital.
Zeki Validi accordingly suppressed the word all.
We must assume that the Khazars here refers to
the ruling nation or tribe, within the ethnic mosaic
of Khazaria, and that the Muslims enjoyed legal
and religious autonomy, but were not considered
as real Khazars.
It becomes more and more obvious that
confusion ruled the day, even in this early, early
century when deliberate confusion was intended.
If you really want to sort this out you are going
to have to invest some time in books by authors
which have dug out truth from the historical
presentations of obscure archives. Arthur Koestler
heads the list in this context of our presentations
ongoing here, which includes Nora Boyles, Jordan
Maxwell, and a myriad of others too numerous to
even list here.
Even in this current era you will find such as
Jerry Falwell referring to himself, LOUDLY, as
Christian, but he only refers to JESUS (as the
Christ). He also raises his fist and hand unto the
heavens and shouts, I am a Zionist and proud of
it...! Right here you have to KNOW that the
two are mutually exclusive terms except that NOW
they have been melded into ONE to fool you and
the silly preacher. You now proclaim JudeoChristian in every other word while waiting for
the RAPTURE conjured in this century to suit the
lift-off crowd avoiding responsibility. No, it
just is a LIE foisted off on you people by the
Master Deceivers themselves. Jesus WAS BORN
ESU IMMANUEL (and there are dozens of ways
to both spell and pronounce his label. HE was
born in 8 B.C. (now called the common era,
B.C. and A.D.). It is hard to be totally accurate
because everyone from then on screwed up your
calendars. The facts are now established that, at
this moment (in California, U.S.A.) you are in
year 11, day 149. I think if you cross the timeline established that those on the side of, say, the
Philippines, you are already into day 150.
Even in your silly expectation of a no error
calendar you claim to be in year 1998 A.D.. Well,
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WITH errors included, you are in, at the least,
2006, but since 2011 comes at the same
changeover as your counted 2000, you are in
virtual deep yogurt. So what could be wrong?
THE YEAR OF YOUR LORD AND THE YEAR
OF THE LORD ARE TWO VERY DIFFERENT
THINGS! You let the Khazarian elements set up
a full-blown mandatory rule system made up of
lies and deceivings. As you move further into
education you will find that those who go with
Jacob, Isaac and Abraham are ACTUALLY
SERPENT PEOPLE.
If you want a bit of better insight from an
Earth level of understanding I will repeat an angry
thrust at me from your own patriot and Jesusian
(Heysoosian): What kind of a warrior are you?
THE ONLY thing reptilian about you (Hatonn) is
your change of colors as in the chameleon. Im
very glad that he, as a lead patriot Christian, noted
this important lack of reptilian presence. Mr.
Gritz is of the reptilians as to lineage and a bornagain Jesusian or later classified as Jesuit but
without much meaning to the term. He started off
his born-again stuff in the Mormon Church where
he still practices his Masonic rituals. He is, I
suppose, a great warrior from the depths of the
Delta Forces and to each his own attraction.
However, as a SON OF GOD he has missed his
callingGREATLY. Men like Bo Gritz could
change the world into Gods glory but they cannot
turn from the lies and into truth to get it
accomplished.
These groups of anti-God
characters have no notion of the damage they do
except they are trained (basic robots) to distract
and mislead the masses. These people of this ilk
will do and say ANYTHING they choose at any
given time where it is effectively appropriate.
They have no conscience and moral fiber always
runs to the battlefield mentality. And yes of
course, we have met head-on. He wants to laugh
and blame a little stocky lady from California
but we have met face to face while he teamed up
with the Green Brigade of misfits misdirecting his
nation down the path to destruction of the gentle
masses. If, in fact, there any gentle masses
remaining. Remember that the Special Forces of
those as in DELTA ARE THE PRIMARY
PART OF MK-ULTRA MIND CONTROL.
Chameleon? These Special Forces are not called
special for nothing; they are the most shrewd
intelligence warriors on the globe.
There is such a void in these adversarial
servants as to break the heart, where there is heart
remaining, for they search the world over, all
religions, and in all the wrong places, TO FIND
GOD and bring peace and understanding within
their weary, restless souls. They KNOW God,
they simply cannot accept Truth and finding.
Gritz is a blessed entity, however, and never sell
him shortone day he will find TRUTH to be
more efficient and effective than the games he
chooses to play. The reclamation of Gods
creations will never be won by the sword or the
gunno matter how many people you can kill at
a single setting.
So, what do I think about this man? I dont!
When opportunity for example arises is the only
time I give any thought to the poor soul, at all.
He is his own problem, not mine. He would be
the first, in fact, to proclaim that I am not a
Jew. Ah, but in the exact definition he is exactly
that. Nothing has changed except the capture of
human people into the lie. There is God of Truth
on one end of this poleand all others on the
other endnow called and recognized as Jews as
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those invaders call themselves. Misdefined words this fun?
will lead you down that hapless primrose pathway
every time. Do you prefer the term Zionist? Fine,
[QUOTING:]
and it is suitable as well because so too are the
Mormons calling themselves Zionists. I would
United We Stand, Divided We Fall.
remind you that the term Mormon is dropped from
____
the language of the Mormon Missionaries in Japan,
THE PROTOCOLS
for the word mormon MEANS satan or
of the meetings of the
devil. I dont make these rules, readers, I simply
LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION
tell you what IS. So, take up your arguments
WITH
where they have meaning, in this instance with
PREFACE AND EXPLANATORY NOTES
Joseph Smith or Brigham Youngor, Bo Gritz.
By the way, calling me an evil energy does
Translated from the Russian Text
not make me a dark energy, it only makes my
by VICTOR E. MARSDEN
LIGHT shine more brilliantly in the face of their
Formerly Russian Correspondent
ill-perceived, ill-intentioned thrusts to destroy or
of The Morning Post
deny TRUTH. Even foolish Mr. Gritz on the radio
1934
proclaimed that you listeners should listen up
because They (Hatonn) sell UFO spaceship
FIRST PUBLISHER OF THE PROTOCOLS
ridesif you have $12 to $15 hundred (possibly
1901
he meant thousand) for the ticket. He went on to
SERGIUS A. NILUS
say that it required $10 thousand to belong to the
group so we have to assume a spaceship ride would
[H: I will leave the index out of this
be worth at least $10 thousandright? Well, there
is NO group now even proven by their own actions reproduction for undoubtedly nothing will fit
through an internationally syndicated program, into the numerical system.]
EXTRA, and neither has anyone around these parts
PREFACE
even SEEN a physical space craft. Mr. Green is
About Victor E. Marsden
the one who saw the craftat Edwards Air Force
Base, he claims.
The author of this translation of the famous
Green also announced on the radio and in
seminar that he had left California and, Hatonn PROTOCOLS was himself a victim of the
Revolution. He had
came with Desireé and
lived for many years
me. We continue to
in Russia and was
get
messages
[H: One of the most important
married to a Russian
regularly.
In
lady.
Among his
response to that claim
days
for
celebration
in
other
activities
in
Col. Gritz in turn
consideration of these writings by
Russia he had been
asked me, How the
and through Henry Ford was the
for a number of years
hell many of YOU are
eventual TAKING CONTROL OF
R u s s i a n
there up there? Just
Correspondent of the
ONE, I replied. It
AND
GAINING
ALL
THE
Morning Post, a
has
been
quite
ASSETS OF ALL THE FOR D
interesting ever since.
position which he
FOUNDATIONS
AND
I have to remind you
occupied when the
ALTRUISTIC GROUPS SET UP
and continue to remind
Revolution broke out,
AND PUT FORTH BY THIS
you:
ALL
THE
and
his
vivid
ARMIES OF THE
descriptions of events
CARING MAN, HENRY FORD
ADVERSARY OF/TO
in Russia will still be
BY THE SO-CALLED JEWS.
GOD WILL NOT
in the recollection of
THAT TAKING OF CONTROL
STAND AGAINST
many of the readers
OF THE ASSETS OF THIS MAN
EVEN ONE MAN OF
of
that
journal.
WAS THE GREATEST COUP OF
TRUTH, INTEGRITY,
Naturally he was
singled out for the
HONESTY, LIGHT
THE DAY.
Thus could the
anger of the Soviet.
AND LOVE OF GOD!
negation of anything coming
On the day that
Some things and
before, easily be accomplished in
Captain Cromie was
lessons just take a
the faces of the multitudes.]
murdered by Jews,
little longer.
Victor Marsden was
I will turn now to
arrested and thrown
those Protocols with
into the Peter-Paul
as much allowance for
understanding about them as is offered here in Prison, expecting every day to have his name
this unlisted book, banned from the public for called out for execution. This, however, he
hundreds of years and yet produced by daring escaped, and eventually he was allowed to return
to England very much of a wreck in bodily health.
writers.
I am not going to further jeopardize my writers However, he recovered under treatment and the
and receivers by offering other than the printed devoted care of his wife and friends. One of the
words directly as written. If I make comments, it first things he undertook as soon as he was able
was this translation of the Protocols.
Mr.
is not to reflect on this staff.
If this is unacceptable, I am most happy to Marsden was eminently well qualified for the
present in court for interrogation, with my work. His intimate acquaintance with Russia,
translator, and let the Judge, Jury and public be Russian life and the Russian language on the one
the judge of possibilities. So far, no Judge or hand, and his mastery of a terse literary English
Attorney will allow dharma to even be put on the style on the other, placed him in a position of
witness stand for fear of my presence. Now isnt advantage which few others could claim. The
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consequence is that we have in his version an
eminently readable work, and the subject-matter
is somewhat formless, Mr. Marsdens literary
touch reveals the thread running through the
twenty-four Protocols. The Summary placed at
the head of each is Mr. Marsdens own, and will
be found very useful in acquiring a comprehensive
view of its scope.
It may be said with truth that this work was
carried out at the cost of Mr. Marsdens own lifes
blood. He told the writer of this Preface that he
could not stand more than an hour at a time of his
work on it in the British Museum, as the diabolical
spirit of the matter which he was obliged to turn
into English made him positively ill.
Mr. Marsdens connection with the Morning
Post was not severed by his return to England,
and he was well enough to accept the post of
special correspondent of that journal in the suite
of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales on his Empire tour.
From this he returned with the Prince, apparently
in much better health, but within a few days of
his landing he was taken suddenly ill, and died
after a very brief illness. His sudden death is
still a mystery.
May this work be his crowning monument! In
it he has performed an immense service to the
English-speaking world, and there can be little
doubt that it will take its place in the first rank of
the English versions of THE PROTOCOLS of the
Meetings of the LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION.
[H: Is it not this day easy to see the patterns
laid forth in the past and how do you think this
current Prince of Wales stands in the overall
picture? And yes, even the Princess of Wales,
Diana, must have some portion of the actual
Protocols which apply directly to her and her
demise recently.]
PART 1
A SELECTION OF THE ARTICLES
(1920-22)
published by
MR. HENRY FORDS PAPER
THE DEARBORN INDEPENDENT
THE JEWISH QUESTION 
FACT OR FANCY
[H: Please, I suggest you keep those
definitions offered over the past few writings,
Handy, for you are going to run into the terrible
dilemma facing every writer taking up this socalled issue.
There is the perceived and
directed, but wrong, definition regarding terms
and then there is the real meaning (true
meaning). This may well allow you to better
understand the very intent of the Protocols
themselves.]
(IV)
The chief difficulty in writing about the Jewish
Question is the supersensitiveness of Jews and
non-Jews concerning the whole matter. There is a
vague feeling that even to openly use the word
Jew, or to expose it nakedly to print, is somehow
improper. Polite evasions like Hebrew and
Semite, both of which are subject to the criticism
of inaccuracy, are timidly essayed, and people pick
their way gingerly as if the whole subject were
forbidden, until some courageous Jewish thinker
comes straight out with the good old word Jew,
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It begins in very simple termsHow does the Jew
so habitually and so resistlessly gravitate to the
highest places? What puts him there? Why is he
put there? What does he do there? What does the
fact of his being there mean to the world?
That is the Jewish Question in its origin. From
these points it goes on to others, and whether the
trend becomes pro-Jewish or anti-Semitic depends
on the amount of prejudice brought to the inquiry,
and whether it becomes pro-Humanity depends on
the amount of insight and intelligence.
The use of the word Humanity in connection
with the word Jew usually throws a side-meaning
which may not be intended. In this connection it
is usually understood that the humanity ought to
be shown toward the Jew. There is just as great
an obligation upon the Jew to show his humanity
toward the whole race. The Jew has been too
long accustomed to think of himself as exclusively
the claimant on the humanitarianism of society;
society has a large claim against him that
he
cease his exclusiveness, that he cease exploiting t
he world, that he cease making Jewish groups
the end...and all of his gains, and that he begin
to fulfill, in a sense...his exclusiveness has never
yet enabled him to fulfill the ancient prophecy
that through him all the nations of the Earth
should be blessed.
The Jew cannot go on forever filling the role
of suppliant for the worlds humanitarianism: he
must himself show that quality to a society which
seriously suspects his higher and more powerful
groups of exploiting it with a pitiless rapacity
which in its wide-flung and long drawnout distress
may be described as an economic program against
a rather helpless humanity. For it is true that
society is as helpless before the well-organized
extortions of certain financial groups, as huddled
groups of Russian Jews were helpless against the
anti-Semitic mob. And as in Russia, so in
America, it is the poor Jew who suffers for the
delinquencies of the rich exploiter of his race.
This series of articles is already being met
by an organized barrage by mail and wire and voice,
every single item of which carries the wail
of persecution. One would think that a heartless
and horrible attack were being made on a most
pitiable and helpless peopleuntil one looks at
the letterheads of the magnates who write, and
at the financial ratings of those who protest and
at the membership of the organization whose
responsible heads hysterically demand retraction.
And always in the background there is the threat
of boycott, a threat which has practically sealed
up the columns of every publication in America
against even the mildest discussion of the Jewish
Question.
[H: Please go back and read that, from 1920,
and note the comparison with the same threats
of violence, acts of violence and demands for
retractions, etc., of 1998. We here have been
the worst brunt imaginable just for mentioning
the word Jew and we have never done
anything save offer these same historical
passages of WHAT WAS Truth, even to the
Russian Revolution, French Revolution and the
Elite Moneymakers and Bankers of the world.
Would they not be proud of their
accomplishments? Ah, in that one question you
have the so-called Jewish Question. They
take secret pride while accomplishing their ends
with utmost intent at world rule through force,
1/12/98 #2
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coercion, threats, legal entanglements and even
to the removal of AMENDMENTS from the
And that is where the Jewish Question begins. Constitution to allow the Jewish Lawyers to

and then the constraint is relieved and the air
cleared. The word Jew is not an epithet; it is a
name, ancient and honorable, with significance for
every period of human history, past, present and
to come.
There is extreme sensitiveness about the
public discussion of the Jewish Question on the
part of Gentiles. They would prefer to keep it in
the hazy borderlands of their thought, shrouded in
silence. Their heritage of tolerance has something
to do with their attitude, but perhaps their
instinctive sense of the difficulty involved has
more to do with it. The principal public Gentile
pronouncements upon the Jewish Question are in
the manner of the truckling politician or the
pleasant after-dinner speaker; the great Jewish
names in philosophy, medicine, literature, music
and finance are named over, the energy, ability
and thrift of the race are dwelt upon, and
everyone goes home feeling that a difficult place
has been rather neatly negotiated. But nothing
is changed thereby. The Jew is not changed.
The Gentile is not changed. The Jew still remains
the enigma of the world.
Gentile sensitiveness on this point is best
expressed by the desire for silenceWhy discuss
it at all? is the attitude. Such an attitude is
itself a proof that there is a problem which we
would evade if we could. Why discuss it at
all?the keen thinker clearly sees in the
implications of such a question the existence of a
problem whose discussion or suppression will not
always be within the choice of easy-going minds.
Is there a Jewish Question in Russia?
Unquestionably, in its most virulent form. Is it
necessary to meet that Question in Russia?
Undoubtedly, meet it from every angle along which
light and healing may come.
Well, the percentage of the Jewish population
of Russia is just one per cent more than it is in
the United States. The majority of the Jews
themselves are not less well-behaved in Russia
than they are here; they lived under restrictions
which do not exist here; yet in Russia their genius
has enabled them to attain a degree of power
which has completely baffled the Russian mind.
Whether you go to Rumania, Russia, Austria or
Germany, or anywhere else that the Jewish
Question has come to the forefront as a vital
issue, you will discover that the principal cause
is the outworking of the Jewish genius to achieve
the power of control.
Here in the United States it is the fact of this
remarkable minoritya sparse Jewish ingredient
of three per cent in a nation of 110,000,000
attaining in 50 years a degree of control that would
be impossible to a ten times larger group of any
other race, that creates the Jewish Question here.
Three per cent of any other people would scarcely
occasion comment, because we could not meet with
a representative of them wherever we went in high
placesin the innermost secrecy of the councils
of the Big Four at Versaille; in the supreme court;
in the councils of the White House; in the vast
dispositions of world financewherever there is
power to get or use. Yet we meet the Jew
everywhere in the upper circles, literally
everywhere there is power. He has the brains,
the initiative, the penetrative vision which almost
automatically projects him to the top, and as a
consequence he is more marked than any other race.
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TAKE OVER GOVERNMENT IN EVERY
INSTANCE.
LAWS ARE NO LONGER
RECOGNIZED IN A JUDICIAL SYSTEM
RUN BY THREAT AND ADVERSARIAL
ACCOMPLISHMENTS. When speaking of
these people calling themselves Jews, what
have you? Well, reread: In the agendas of the
aforementioned actors they all have in common
a faceless, characterless, classless, genderless
and raceless reality as universal goal with a
Socio-Darwinistic ideal FOR ONE WORLD
GOVERNMENT. You are shown individual
faces but never are you willingly allowed to get
at the SECRETS, nor allowed, if at all possible
in the burying of the activities, the Protocols or
the actual Plan 2000.]
The Jewish Question in America cannot be
concealed forever by threats against publications,
nor by the propagandist publication of matter
extremely and invariably favorable to everything
Jewish. It is here and it cannot be twisted into
something else by the adroit use of propaganda,
nor can it be forever silenced by threats. The
Jews of the United States can best serve
themselves and their fellow-Jews all over the
world by letting drop their far too ready cry of
anti-Semitism, by adopting a franker tone than
that which befits a helpless victim, and by seeing
what the Jewish Question is and how it behooves
every Jew who loves his people to help solve it.
There has been used in this series the term
International Jew. It is susceptible of two
interpretations: one, the Jew wherever he may
be; the other, the Jew who exercises international
control. The real contention of the world is with
the latter and his satellites, whether Jew or
Gentile.
[H: One of the most important days for
celebration in consideration of these writings
by and through Henry Ford was the eventual
TAKING CONTROL OF AND GAINING ALL
THE ASSETS OF ALL THE FORD
FOUNDATIONS AND ALTRUISTIC GROUPS
SET UP AND PUT FORTH BY THIS CARING
MAN, HENRY FORDBY THE SO-CALLED
JEWS. THAT TAKING OF CONTROL OF
THE ASSETS OF THIS MAN WAS THE
GREATEST COUP OF THE DAY. Thus could
the negation of anything coming before, easily
be accomplished in the faces of the multitudes.]
Now, this international type of Jew, this
grasper after world-control, this actual possessor
and wielder of world-control is a very unfortunate
connection for his race to have. The most
unfortunate thing about the international Jew,
from the standpoint of the ordinary Jew, is that
the international type is also a Jew. [H: Look
at how the confusion as to even how to refer to
these people becomes evident.]
And the
significance of this is that the type does not grow
anywhere else than on a Jewish stem. There is
no other racial nor national type which puts forth
this kind of person. It is not merely that there
are a few Jews among international financial
controllers; it is that these world controllers are
exclusively Jews. That is the phenomenon which
creates an unfortunate situation for those Jews
who are not and never shall be world-controllers,
who are the plain people of the Jewish race. [H:
Now, they gotcha, for now the inquisitive mind
cant have basis for speaking at all for Jewish
is NOT a race, not a people, not a bloodline,
not even a religionit is a CREED. These very
people will be the first to say that we must
overlook race, color and creed, join hands and
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WHAT? YOU HAVE CAREFULLY BEEN
TENDED AND TRAINED TO NOT EVEN
RECOGNIZE WHO OR WHAT THEY ARE
AND YOU FURTHER THEIR UPRISE AND
YOUR
DOWNFALL
THROUGH
IGNORANCE.] If world-control were mixed, like
the control, say, of the biscuit business, then the
occasional Jews we might find in those higher
financial altitudes would not constitute the problem
at all; the problem would then be limited to the
existence of world-control in the hands of a few
men, of whatever race or lineage they might be.
But since world-control is an ambition which has
only been achieved by Jews, and not by any of
the methods usually adopted by would-be world
conquerors, it becomes inevitable that the
question should center in that remarkable race.
This brings another difficulty: in discussing
this group of world-controllers under the name
of Jews (and they are Jews), it is not always
possible to stop and distinguish the group of Jews
that is meant. The candid reader can usually
determine that, but the Jew who is in a state of
mind to be injured is sometimes pained by reading
as a charge against himself what was intended
for the upper group. Then why not discuss the
upper group as financiers and not as Jews? may
be asked. Because they are Jews. It is not to
the point to insist that in any list of rich men who
have, many of them, gained their riches by serving
a System, we are talking about those who
Controland it is perfectly apparent that merely
to be rich is not to control. The world-controlling
Jew has riches, but he also has something much
more powerful than that.
The international Jew, as already defined,
rules not because he is rich, but because in a
most marked degree he possesses the commercial
and masterful genius of his race, and avails
himself of a racial loyalty and solidarity the like
of which exists in no other human group. In
other words, transfer to-day the world-control of
the international Jew to the hands of the highest
commercially talented group of Gentiles, and the
whole fabric of world-control would eventually
fall to pieces, because the gentile lacks a certain
quality, be it human or divine, be it natural or
acquired, that the Jew possesses.
This of course, the modern Jew denies. There
is a new position taken by the modernists among
the Jews which constitutes a denial that the Jew
differs from any other man except in the matter
or religion. Jew they say is not a racial
designation, but a religious designation like
Episcopalian, Catholic, Presbyterian. This
is the argument used in newspaper offices in the
Jews protests against giving the Jewish
designation to those of their people who are
implicated in crimeYou dont give the religious
classifications of other people who are arrested,
the editor is told, why should you do it with
Jews? The appeal to religious tolerance always
wins, and is sometimes useful in diverting
attention from other things.
Well, if the Jews are only religiously
differentiated from the rest of the world, the
phenomenon grows stranger still. For the rest of
the world is interested less in the Jews religion
than in anything else that concerns him. There
is really nothing in his religion to differentiate
the Jew from the rest of mankind, as far as the
moral content of that religion is concerned, and
if there were he would have overcome that by the
fact that his Jewish religion supplies the moral
structure for both of the other great religions.

Moreover, it is stated that there are among
English-speaking nations, 2,000,000 Jews who
acknowledge their race and not their religion,
while 1,000,000 are classed as agnosticare
these any less Jews than the others? The world
does not think so. The authoritative students of
human differences do not think so. An Irishman
who grows indifferent to the Church is still an
Irishman, and it would seem to be equally true
that a Jew who grows indifferent to the Synagogue
is still a Jew. He at least feels that he is, and so
does the non-Jew.
A still more serious challenge would rise if
this contention of the modernists were true, for it
would necessitate the explanation of these worldcontrolling Jews by their religion. We should have
to say, They excel through their religion, and
then the problem would turn on the religion whose
practice should bring such power and prosperity
to its devotees. But another fact would intervene,
namely, that these world-controlling Jews are not
notably religious; and still another fact would
hammer for recognition, namely, the most devout
believers and most obedient followers of the
Jewish religion are the poorest among the Jews.
If you want Jewish orthodoxy, the bracing morality
of the Old Testament, you will find it, not among
the successful Jews, who have Unitarianized their
religion to the same extent that the Unitarians have
Judaized their Christianity, but among the poor in
the side streets who still sacrifice the Saturday
business for their Sabbath keeping. Certainly
their religion has not given them world-control;
instead, they have made their own sacrifices to
keep it inviolate against modernism.
Of course, if the Jew differs from the rest of
mankind only when he is in full accord with his
religion, the question becomes very simple. Any
criticism of the Jew becomes sheer religious
bigotry and nothing else! And that would be
intolerable. But it would be the consensus of
thoughtful opinion that the Jew differs less in his
religion than anything else. There is more
difference between the two great branches of
Christianity, more conscious difference, than
between any branch of Christianity and Judaism.
So that, the contention of certain modernists
notwithstanding, the world will go on thinking of
the Jew as a member of a race, a race whose
persistence has defeated the utmost efforts made
for its extermination, a race that has preserved
itself in virility and power by the observance of
those natural laws the violation of which has
mongrelized so many nations, a race which has
come up out of the past with the two great moral
values which may be reckoned on monotheism
and monogamy, a race which to-day is before us
as the visible sign of an antiquity to which all our
spiritual wealth harks back. Nay, the Jew will go
on thinking of himself as the member of a people,
a nation, a race. And all the mixture and
intermixture of thought or faith or custom cannot
make it otherwise. A Jew is a Jew and as long as
he remains within his perfectly unassailable
traditions, he will remain a Jew. And he will
always have the right to feel that to be Jew is to
belong to a superior race.
These world-controlling Jews at the top of
affairs, then, are there by virtue of, among other
things, certain qualities which are inherent in their
Jewish natures. Every Jew has these qualities
even if not in the supreme sense, just as every
Englishman has Shakespeares tongue but not in
Shakespeares degree. And thus it is
impracticable, if not impossible, to consider the
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international Jew without laying the foundations
broadly upon Jewish character and psychology.
[H: What is most interesting to me personally
is in the watching the authors and historians
almost reach and find connections which would
present THE answers to this question. The
British-Israel term should be the JewishBritish for from out of that Empire has been
the enabling of establishment of world-control,
right through the very personal guard and
intelligence service, MI-6, of Her Majesty Lizzy.
Queen Elizabeth, and her consort, are both from
the lineage of Jew. This is in the context of
BOTH DEFINITIONS or ANY definition.
Unless you can understand this you cant even
begin to sort the how it came to be that these
people have gained world-control to the extent
they have. They have covered the globe but
their big problem now becomes the fact that
such as the Chinese majority and the Moslem
majority of Islam KNOW THE RIGHT
DEFINITIONS
AND
EVEN
THOUGH
CONTROL IS SEEMINGLY BEING GAINED
BY THESE CULPRITS, THERE IS MASSIVE
CONFRONTATION TO BE HAD AS THESE
NON-WILLING SLAVES MOVE INTO THAT
SLAVERY INTENDED FOR THEM. Media
CONTROL has to be tightly maintained to keep
you lambs-in-the-slaughter-pens from FINDING
OUT TRUTH.]
We may discount at once the too common libel
that this greater form of Jewish success is built
upon dishonesty. It is impossible to indict the
Jewish people or any other people on the wholesale
charge. No one knows better than the Jew how
widespread is the notion that Jewish methods of
business are all unscrupulous. There is no doubt
a possibility of a great deal of unscrupulousness
existing without actual legal dishonesty, but it is
altogether possible that the reputation the Jewish
people have long borne in this respect may have
had other sources than actual and persistent
dishonesty.
We may indicate one of these possible sources.
The Jew at a trade is naturally quicker than most
other men. They say there are other races which
are as nimble at a trade as is the Jew, but the Jew
does not live much among them. In this connection
one may remember the famous joke about the Jew
who went to Scotland.
Now, it is human nature for the slower man to
believe that the quicker man is too deft by far,
and to become suspicious of his deftness.
Everybody suspects the sharper even though his
sharpness be entirely honest. The slower mind is
likely to conceive that the man who sees so many
legitimate twists and turns to a trade, may also
see and use a convenient number of illegitimate
twists and turns. Moreover, there is always the
ready suspicion that the one who gets the best of
the bargain gets it by trickery which is not above
the board. Slow, honest, plain-spoken and
straight-dealing people always have their doubts
of the man who gets the better of it.
The Jews, as the records for centuries show,
were a keen people in trade. They were so keen
that many regarded them as crooked. And so the
Jew became disliked for business reasons, not all
of which were creditable to the intelligence or
initiative of his enemies.
Take, for example, the persecution which Jew
merchants once suffered in England. In older
England the merchant class had many easy-going
traditions. One tradition was that a respectable
tradesman would never seek business but wait for
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it to come to him. Another tradition was that to
decorate ones store window with lights or colors,
or to display ones stock of goods attractively in
the view of the public, was a contemptible and
underhanded method of tempting a brother
tradesmans customers away from him. Still
another tradition was that it was strictly unethical
and unbusinesslike to handle more than one line
of goods. If one sold tea, it was the best reason in
the world why he should not sell teaspoons. As
for advertising, the thing would have been so
brazen and bold that public opinion would have
put the advertiser out of business. The proper
demeanor for the merchant was to seem reluctant
to part with his goods.
One may readily imagine what happened when
the Jewish merchant bustled into the midst of this
jungle of traditions. He simply broke them all.
In those days tradition had all the force of a
divinely promulgated moral law and in
consequence of his initiative the Jew was regarded
as a great offender. A man who would break
those trade traditions would stop at nothing! The
Jew was anxious to sell. If he could not sell one
article to a customer, he had another on hand to
offer him. The Jews stores became bazaars,
forerunner of the modern department stores, and
the old English custom of one store for one line
of goods was broken up. The Jew went after
trade, pursued it, persuaded it. He was the
originator of a quick turnover and small profits.
He originated the installment plan. The one state
of affairs he could not endure was business at a
standstill, and to start it moving he would do
anything. He was the first advertiserin a day
when even to announce in the public prints the
location of your store was to intimate to the public
that you were in financial difficulties, were about
to go to the wall, and were trying the last desperate
expedient to which no self-respecting merchant
would stoop.
It was as easy as childs play to connect this
energy with dishonesty. The Jew was not playing
the game, at least so the staid English merchant
thought. As a matter of fact he was playing the
game to get it all in his own handswhich he has
practically done.
The Jew has shown that same ability ever since.
His power of analyzing the money currents
amounts to an instinct. His establishment in one
country represented another base from which the
members of his race could operate. Whether by
the natural outworking of innate gifts, or the
deliberate plan of race unity and loyalty; all Jewish
trading communities had relations, and as these
trading communities increased in wealth, prestige
and power, as they formed relations with
governments and great interests in the countries
where they operated, they simply put more power
into the central community wherever it might be
located, now in Spain, now in Holland, now in
England. Whether by intention or not, they became
more closely allied than the branches of one
business could be, because the cement of racial
unity, the bond of racial brotherhood, cannot in
the very nature of things exist among the Gentiles
as it exists among the Jews. Gentiles never think
of themselves as Gentiles, and never feel that
they owe anything to another Gentile as such.
Thus they have been convenient agents of Jewish
schemes at times and in places when it was not
expedient that the Jewish controllers should be
publicly known; but they have never been
successful competitors of the Jew in the field of
world-control.
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From these separated Jewish communities went
power to the central community where the master
bankers and the master analysts of conditions
lived. And back from the central community
flowed information of an invaluable character and
assistance wherever needed. It is not difficult to
understand how, under such a condition, the
nation that did not deal kindly with the Jews was
made to suffer, and the nation that yielded to
them their fullest desire was favored by them.
And it is credibly stated that they have made
certain nations feel the power of their displeasure.
This system, if it ever existed, exists in greater
power today. It is to-day (1920), however,
threatened as it has never been. Fifty years ago,
international banking, which was mostly in
control of the Jews as the money brokers of the
world, was on top of business. It exercised the
super-control of governments and finance
everywhere. Then came that new thing, Industry,
which expanded to a degree unguessed by the
shrewdest prophets and analysts. As Industry
gathered strength and power it became a powerful
money magnet, drawing the wealth of the world
in its train, not, however, merely for the sake of
possessing the money, but of making it work.
Production and profit on production, instead of
loans and interest on loans, became the master
method for a time. The war came, in which the
former broker-masters of the world had
undoubtedly their large part. And now the two
forces, Industry and Finance, are in a struggle
to see whether Finance is again to become the
master, or creative Industry. This is one of the
elements which is bringing the Jewish Question
to the bar of public opinion.
DEARBORN INDEPENDENT, issue of June
12, 1920
[END OF QUOTING]
I have chosen to leave the italics running
through these documents in such great numbers
because at the printing of the originals there was
no other way to easily make BOLD, or stress
points, other than italics.
I can warn you hapless people who refuse to
look at this question that you are the target of
mass control. The master-Plan has reached a
finalization point in what were once called the
Christian nations, the very government itself is
being purged of all non-Jewish members. Check
out the trees hopping into the pathway of problempossible people. Note that the Bar Association
has become a secret society for Jewish Lawyers
and Attorneys. The Medical Association is already
one of their major secret societies but not quite
yet purged of healers rather than drug pushers for
the chemical Jewish industries and drug houses.
The task is just about accomplished, however, and
a close-down of all alternative possibilities is
making vast strides toward extinction under the
LAWS. Pretty soon now you will be able to count
on being arrested and prosecuted for chewing on
a sunflower seed. Every item the public touches
or is allowed to touch is infected with something
alien to the well-being of the individuals. Mass
inoculations and vaccination programs are going
to infect the rest of you via your babies. Whole
national immune systems are going to be wiped
out in the march for finding the most appropriate
microbe to take out the unwanted populations
non-Jews of course.
AND, NO, THE
UNFORTUNATE TOOLS OF THE ELITE ARE
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NOT JEWS, EVEN IF THEY THINK
THEMSELVES TO BE. THEY ARE THE
HAPLESS VICTIMS OF THE JEWS IN THEIR
DO
ANYTHING
REQUIRED
TO
ACCOMPLISH WORLD-CONTROL MOVE
ACROSS THE GLOBE.
THEY ARE THE
EXPENDABLE ONES SET FORTH TO DELUDE
THE MASSES AS TO THE MASTER-PLAN.
Jesus was a gift of the Jews? Right! He
was and is a fabrication replacing the Master
Teacher, to suit the needs of a Plan to take control
of the world for the Anti-Christ. Esu Immanuel
Sananda is the expected Master Teacher and need
bear no assumed name or also known as.
Historically it is difficult, although NOT
IMPOSSIBLE, TO LEARN AND KNOW
WITHOUT HESITATION OR DOUBT what took
place those 2000 years ago and WHY. Two
millennia ago the MASTER PROTOCOLS WERE
PUT INTO PLAY AS THE MASTER PLAN
2000. TRUTH HAS ONLY BEEN GIVEN LIPSERVICE SINCE THAT PLACING INTO
ACTION, THE PLAN.
The astute blind man can see here that all
factions of the Spiritual Truth as presented for
Mans use in his physical journey are both a LIE
and totally without merit in thought, physics or
mental scope. Faith demands are thrust off on
you without any recourse by your religious
institutions under Mans conjured doctrines.
What you do with TRUTH, however, is strictly
up to youmy commission is to bring it forth, no
more and no less. So WHO is behind all the lies
and misperceptions? Well, the Anti-Christ by
whatever name is King of the physical world as
you have built him to be. God Creator is the
Creator and thus THE center of the Spiritual world
of/in TRUTH. You are manifest in human
physical form so GUESS WHAT, sleepy little
dreamers.
There is another big misunderstanding here,
and that is that we are somehow anti-Jew AND
anti-Semitic. We are neither. We ARE Semites
from Shem and we do not consider the Jew to be
more than a respectable opponent of God. The
Jew wrote his books and has laid forth all this
information regarding himself as a Man and a Race
or whatever he wishes to call himself. By and
large these are the most shrewd individuals on the
face of the Earth for their only dominion is in
physical form. You can divide and separate all
sorts of Man-made doctrines and NEVER EVEN
TOUCH ON THE TRUTH OF SPIRITUAL
FACT. I am simply not impressed with the lies
or the efforts to destroy HUman through these
methods of deceitTHAT is purely for the
operations of the Anti-CHRIST by whatever name
you wish to label your religion. Religion and
Spiritual Truth are NEVER synonymous. Neither
is Christianity even remotely the same as
CHRIST-ness. You havent identified the
CHRIST person himself as you latch onto the
Santa Satan bearing Jewish commercial gifts to
fool you Heysoosians. Poor Immanuel, I wonder
if you even care what happened to that wondrous
Master Teacher? It certainly makes that Jewish
Bible saying that ...and all men shall turn away
from God and into the clutches of His adversary...
look prophetic. Go read Revelation and check
out your vulnerable and weak position, friends.
And, my Roman Catholic friends, do you know
that your Catholic Roman Pope is a Jew? Oh
indeed. He also sold GAS to the Nazis in the
time of the so-called but false, Holocaust. Oh
drat, isnt truth a handful to hold? Salu.
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Order by Mail

New Gaia Products
1998 Order Form

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

GAIANDRIANA
AQUAGAIA
GAIALYTE

PRICE

Item
LIQUID

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16 oz.
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
32 oz.
$ 40.00
$ 8.50
1 liter
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
$ 3.50
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
8 oz.
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
3.25 lb

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
MELLOREAM
BEVERAGE POWDER
60 CAPSULES
3 IN 1 GRAPE SEED EXTRACT
60 CAPSULES
4 IN 1 WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
(24% Extract)
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG. BOOKLET
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals

$ 18.00

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00

$ 16.95

90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60 CAPSULES
NONI
30 CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter

$ 30.00

1 quart

$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00

(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL
(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

32 oz.
32 oz.

$ 22.00
$ 11.00

$18.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

4 oz.

2 oz.

2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.

32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

$ 20.00

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

T FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD MACHINE, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM
ELECTROLYSIS, BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING
RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
OXYSOL

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

GAIACLEANSE KIT

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

$ 48.00

Individual components sold seperatelycall for prices

GULF WAR SYNDROME Starter Kit
GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND

$260.00

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

NICOTINE___

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

SUCROSE___ STARCH___

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK
○

○

T

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE

(Whole Wheat & Spelt)
(Pure Spelt)
2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

T GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

T GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

$

○

○

○

○

15.00

○

○

○

$149.00

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

T GAIASPELT BREAD MIX

○

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

T PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$

3.50

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00
$ 5.00
$ 12.50

$130.00

T MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

T MiCROWATER

TM

ELECTROLYSIS

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS

50-LB BAG

money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126

$1100.00
$

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

Please make all checks and

$ 80.00

$ 30.00

TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○

○

○

○

○

○
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